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ABSTRACT

The shortage of affordable, rental housing for low and
moderate income households is one of the most serious prob-
Iems presently confronting Canadian municipalities, yet it
has often been ignored or inadequately addressed by the pri-
vate sect,or and government leveIs. One municipal response
has been the formation of municipal non-profit (¡n¡p) housing
corporations under nevr federal non-profit housing provisions
introduced in 1973 and 1978.

Upon reviewing early municipal housing involvement and
initiatives, and examining the backgrounds, programs and
problems/constraints of MNP corporations, p€rformance eval-u-
ations are conducted on the MNP corporations in the Cities
of Toronto, Ottawa and Winnipeg to determine their success
in attaining their program objectives.

Although all three corporations have achieved at least
moderate success, their ability to produce more housing and
serve a higher proportion of lower income households . has
been affected by program constraints, inadequate funding,
unit allocations and provincial and municipal support, a
shortage of inexpensive, inner city development sites and
economic conditions. Nevertheless, they have accommodated
needy households, increased the affordable rental housing
stock, upgraded existing housing and assisted in neighbour-
hood stabilization and revitalization.

Às the affordable housing shortage problem wilI likeIy
continue in the near future, the thesis' foremost recommen-
dation is continuation and modification of Section 56.1, the
principal on-going program addressing lower income housing
needs. Increased provincial and municipal support is needed
for the program. Furthermore, more municipalities must be-
gin to adopt an interventionist housing rol-e, vrith a f irst
step being participation in the Section 56.1 program.

1V
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' acq/rehab' acquisition/rehabilitation
BNA Act British North America Act

CAI Core Àrea Initiative
CMHC Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

CONPHC City of Ottawa Non-Profit Housing Corporation

ÐHA Dominion Housing Àct

LEM Low-End-of-Market

MHRC Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation

MNP Municipal Non-Profit

MUP Maximum Unit Price

NHA National Housing Act

NIP Neighbourhood Improvement Program

OHC Ontario Housing Corporation

RGI Rent-Geared-to-Income

RRAP Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program

SÀFER Shelter Allowance For Elderly Renters

SAFFR Shelter ÀlIowance For Family Renters

THC Toronto Housing Company

VHC Vancouver City Non-Profit Housing Corporation

WHRC Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation
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Chapter 1

TNTRODUCTION

1 "1 INTRoDUCToRY REMARKS

The lack of affordablel rental housing for low and moder-

ate incorne households is one of the most serious problems

presently facing Canadian municipalities" The problem,

which has existed for a long time, is growing in magnitude.

Whereas 20"2e" ot all Canadian renter households erere experi-
encing affordability problems in 1976 the figure had risen

to 21.6e" by 1980.2 The affordability problem is much less

severe among owner households.

Since the rapid population growth of cities prior to and

into the 1900's, the housing needs of lower income Canadians

have frequently been ignored or inadeguately addressed by

the private sector and various government levels. Private

developers have become increasingly unable or unwilling to
produce housing for lower income groups due to rising devel-

opment costs and the lower profit margins associated with

producin.g less expensive forms of housing. Housing is a

provincial jurisdiction under the constitution, yet it rùas

not until the 1950's and particularly the late 1960's that

the provinces displayed significant housing concern for the

2-



lower income sector, The federal

concern for this income group as

the primary designer and financer

duction programs.

3

government has shown most

iL has traditionally been

of affordable housing pro-

The municipal housing role has traditionally been con-

fined to service provision and regulatory activities" Mu-

nicipal initiatives to address Iower income housing needs

have usually been infrequent, Iimited in scope and short

lived. As municipalities were not constitutionally obligat-
ed to undertake direct housing action, any initiative was

often in response to critical housing conditions, public

pressure and senior government financial assistance" It !.ras

such a federal incentive that encouraged municipalities to

directly intervene in housing production as never before"

In 1973 the federal government introduced major programs

for the Non-Profit (Section 15.1) and Cooperative (Section

34.18) housing sectors which were replaced in 1978 by the

new Non-Profit and Cooperative Housing Program (Section

s6.1). They offered financial assistance to non-profit
charitable organizations, cooperatives and provincially or

municipally owned non-profit corporations intent on provid-

ing and operating modest housing for low and moderate income

households unable'to afford such accommodation on Èhe open

market. Non-profit housing is housing produced and operated

without any profit motivation. Municipalities viewed this
as an excellent opportunity to provide decent, ãffordable,
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publically-owned housing for economically disadvantaged and

other special needs groups. In response to t.he program a

majority of larger Canadian cities established municipal

non-profit (¡n¡p) housing corporations throughout the remain-

der of the decade.

1"2 STA,TENÍENT OF PT,TRPOSE AND OBJIECTIV'ES

Since the 1973 non-profit housing program, MNP housing

corporations have been formed by a wide range of municipali-

ties from large cities such as Toronto to smaller centres

such as Àjax and Espanola, Ontario" They have developed

programs designed to achieve local goals and federal program

objectives. Some have been around for over ten years while

others have only begun operation in the 1980's or even dis-
appeared. Àn examination of the housing programs, problems

and constraints, and performance of MNP housing corporations

across the country has not been attempted to date to the au-

thor's knowledge. Such an examination is especially war-

ranted in view of a recent f ederal eval-uat ion of the S. 56. 1

program3 which has created much uncertainty over the pro-

gram's structure and continued operation.

The purpose of the thesis is to determine how successfuL

the MNP housing corporations in the Cities of Toronto, .Otta-

wa and Winnipeg have been in attaining their development

program objectives under the Municipal Non-Profit Housing

component of the federal government's S"56"1 Non-Profit and
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sCooperative Housing Program.

are å

The objectives of this thesi

involvement and initia-
of MNP housing corpora-

to gain an understanding

housing involvement and

i.

¿"

a

4.

To review municipal housing

tives prior to the formation

tions in the 1970's in order

of the evolution of municipal

direct intervention"

To examine the reasons for formation, development

programs and problems/constraints of the MNP housing

corporations in the Cities of Toronto, Ottawa and

Winnipeg, and other municipalities.
To present a case in favour of greater municipal

housing involvement, with one vehicle being the Mu-

nicipal Non-Profit Housing component of the S.56.1

pro9ram"

To formulate recommendations for improvements to the

Municipal Non-Profit component so as to enable MNP

housing corporations to carry out their mandates

primarily, the production of affordable housing for
low and moderate income households.

'l .3 MErHODOr,OGY

Owing to the fact that MNP corporations have been estab-

lished mainly by larger municipalities across the country,

examination of specific corporations has been limited to the

larger urban centres, To provide consistency the review has
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been restricted to "City" rather than "Metropolitan" juris-

dictions, The Cit.ies of Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and Van-

couver have been selected for study, A periormance evalua-

tion will not be conducted on the MNP corporation in the

latter jurisdiction due to its early demise. Àlthough each

centre is unique, they all possess certain physical, social,
economic and political characteristics associated with larg-
er urban centres, thusr âîy comparisons made have more va-

lidity than those made if a combination of large and small

municipalities were used.

The selected cities offer a regional and population rep-

resentation. The City of Toronto is located in Canada's

Iargest urban area. It was the first city to form a MNP

corporation, which . has subsequently become the country's
largest and most successfuL venture. For these reasons the

City's corporation has received substantial coverage in this
study. The City of Ottawa is a medium-sized centre with an

active corporation. The City of Winnipeg, also medium-

sized, has a relatively young corporation limited in activi-
ty. The City of Vancouver is also located in a large urban

jurisdiction. It has been included because its corporation

dissolved after a short period of time for reasons discussed

in a later chapter.

Performance evaluations may be undertaken by identifying
explicit housing needs and determining whether t ot to what

degree, these needs are being met by t,he housing corpora-
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this method has not been utilized here

due to the difficulty associated with producing accurate

measurements of specific housing need and because the corpo-

rations are not the sole producers of rental- housing for low

and moderate income households. Similar to the method em-

ployed by Sawatsky,a the performance evaluation has been

conducted on t.he basis of performance measures developed

from the stated goals/objectives of the corporations' pro-

grams and from common program efficiency criteria.

Information

sources:

for this study was obtained from several-

An extensive review of Iiterature (genera1, govern-

ment, theses) obtained from public, institutional and

government (federal, provincial, municipal) libraries
and university academics across Canada;

Àn examination ot annual reports, documents and in-
formation packages obtained from MNP corporations

across Canada;

Correspondence with ¡û{P housing corporations, major

Canadian cities and provincial housing corporations;

and

Information obtained from the Canada Mortgage and

Housing Corporation (CwtC) winnipeg office, personal

interviews and City CounciL minutes.

1.

2"

)

4"
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This thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 pro-

vides an introduction to the thesis. Chapter 2 reviews ear-

lier municipal housing initiatives and involvement, explains

the factors responsible for municipal housing action (or in-
action), and discusses the traditional housing roles of the

federal- and provincial governments and their perceptions of

the municipality's ro1e" Chapter 3 examines the national

and local conditions resulting in the formation of MNP cor-
porations, the history and details of the federal non-profit
housing programs and the program goals and structure of the

MNP corporations in the four Canadian cities" Chapter 4

identifies the past and present major problems and con-

straints of the MNP corporations in these cities as well as

the minor problems experienced by these and other corpora-

tions. In Chapter 5 performance evaluations are conducted

on the Toronto, Ottawa and Winnipeg housing corporations"

Chapter 6 presents a case supporting greater municipal in-
voLvement in housing through the MNP Housing Program by ex*

pounding the benefits of municipal housing involvement, non-

profit housing, the federal program and MNP corporations,

It also examines the extent of current municipal involvement

in the program and the program's status. Chapter 7 provides

a comprehensive summary of preceding chapters and recommen-

dations for program improvements, while Chapter I concludes

the thesis"



1"5 CT{ÀPTER 1 FCIOTBTOTES

Housing is generally considered unaffordable when

households must pay more than 30 percent of their
gross income for shelter purposes. This figure is
commonly used by government bodies. It is also rec-

ognized that certain households in the 25-30 percent

range can experience housing affordability problems,

thus, the usage of the '25 percent of gross income'

figure for rent calculations in government sponsored

housing projects"

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, SECTION 56.1

NON_PROFIT AND COOPERATIVE HOUSING PROGRAM EVALUATION

(Ottawa: CMHC, 1983), Tab1e 3"2, p.38"

CMHC's SECTTON 56.1 NON-PROFIT AND COOPERATIVE

HOUSING PROGRAM EVALUATION was completed in November

1 983.

À}an J.Sawatsky, "The City of Toronto Non-Profit

Housing Corporation (Cf fyHOl¿n): An Examination of

Program History, Performance, and Constraintsr" an

unpublished Masterrs thesis, University of Toronto,

Toronto, Ontario (1982).

1"

2.

3.

4"



Chapter 2

TOWARÐS ATd T'NDERSTANDTNG OF CANAT'TAN MUNTCIPAL
T}WOLI/EMENT TN HOUSTNG

2"1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the traditional
housing role played by Canadian municipalities. Section 2"2

wilI review municipal housing involvement and initiatives
from the early 1900's to the late 1960's. As will be seen,

municipal housing intervention occurred much earlier than

the period during which MNP corporations were formed. The

factors responsible for municipal housing action (or inac-

tion) will be outlined in Section 2"3" Since municipal ini-
tiatives hrere frequently dependent on senior government leg-
islation and programs, federal and provincial housing roles

and their perceptions of the municipality's role will be re-
viewed in the final section.

2,2 å REVTEI{ OF PRE-1970 }tttNrcrpÀr, HOUSTNG rhfVOr,\¡EMENT AhID
INITIÀTIvES

2o2"1 Earlv Municioal Housinq Concern

Early municipal concern with housing issues arose from

the urban reform movement of 1880-1920, itself a product of

the urban crisis which accompanied the rapid economic and

10
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social- transformation of the nation during this period.

AIong with physical, economic and population growth cities
witnessed the concentration of a1l the ills of a rapidly
growing, urban society. Crime, prostitution, disease, pov-

erty and congested, unsanitary, housing conditions v¡ere

rampant. Spokespersons for the urban reform movement origi-
nated from the grovring middle class in the larger cities and

encompassed professionals, businessmen, clergymen, women's

organízaLions and humanitarians in pursuit of public health,

social welfare and moral reform, municipal ownership of

utilities, better town planning and reform of the civic po-

litical structure. While each group no doubt participated
in the movement f or its o!.¡n reasons of self interest, there

was a common thread for their actions" They recognized the

prevailing urban crisis and believed in their ability to

create an urban environment based on the primacy of civic
community, social justice, social order and good govern-

ment. 1

The rapid increase in Canada's urban population during

the late 1800's and early 1900's, in association ¡+ith real

estate and building speculation and the meagre íncomes of

the newly arrived urbanites, resulted in a severe housing

crisis for the nation's grovring cities in terms of quality

and quantity. These conditions prompted the urban reform

movement to lobby municipal and provincial governments for

regulatory action which by the early 1900's resulted in the
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passage of public health, fire and housing regulations. By

1912 many larger cities had passed housing by-Iaws, were en-

forcing both municipal and provincial health codes, and wit-
nessed the formation of Town Planning Commissions and Civic

Improvement Leagues. The reform movement's interest in

housing ï¡as through its concern for public health and indus-

trial pollution which resulted in public health and building
codes to prevent the spread of contagious diseases, and land

use regulations to protect middle/upper income neighbour-

hoods from industrial pollution and lower income residents.

By 1 91 0 the movement's lobbying efforts had instilled
into the business and real estate-dominated city councils a

somewhat greater degree of public consciousness towards the

workers' living conditions. Previously all housing con-

struction was undertaken by the private sector v¡ith govern-

ment involvement virtually non-existent. Some individuaLs

within municipal councils were becoming more receptive to-
wards initiatives designed to amefiorate workers' housing

conditions. In 1907 a reform-minded controller within the

City of Toronto's administration succeeded in his lobby for
a city appointed Housing Commission. Unfortunately, a Com-

mission recommendation to confer upon the City the authority
to build and rent workers' housing was rejected by City
Council"2 It was not until six years later that Toronto be-

came the first Canadian city to initiate a scheme designed

to house workers the Toronto Housing Company.
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2"2,2 The Toronto Elousíns Compenw

In 1913 the quasi-public Toronto Housing Company (fHC)

vras formed to build decent housing for workers. Its forma-

tion rüas enabled by provincial passage earlier that year of

Canada's first piece of housing legislation, the Housing Ac-

commodation Àctr3 which authorized municipal governments to
guarantee an incorporated company's bonds to 85 percent of

the housing and land value with the company providing the

remainder. The legislation's intent s¡as to encourage the

production of reasonably sized dwellings with moderate

rents. The THC is an important benchmark in Canadian hous-

ing annals as it represented the first major act of govern-

ment housing intervention in any municipality, it was Cana-

da's first limited dividend housing venture and it was the

first example of significant municipal housing intervention.

Reformists, industrialists and City Council were unit.ed

in their support for the THC's formation, however, concern

f or the working cl-ass was not the predominant motive of all
groups" Humanitariansr r€formist bureaucrats and other mem-

bers of the reform movement held the greatest degree of le-
gitimate concern for the working class even though a portion

of movement members were middle or upper class and were out

to protect their own interests. WhiIe constant pressure

from this group forced loca] elected officials to recognize

the substandard living conditions endured by the working

class, Council support vras largely based on the need to sta-
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bilize the work force" The cit¡t c.ou1d not afford Lo anta-

gonize its primarily Lenant, vrorking class population by in-
action to housing problems since disgruntled workers could

easily migrate to prospering Western Canada via the nationaf

rail link. The greatest degree of support came from local
industrialists and manufacturers who required a cheap labour

supply" One component in limiting wage increases was the

provision of lov¡er priced workers' housing. They also be-

lieved that well-housed, healthy workers boosted productivi-

t.y and decreased the probability of labour unrest,a

The THC experienced mixed success in its attempt to pro-

vide affordable workers' housing" Àfter a few years of op-

eration it had constructed homes for over Lhree hundred fam-

ilies in two projects which were praised for their design

qualities. Its internationally recognized efforts were

closely observed by other cities and provinces resulting in

the passage of similar provincial legislation in Quebec and

a host of unsuccessful housing associations. in other major

cities, On the other hand, its unit rents, which comprised

approximately half of the average workingman's monthly sala-

Ey, were unaffordable to most families. Its inability to
provide housing for the lowest quintile of the working poor

foreshadowed housing programs developed in later years" No

further construction was undertaken after 1923 but it, was

not dissolved until the early 1960's.s
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2"2"3 Munícipal [Iousine Commissíone

The creation of t.he THC, while failing to make a major

impact on the loca1 housing scene, set a precedent for gov-

ernment intervention. In 1918, in response to Ontario's an-

nouncement of a temporary municipal loan program designed to

alleviate t'he severe housíng shortage precipitated by the

war, the federal government introduced the Federal-Provin-

cial Housing Loan Program which provided provinces with

loans for housing construction. The provinces were also

able to disburse these loans to residents, limited dividend

companies and municipalities. À majority of the provinces

participated in the temporary program by preparing the re-
quired general housing schemes and passing legislation en-

abling municipal participatíon through the format,ion of

Housing Commissions to administer the loans and, if desired,

acquire land and build houses.

Many major cities responded to the federal program by

forming Housing Commissions. The Winnipeg Housing Commis-

sion, created in 1919, instituted a lirnited but very suc-

cessful program of providing Ioans to qualifying residents

for the construction of owner-occupied housing. Unlike oth-
er Commissions it managed to operate at a slight profit.
Although over seven hundred homes were built, the main bene-

ficiaries were white collar employees with above average in-
comes, rather than working class households targeted by the

federal government.6
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Most other Commissions experienced problems of poor hous-

ing quality, mismanagement, operating losses, inadequate

funding and construction cost overruns resulting in the in-
ability of workingmen and ex-servicemen to afford the new

units. The Ottawa Housing Commission perhaps suffered to
the greatest degree. Faced with all of the above problems

the Commission dissolved in 1925 leaving the City with a net

loss of over $300,000.7

Considering its earlier pioneering effort in improving

loca1 housing conditions, it was somewhat surprising that
Toronto refused to participate claiming that the program's

land and construction cost restrictions rendered it unfeasi-

ble in larger urban centres. Others were of the opinion

that real estate and construction interests kept Toronto out

of the program.s Instead, the city obtained legislation to

fund its olrn housing, It appointed the Toronto Housing Com-

mission, which consisted of five businessmen, to operate a

program with the objectives of enabling lower income persons

to secure a home and ensuring that no financial losses ac-

crued to the City. After developing over t,wo hundred single

and semi-detached houses the Commission dissolved upon rec-

ognizing the incompatibility of the two objectives, vÍith a

commission of city officials assuming administration of the

units"

Just as provincial, municipal and labour support was

growing for the program the federal government proclaimed in
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1920 that no further funding would be available"s Reasons

for the federal action included: it originalty inLended the

program to be only temporary; the correlation between good

housing and social stability became less important as social
unrest peaked in 1919; its belief that government housing

intervention produced many problems lras reinforced by the

difficulties experienced by some of the provinces and munic-

ipal Housing Commissionsi and perhaps most importantly, it
believed that housing construction vras not within the realm

of federal responsibility. The program's relative failure
was demonstrated by its minimal contribution to relieving
urban housing congestion, its inability to provide housing

affordable to lower income households and the lack of effec-
tive tovrn planning and civic housing schemes due to the ab-

sence of municipal expertise and commitment. The bad ex-

periences of most Housing Commissions, with many becoming

administrative and financial Iiabilities, was a major blow

to those advocating an expanded municipal housing roIe.

2.2"4 Wartime Housinq Proqrams

For almost two decades prior to World g.lar II there oc-

curred littIe senior government housing action to benefit
municipalities. Government housing intervention during the

1920's was almost non-existent as prosperous economic condi-

tions encouraged substantial activity by the private devel-

opment industry, however, lower income residents continued
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to experience substandard living conditions" By the mid-

1930's economic and social conditions forced a federal re-

sponse, The Dominion Housing Àct (OHa) of 1935, which made

federal housing loans available mainly to benefit middle and

upper income groups, Þ¡as largely a measure to increase em-

ployment by stimulating the construction industry" The Na-

tional Housing Act (NHe) of 1938 was potentially a major

breakthrough for municipalities as it included provisions

for preferred loans Lo municipalities, limited dividend com-

panies and provinces for rental housing construction avail-
able on a rent-geared-to-income (nGf) basis. No housing was

produced since attention vras focused on the v¡ar effort and

the necessary complementary provincial legislation failed to

mater ial i ze .

Similarly, municipal housing activity was 1ow. Crowded,

unsanitary, Iiving conditions produced many municipal re-
ports, housing committees and reguests for relief measures.

Cities were generally pre-occupied with administering relief
programs and performing housing searchs for households ev-

icted or forced out by foreclosures. An exception was To-

ronto which adopted a Standard of Housing By-1aw in 1936

which became a North American model, created a Housing Divi-
sion in 1938 and prepared a slum clearance plan in 1939.

Municipal housing activity did not increase until- 1941 when

a federal Crown corporation Wart,ime Housing Limited - was

created to buitd temporary, inexpensive housing in centres
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suffering from severe housing shortages as a result of rural
in-migration and minimal housing construction during t.he

war. To receive !.7artime Housing qualifying cities were re-
quired to submit a request and supply fully serviced lots"
The corporatíon was responsible for construction, rental,
payments to the city in lieu of taxes and eventual sale of

the unit.s to the city

the program v¡as an unqualified success as well as a sig-
nificant event in intergovernmental relations. Up to 1947

it produced 26,000 units with a further 25,000 units in the

following three years during which it became the Veterans

Rent,al Housing Program.lo Many cities, with Ottawa as one

exceptionrll benefitted from the program through the.receipt
of needed housing and experience gained from program partic-

ipation. The program represented the first time that direct
interaction had occurred between the federal and municipal

governments. Even though it was a constitutional irregular-
ity Iittle provincial objection rr'as voiced. The federal-mu-

nicipal interaction transpired into a cooperative relation-
ship during the early post-war years.

Àlthough not specifically a wartime program, the expanded

1944 NHÀ offered opportunities for increased municipal hous-

ing activity. The Act included provisions for municipal and

provincial slum clearance assistance on the condition that

Iow rental housing was the replacement. Loans were made

available to limited dividend corporations to assist in low

rental housing construction.
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¿"¿"5 The PosÈ-E{ar Yearso 1945-1963s Sma1l Ster¡s Towards
Increased n4unicipal Housinq Involvement

The post-war period witnessed the growth of a strong fed-

eral housing ro1e, the beginnings of increased provincial
participation and littIe expansion of the municipal role.
The prospect of increased municipal housing responsibility,
based on the success achieved through the l.Tartime Housing

programs, failed to materialize as subsequent programs dele-
gated minimal responsibility to municipalities.

The lone exception in this period of subdued municipal

activity was Toronto. After receiving provincial approval

to pass slum clearance and redevelopment by-Iaws, in 1947 it
became the first city to enter into an agreement vrith the

federal government under the 1944 NHA for development of

Canada's first public housing project Regent Park North.l2
In ihe face of a divided City Council Toronto taxpayers ap-

proved through a plebiscite the expenditure of approximately

$6,000,000 for the project, which resulted in the construc-

tion of almost fourteen hundred units over the period

1948-1958; in a subsequent expansion more than seven hundred

units rdere developed over the period 1956-1959.13 Undoubt-

edly, the City's large financial commitment vlas partly re-
sponsible for the lack of unanimous Council support"

The f i rst indicat ion of changing rol-es was the 1949 f ed-

eral-provincial partnership (Section 40)14 for public hous-

ing development which marked the beginning of increased pro-
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vincial housing involvement in Canada. Federal-provincial

negotiations replaced the direct federal-municipal int.erac-

tion that occurred a few years earlier. Provinces had the

option of requiring a municipal contribution which ranged

from 7"5 percent in Ontario to 25 percent in ÀIberta, Nova

Scotia and Manitoba. Municipalities were responsible for
project initiation, site selection and the provision of ser-

vices to site boundaries. Nevertheless, the program effec-
tively ended any municipal role in public housing by cen-

tralizing authority at the provincial level at the expense

of retaining local- decision making power. ls

Substantial success eluded the progran even though many

cities accepted the role of initiator. Municipal efforts
were constrained by provincial inability and reluctance to
commit adequate funds; public opinion that government assis-

tance should not be wasted on indolent individuals; opposi-

tion from residents of neighbourhoods designated for rede-

velopment and from residents of surrounding neighbourhoods;

Iimited financial resources; and the lack of adrninistrative

skiIls necessary to engage in t,he research and planning of a

public housing proposal. In spite of these constraints some

cities experienced program activity, although most failed to

receive any benefits until the mid-1960's,

During the 1950's, in addition to participating in the

public housing program, municipalities became increasingly

pre-occupied with urban redeveLopment after it received
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greater recognition in t,he 1954 and 1956 NHA amendments.

The financial assistance made available under the 1954 NHA

for the production of comprehensive redevelopment studies

yielded a number of urban renewal studies from large cities
beginning with Toronto's in 1956. Special boards and de-

partments were created to deal with redevelopment issues.

Significant physical changes did not occur until after the

1964 NHA amendment.s.

This period also saw municipal involvement in the produc-

tion of limited dividend and non-profit housing, Under the

NHA's limited dividend provisions (S. lS) municipatities
sponsored limited dividend housing corporations t,o undertake

affordable rental housing construction,r6 primarily for fam-

ilies. From 1944 to 1964 municipalitiesr âs well as service

clubs and community groups, vrishing to provide lower cost

housing for other needy households, particularly the elder-
Iy, developed non-profit housing under the same NHÀ provi-
sions which provided loans for 90 percent of construction

costs. The program, municipally praised for its flexibility
and ease of negotiations, often produced more units than the

public housing programs. Municipal interest in the program,

and low cost housing in general, soon diminished when pro-

vincial financial assistance was not forthcoming. tt

In 1964 major amendments wefe made to the NHA which re-

sulted in increased provincial housing activity and benefit-
ted municipalities through the introduction of major pro-
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housing role remained

insignificant" Federal concern over the public housing pro-

gram's dismal performancels and its growing support for an

expanded municipal role in public housing resulted in a sec-

ond public housing program. The Section 43 program offered

federal loans to provinces and municipalities covering 90

percent of construction costs instead of the 75-25 federal-
provincial cost. sharing of Section 40, and an equal spliÈ of

operating costs, unlike the 75-25 federal-provincial split,
under Section 40 " Greater municipal participation in

project planning occurred under the new program, yet the mu-

nicipal role remained sma11. The financing arrangements

virtually prohibited municipalities from proceeding without
provincial participation; upon receiving a 90 percent loan a

municipality would be required to put up 10 percent equity

and half of the operating costs. ÀI1 provinces except On-

tario continued to utilize the old program throughout the

1 960's "

Urban renewal received a prominent and defined position

in federal legislation through the 1964 NHÀ amendments which

provided all the financial incentives necessary for cities
to embark on a comprehensive renewal program. PubIic hous-

ing under Sections 40 and 43 was buil-t usually, but not

so1eIy, in conjunction with urban renewal projects. Unfor-

tunately, urban renewal objectives oft.en overshadowed the

original purpose of public housing.ts Since public housing
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and rene?¡a1 projects depended upon provincial approval and

senior level funding, without which it would be impossible

for cities to engage in such capital intensive endeavors,

municipalities continued to play a subordinate, unassuming

housing role.

Federal government interest grew for a more substantial
municipal role in public housing development, as shown by

the 1964 NHA amendments which expanded municipal authority
in this field" Ironically, the amendments had the opposite

effect as they included provisions which gave provincial
housing corporations access to loans, with attractive rates

and terms, f.or public housing construction" Beginning with

Ontario in 1964, provinces established housing corporations

during the late 1960's to p4oduce lower income housing. Às

provincial housing involvement increased in the second half
of the 1960's, municipalities, which experienced a reduction

in responsibilities, became generally disinterested in low

income housing provision" Municipal housing interest did

not resurface until the second urban reform movement of the

early 1 970' s.

2.3 FACTORS RESPONSIBIE FOR MT'NICIPAIJ T{OUSTNG ACTTONW
A number of factors v¡ere responsible for the action (or

inaction) taken by municipatities in housing: jurisdiction-

aI; financial; beliei in the traditional municipal role as a
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provider of services and regulator; public opposítion; and,

an inadequate municipal administrative structure.

Municipal housing action was most affected by the juris-

dictional factor. Under Section 92 of the British North

America (gNa) act constitutional responsibility for housing

provision was granted to the provinces. Section 91 entrust-
ed the federal government with powers to control fiscal pol-
icy. As a result, responsibility for housing lay with the

provinces, yet the 'too1s' for housing policy implementation

rested with the federal government which was also able to
infl-uence housing activities through revenue collection and

subsequent provision of incentives and subsidies" The re-

sult was confusion as to who vras responsible t:t housing.

What evolved was a dominant federal role as financer and de-

signer of programs and policies, a secondary provincial role

of providing supplementary funding (more independent actions

did not occur until after 1964) and a minimal municipal role
involving project initiation,
some cost sharing.

program implementation and

Municipalities are 'creatures' of the provinces. They

possess only those powers delegated to them by their respec-

tive provincial governments. Legally, municipal passage of

housing policies and participation in federal programs were

all subject to provincial approval. It may be argued that
municipalities had a certain degree of moral responsibility
to intervene more ext,ensively in housing matters for the
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benefit of their residents, however, they vrere under no ob-

ligation to do so. When intervention did occur it *ras often

in response Lo pressure from socially oriented groups, indi-
viduals and reformers criticizing municipal inaction in the

face of severe housing condit,ions or the introduction of new

senior government programs which required IocaI initiative
or encouraged it.

Even when housing initiatives were contemplated by cit-
ies, their lack of financial resources often precluded any

further action. In the constitution local governments were

intended to be primarily administrative, rather than policy
oriented. Às their concerns and needs were to be generally

simple and not capital intensive, the bulk of their revenue

$¡as to be derived from the property tax which subsequently

proved to be inadequate as municipal needs became more nu-

merous and complex. With scarce municipal revenues allocat-
ed to basic program expenditures, cities were hard pressed

to commit monies for extra services such as housing.

Due to inadequate finances, housing involvement frequent-

ly depended on the financial assistance or favourable cost

sharing arrangements offered by federal and provincial hous-

ing programs. Participation in the capital intensive public

housing and urban renewal programs would not have occurred,

or at least would have been quite limited, if substantial
senior leveI assisLance had been unavailable. When senior

level support for these programs expired in the late 1960's
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so did most municipal prograrns" Revenue generation through

property tax increases was considered politically unviable

by civic politicians intent on retaining their elected posi-

tions. Reliance on this source also produced municipal fa-
vouritism towards expensive residential projects developed

by private builders, rather Lhan government sponsored public

housing which did not contribute as much to the Local tax

base "

A third factor which affected municipal housing action

rvas adherence to t,he view the municipalities should primari-
Iy be providers of basic services (ie. waterr sânitation,
streets) and that their housing related activities should be

regulatory. The rate at which new developments were intro-
duced was affected by municipal provision of 'hard' and

'soft' services. Reinforced by constitutional provisions,

major regulatory activities consisted of land use control

through zoning and master plans, regulation of quality in

new subdivisions through approval and development agreement

procedures, and protection of the existing housing stock

through the enforcement of health, occupancy and minimum

standards by-Iaws.

This view had its share of supporters" Prior to the

critical housing shortages and substandard living conditions

experienced during the vlar and Depression periods, most mu-

nicipalities perceived their role to be regulatory. They

became more involved in addressing housing problems when de-
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teriorating conditions resulted in public demands for ac-

tion. Municipal initiatives rarely received fuII local gov-

ernment support since the business and real estate-dominated

Councils preferred a passive role that did not interfere
with the free ent,erprise system. The federal and provincial
perception of cities as 'regulat,ors' changed temporarily

when the housing crisis intensified during World Wars I and

II; municipalities $¡ere seen as obligated to provide relief
measures for their residents, À more permanent senior gov-

ernment perception of municipalities as more than just 'ser-
vice providers and regulators' did not emerge until many

decades later.

Taxpayer opposition to proposed municipal housing

projects discouraged local attempts to ease the crises.
Slum clearance and low cost housing proposals vrere frequent-

ly vetoed by a large segment of the employed, taxpaying pub-

Iic which remained unsympathetic to the plight of the job-

less and working class poor. Public approval of Toronto's

Regent Park project surprised many people. Public rejection
of a project often negated years of intense municipal effort
involving long negotiations with senior government IeveIs.

In following years municipal politicians hesitated in intro-
ducing nevr proposals believing they would not receive public

approval. Councillors were not prepared to risk their posi-

tions on a publically unpopular scheme.
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Finally, greater housing activity was hindered by the ab-

sence of a weIl developed, administraLive infrastructure.
For many decades into the 1900's most municipalities lacked

the expertise and administrative ability necessary to pro-

pose and implement a housing project. As a result, housing

programs were usually federal-provincial ventures and any

direct federal-municipal relationship required a strong fed-

eral roIe. By the late 1960's most major cities had ac-

quired a higher level of competency from experience gained

in administering some senior programs.

2.& À REVIEW OF FEDERAL ¿rND PROVINCIAL HOUSI¡{G ROLES A¡ID
PERCEPTIONS

2"4,"1 Federal

The early federal position on housing was that it was a

constitutional provincial responsibility as weIl as Èhe con-

cern of municipalities and the private sector. Its first
housing intervent.ion, the Federal-Provincial Housing Loan

Program of 1918, was in response to public pressure and the

need for post-war reconstruction and employment. It did not

view this action as an acceptance of any long Èerm housing

responsibility. Its second significant intervention, the

Dominion Housing Act of 1935, did not emerge out of a con-

viction that state intervention s¡a's necessarily desirable,

but was a response to current economic, social and political

conditions. The DHÀ v¡as its first major piece of housing

legislation and the first step towards continuous housing

involvement.
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The federal government, did not believe in sustained

intervention until the latter years of World War II when it
was seen as necessary for successful post-war reconsLruc-

tion. The success of the Wartime Housing programs also in-
fLuenced its attitude. Àn example of this attitudínaI
change and an indication that housing policies would play a

major role in the country's readjustment period was the 1944

NHA which emphasized increased government invoLvement , pâr-

ticularly in lower income housing provision.

The federal government's traditional housing role as de-

signer and primary financer of programs evolved during the

post-war period. While housing was sti11 viewed as a pro-

vincial responsibility, it believed that any effective solu-

tion to t,he housing problem must include inter-governmental

and private sector cooperation. Its desire to encourage

provincial assumption of housing responsibililies resulted

in the 1949 federal-provincial public housing program. Àt

this point it was still satisfied with a low key municipal

role "

By the late 1950's, based on perceptions that municipal

competence had risen and the public housing program's lack

of success h'as partially a result of Iimited opportunities
for municipal involvement, federal support gres¡ for an ex-

panded municipal housing ro1e" This nevr attitude was re-

flected in the introduction of a second public housing pro-

gram and an urban renewal program in the 1964 NHÀ
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amendments" Àlthough both programs enabled greater munici-

pal participation in project planning, municipalities con-

tinued to be subordinate actors in housing and urban re-de-

velopment. The nev¡ NHA created potential opportunities for
municipalities, however, it also included provisions which

encouraged large scale provincial entry into housing, thus,

relegating municipalities to third class participants,

2 "4.2 Provínc íal

Provincial housing involvement was very Iimited prior to

1949 even though provinces v¡ere responsible for civil and

property rights under the constitution. with a few excep-

tions, the prevailing attitude was that the federal govern-

ment should address housing issues, especially during and

after war years. Ontario's municipal housing loan program

of 1918 was intended to be a temporary initiative primarily

to persuade the federal government and other parties to in*

troduce similar housing relief" It was not to be considered

an admission of provincial responsibility, thus relieving
the federal government, municipalities, employers and citi-
zens of their public obligations.20 It vras not until feder-

aI creation ot. the public housing program with its cost

sharing arrangements that the provinces were encouraged to

begin to accept some of their responsibilities.

Às well as being politically unprepared to accept greater

responsibilities, the provinces lacked the necessary adrnin-
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These factors

were also responsible for their minimal objection t.o t.he

federal-municipal interaction that occurred during the V{ar-

time Housing programs. The provinces, with the possible ex-

ception of Ontario, were incapable of dealing with the

pressing problems of urban redevelopment and town planning,

particularly in the immediate post-war period. Consequent-

Iy, they favoured partnerships, such as the one in 1949, in

which the federal government provided the majority of fund-

ing. Even then, many remained unprepared to accept their
constitutional responsibifities in housing and other urban

development areas.21 The 1949 program marked the beginning

of the traditional provincial role as providers of comple-

mentary funding. As a result of increased administrative
competence gained from their particifation in post-war pro-

grams, a grovring social consciousness, and most importantly,
the 1964 NHÀ amendments which offered attractive financial
incentives for provincial housing activity, the provinces

entered the housing scene in a big way beginning with the

formation of the Ontario Housing Corporation (Ot-tC) in

1964"22

Prior to the 1970's provinces viewed municipalities as

providers of Iocal services, regulators and initiators of

public housing (via requests). They exercised a great deal

of pov¡er over cities as municipal initiatives required pro-

vincial approval or enabling legislation. Municipal int,er-
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est in housing program development depended on how highly
respective provincial governments rated housing among their
other public responsibilities. Municipal interest did not

develop in provinces, such as Quebec, Àlberta and Manitoba,

which did not participate in the 1949 program or required

loca1 governments to assume all or most of the 25 percent

provincial share of capital and operating costs.23 When

provinces formed their own housing corporations in the

1960's municipalities were often viewed as obstructionists
by creating deJ-ays and objecting to proposals, conseguently,

municipal participation Í¡as not encouraged.
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Chapter 3

THE BTRTIT OF MT'NICIPAL !{ON-PROFIT T{OUSTB{G
CORPOR.åTIONS TN CA}{ÀI¡A

3 "'l IÀTTRODUCITION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the circumstan-

ces surrounding the formation of MNP housing corporations in

Canada. The nation's second urban reform period, during

which citizen opposition to the undesirable effects of urban

growth pressured municipal governments into adopting a

stronger housing-roIe, will be examined in Section 3.2. The

introduction of the federal non-profit housing programs will
be discussed in the following section. Section 3"4 will
Iook at the local circumstances behind the formation of MNP

corporations in the Cities of Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and

Vancouver, as well as their program goals and structure.

3"2 THE BEGII{NING OF CANAI)A,IS SECOIID T'RBAN REFORI{ MO\TEI{ENT

The second reform movement originated as citizen opposi-

tion to urban renev¡al after 1965. Growing discontent with

the program's insensitive 'bulldozer approach' sparked

grass-roots rebellions in major cities calling for its ter-
mination. The public housing component was criticized for

creating low income ghettoes, producing poorly constructed

-39
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units and providing inadequate social and recreaLional fa-
cilities, Public pressure and the program's failure to at-
tract significant private investment caused many cities to

lose interest in the renewal program. Toronto's neo-reform

bloc elected in 1969 demanded nothing less than its cancel-

lation.1 PubIic opposition was also directed at the negative

conseguences of urban growth such as the intrusion of ex-

pressvray and high density developments into residential are-
cls.

The proliferation of vocal- citizen's groups, formed to
present a united force against threats to their communities,

produced many articulate spokespersons for the movement.

Those interested in urban reform savr local government as

their most appropriate vehicle for it $ras open to public
participation, lacked formal political parties and was vuln-
erable to take-over by a strong and well organized grass-

roots movement.2 As public demand for municipal action in-
tensified, 1ocal governments were forced to pay greater

attention to housing and urban development issues.

Coinciding with the movement's formative years $¡as grow-

ing acceptance of the view that all Canadians, regardless of

their financial means, have a basic righÈ to adequate hous-

ing. This view was reinforced by the 1969 REPORT OF THE

TASK FORCE ON HOUSING AND URBÀN DEVELOPMENT, which was a

federal response to public criticism of the urban renewal

and public housing programs and the need for a re-examina-
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tion of t,he federal role in housing provision in a rapidly
urbanizing society" Its criticism of these programs, much

to the approval of the reform movement, resulted in the ur-
ban renewal program's cancellation in 1969. It formed the

basis for federal housing policy in the early 1970's even

though its recommendations vrere rejected within the federal

Cabinet.3

By the late 1 960's all government leve1s began to heed

some of the concerns of the reform movement. They realized
that in order to be truly responsive to citizens' needs

housing must be provided for all income groups. Most pro-

vincial housing corporations v¡ere formed beLween 1967 and

1969 to undertake low income housing production. Often in
the quest for rapid public housing development to meet pub-

lic demand, minimal attention was paid to developing munici-

pa1 housing expertise or creating opportunities for a more

substantial municipal ro1e" The federal government became

increasingly pre-occupied with the need to develop housing

programs incorporating income distribut,ion features. In its
opinion, housing should not be "an economic commodity that

can be bought and sold according to the vagaries of the mar-

ket, but a social right."4 Its growing concern over inade-

quate low income housing production was reflected ín the

1973 NHA amendments"
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3.3 MTE FEDERåTJ STON-PROFTT T{OUST}{G PRæRÅMS

3.3.1 Backqround to the Sdon-Prof it Flousinq ConcepË

Non-profit housing, along with cooperative housing, is
often referred to as 'third sector housing'. Its basic

premise is the elimination of a profit margin with no pro-

prietor, member or shareholder being able to personally ben-

efit from any income or capital appreciation. In most cases

rents fall below market levels and are raised only to meet

operating cost increases" Non-profit housing can be govern-

ment sponsored, privately sponsored or in the form of con-

tinuing cooperatives.s Government sponsored non-profit bod-

ies are almost exclusively municipal or provincial
corporations.

The roots of non-profit housing originate from the 1944

NHA limited dividend housing provisions (Section 15)6 which

offered direct federal loans at preferred interest rates to
municipally-owned corporations, builders and private non-

profit groups (eg. service cIubs, churches)" The provisions

were primarily designed to encourage municipalities and com-

munity groups to undertake 1ow rental housing const,ruction

for lower income families; under the program they produced a

limited number of non-profit units mainly for senior citi-
zens" Private entrepreneurs produced most of the housing,

primarily for families, although program restrictions on

dividends and rent levels discouraged a high level of activ-
ity. The provisions accounted for almost three-quarters of
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the units constructed for low income households between 1946

and 1964,7

Non-profit housing received an identity separate from en-

trepreneural limited dividend housing in the 1964 NHA amend-

ments, as the lackluster performance of the latter sector

persuaded the federal government to try to improve the non-

profit sector.s Section 16At the new section created to
deal with non-profit, groups, made loans available to munici-

pa1 and provincial non-profit bodies, charitable groups and

cooperatives. Besides encouraging private non-profit con-

struction, by far the major producers of this housing, the

1964 provisions resulted in the formation of a few civic
housing corporations whose activities $rere phased out with

the growth of provincial public housing activity. Although

far from extensive, earlier municipal involvement in the

non-profit and limited dividend sectors provided a founda-

tion for the formation of MNP corporations following the

1973 amendments.

Following a period of large scale evaluation of its hous-

ing role prompted by major government reports and reform ac-

tivity, the federal government introduced the 1973 amend-

ments. For a number of reasons their major thrust was the

encouragement of third sector activity to benefit lower in-
come Canadians whose needs were not being met. Existing
non-profit groups found it financially difficult to serve

elderly and lower income families during inflationary times,
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The growing cooperative sector and organized labour Iobbied

f or more third sector aid. This sector v¡as also seen as a

way to increase citizen participation in the development and

management of housing as well as make housing more of a com-

munity concern.s The amendments encouraged municipalities
to become involved in housing as never before.

3,3"2 The 1973 and 1978 Non-Profit Housinq Proqrams

The Non-Profit (S.15.1 ) and Cooperative (S"34" 18) housing

assist,ance programs, two of several programs created by the

1973 amendments,lo offered financial incentives to encourage

and assist third sector groups in expanding the range of af-
fordable housing opportunities for low and moderate income

households, primarily families, senior citizens and special

needs groups such as the handicapped. The assistance in-
cluded direct CMHC loans at preferred interest rates for 100

percent of the capital costs amortized over long periods

(fifty years for new projects; thirty-five years for acqui-

sition/rehabilitation (' acq/rehab' ) project,s); 10 percent

capital grants; maximum $10r000 start-up grants; and Resi-

dential Rehabilitation Àssistance Program (nnap) funding for
the rehabilitation of existing housing. Under an equally

shared federal-provincial rent supplement program (S.+¿,1b),

subsídies were available for low income households in non-

profit projects located in participating provinces. l r Non-

profit groups in provinces employing RGI programs $¡ere re-
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quired to set aside a portionl2 of their total units for the

supplement program. Project rents \,¡ere calculated on a cost

recovery basis (ie. rents to cover the unsubsidized portion

of capital, amortization and operating costs), except for
rent supplement units where the RGI scale vras used. Final-
1y, all aspects of project development and administration
lrere under CMHC control "

In 1978r âs part of its new policy of disentanglement

from housing programs, the federal government negotiated a

global funding arrangement with the provinces for all social
housing programs. Its intention was to transfer detailed
policy implementation and program delivery procedures to the

provinces. 
.Inc1uded in its restructuring was the introduc-

tion of the nel¡ Section 56.1 Non-Profit anq Cooperative

Housing Program which consisted of public non-profit (munic-

ipal and provincial), private non-profit and cooperative

components " Sect ion 56. '1 was developed as the pr inc ipal so-

cial housing vehicle because of social problems arising from

the concentration of low income households in public housing

projects, the federal government's rapidly escalating capi-
tal and subsidy budgets for public housing, and perceived

duplication and overlap in federal and provincial housing

activities. 13

The S.56.1 program was designed to achieve three stated

objectives! to provide modest, affordable housing appropri*

ate to the needs of low and moderate income families and in-
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dividuals; to produce housing aL minimum costs by implernent-

ing suitable cost controls; and, Lo encourage approved lend-

ers to provide capital for low and moderate income housing

needs.ra The first objective represents the traditional so-

cial housing objective with the addition of assistance to

'moderat,e' income households. The second and third objec-

tives reflect the need to restrain spiralling costs.

The program'

Income group

project viabili
and increasing

Iy, units were

come households

to increase the

emphasis on new

cy markets. À

the third sector

s design also implied three other objectives.
integration was considered desirable for
ty, providing social benefits to all tenants

community acceptance of projects, conseguent-

not solely restricted to low and moderate in-
as in the former program. À second aim was

rental housing stocki this is shown by the

construction over acquisitions in low vac,an-

third aim was to promote housing activity in

where social development is promoted. 1 s

The S.56,1 program included many provisions designed to

overcome the problems associated with the former public and

non-profit programs. In line with its disentanglement poli-
cy the federal government discontinued its provision of di-
rect loans. Non-profit groups were required to obtain 100

percent private mortgage financing with CMHC acting as loan

insurer and lender of last resort. CMHC also became the

principal or sole source of subsidy depending on the exis-
tence of provincial contributions. To make the program more
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responsive to local concerns, provisions were included to
give the provinces the option of administering certain pro-

gram components. Ðepending on intergovernmental arrange-

ments and type of project, either the federal or provincial
governments became responsible for the different components

of the S"56"1 program. In general, administration of the

public non-profit component was assumed by the provinces

while CMHC retained control over the private non-profit com-

ponent. Nevertheless, non-profit bodies were stil1 subject

to CMHC's annual funding and unit allocations, and program

standards/guidel i nes .

Federal subsidy assistance in the form of a rent reduc-

tion grant was made available to help offset operating loss-
es incurred as a result of maintaining overall rents at near

market leveIs and subsidizing the RGI units in these

projects. The grant had the effect of reducing the effec-
tive interest rate on the loan to 2 percent over a long

amortization period"

Its income integration objective vras to be achieved

through project rents based on local low end of market (reÞf)

rents for comparable private sector units, while the RGI

formula (no less than 25 percent of income) would be applied

to tenants unable to afford the LEM rents (ie, those house-

holds in which annual rent would consume over 25 percent of

gross annuaf income). This arrangement would aIlow surplus

revenue generated from tenants paying LEM rents to help sub-

sidize a project's lower income tenants"
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Projects !{ere subject Lo maximum unit price (ptUp) fimits
determined for individual market areas in order to prevent.

the utilization of public subsidies for 'luxury-type' hous-

ing" The MUP's were to be realistic enough to enable the

production of housing suitable for modest income household

needs.

The program did not require a mandatory provincial subsi-

dy contribution but it vras recognized that more lower income

households could be served if provinces matched federal as-

sistance. In cases where matching provinciai assistance

still failed to cover a project's fuII operating costs, both

government leveIs would provide additional funds on an equal

basis under the Subsidy Stacking Program. Non-profit groups

could also receive assistance under three other support pro-

grams: the Start-Up Program; the Community Resource Organi-

zation Program; and the Non-Profit RRAP. r 6

3.4 NON-PROFTT T{OUSING
CITIES

IITIE FORMATION OF MT'NICIPAL
CORPORÀTTONS IN FOI'R MAJOR

with the background to non-profit housing and details of

the 1973 and 1978 programs provided in the previous section,

it is possible to examine the local circumstances leading up

to the formation of MNP corporations in the Cities of Toron-

to, Ottawa, Winnipeg and Vancouver. Precedents. for direct
municipal invoÌvement had been set in earlier decadesr pâF-

ticularly by Toronto, but they had never been as direct and
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thecomprehensive as the

1 970's.

locaI initiatives undertaken in

3,1[.1 Cítv of ToronËo

Àmong all cities the City of Toronto has been at the

forefront of municipal intervention beginning with the THC's

formation in 1913. Its 1947 Regent Park North project was a

bold initiative demonstrating its concern for lower income

residents. For a long tine the project, which marked the

beginning of large scaIe, public housing projects, was

viewed as a social housing model. The City reassumed the

traditional 'regulator' rol-e with the introduction of the

1949 public housing program. It was not until the 1970's

that it once again rose to
intervent ion "

the forefront of locaI housing

Àt the base of Torontors return to active housing in-
volvement were the housing and urban development conditions

in the city during the late 1960's-early 1970's period. The

stability I viability and character of older, inner city
neighbourhoods, if not their very existence, were threatened

by urban renewal schemes, expressvray plans and high density

developments. By the late 1960's most neighbourhoods had

strong residents' groups opposing renewal schemes. The ris-
ing demand for rental housing resulted in the demolition of

older homes only to be replaced with high density, high

rental apartment blocks catering to small households" Other
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inner cíty neighbourhoods !üere losing their supply of moder-

ately priced housing through the 'whitepainting' efforts of

middle and upper income households, resulting in the dis-
placement of Iower income households.

PubIic opposition to these conditíons resulting from City
HaIl's pro-grovrth mentality culminated in the formation of a

middle and low income group coalition intent on changing

this model of urban development. Winds of reform were first
noticed in 1969 with the election of at least six reform-

minded councillors. 1 7 The election of a reform Council

headed by Mayor David Crombie in 1972, under a platform of

neighbourhood protection and broadened housing opportuni-

ties, launched Toronto into an active housing role. The re-
form Council of 1972-1976 produced a succession of studies,
policies and programs which remained in effect until the end

of the decade. While the priority awarded to housing issues

played a large part in the City's entry into the housing

business, recent federal and provincial actions were also

very influential. 1 I

À late 1973 report entitled LIVINGROOM: AN ÀppROÀCH TO

HOME BÀNKING AND LÀND BANKING FOR THE CITV OF TORONTO was

the first concrete sign of Council's new attitudeo It re-
ceived municipal and provincial appqoval as the City's offi-
cial housing policy and remained the foundation for housing

policy into the 1980's. It recommended that the City assume

the co-ordinator role for all housing programs implemenÈed
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?¡ithin the City" Other government levels were asked to

agree with the outlined housing program which included the

following goals; the provision of decent, affordable housing

to all residents; the fair distribution of the housing sup-

p1y primarily to meet the needs of selected income groupsi

the preservation and improvement of existing housing and

neighbourhoodsi municipal co-ordination of all housing de-

velopment; the integration of low income housing within ex-

isting neighbourhoods; and the development of the capacity

of community based non-profit corporations to become housing

producers. r s

One of the means through which these goals were to be

achieved was the creation of a MNP corporation.2o In JuIy

1974, two months after formation of the Housing Department

and passage of provincial enabling legislation, the City of

Toronto Non-Profit Housing Corporation (Cityhome) was creat,-

ed as the vehicle to help achieve the City's assisted hous-

ing targets. Although Cityhome was to be sole1y owned and

controlled by the City, provincial regulations limiting its
ability to incur mortgage debts required it to operate at

arms-Iength from the City. lts activities would largely be

carried out by Housing Department staff. Its purpose was to

help achieve the Departmentrs goal for its entire non-profit
housing program the provision of affordable, integrated
(income and household type), rental housing for low and mod-

erat,e income households through the development of new hous-
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ing and the 'acq/rehab' of exisÈing housing.'1 It was to be

responsible for the development and management of rental
housing available to an assortment of needy groups including

families, seniors, single parent families, the handicapped

and t roomers' .

In pursuit of the above goal, Cityhome's activities con-

sisted of two major thrusts the 'acq/rehab' of existing
housing and new construction. EarIy efforts v¡ere concen-

trated on the'acq/rehab'component as it v¡as the most rapid

means of delivering housing, unlike t,he nevr construction
program which required a longer start-up period. The 'u"q/
rehab' component supported the City's goal of preserving and

improving older neighbourhoods and their affordable housing

stock. To achieve this goal Cityhome purchased sma1l, older

apartment blocks and single family homes on scattered sites,
improved them with RRÀP funds and leased them to lower in-
come residents. The acquisition of scattered sites was in-
tended to produce well-balanced neighbourhoods through inte-
grating target households into residential areas. I t vras

hoped that the acquisition of older, uDimproved apartment

blocks would prevent large rent increases by landlords upon

renovation. The acquisition of buildings in areas experi-
encing 'whitepainting' was intended to prevent total dislo-
cation of lower income residents"

By 1977 the 'acq/rehab'

mately one thousand units,
component accounted for approxi-

however, financial constraints
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December 1982, 1074'acq/rehab' units !,¡ere included in
home's portfoIio"22

As
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of

ty-

New construction, Cityhome's second major thrust, began

to be emphasized after 1978/1979" Since it was initiatly
recognized that high construction costs and interest rates

would prohibit this component from adequately serving house-

holds in the lowest income quintile, it vras primarily in-
tended to serve moderate income groups. The 'acq/rehab'

component was viewed more capable of serving lower income

groups. By December 1982 Cityhome had a portfolio of 2746

new unitsr 23 however, growing financial constraints in the

1980's began to cast an uncertain future for this component.

In line with the City's integration policy and as a pre-

requisite for provincial assistance, pre-1978 projects were

required to provide at least 25 percent of their units foc

rent supplemented households; the figure often climbed to 50

percent for projects located in lower income neighbourhoods.

Under the 1978 non-profit program the Province instituted a

25 percent maximum RGI limit for family units (50 percent

for seniors) arguing that a high proportion of subsidized

units increased the potential for social problems and gener-

ated community opposition.

Cityhome projects were developed on land obtained through

lhe City's land assembly/banking program established under
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t.he f ederal Municipal Land Àssembly Program" Priority was

given to smal1er, scattered sites. Àssembled land included

City-owned properties, sites bought or expropriated on the

open market and parking authority sites. Sensitive, moder-

ate sca1e, project development on scattered sites in exist-
ing neighbourhoods was meant to avoid the serious social
problems and community opposition characteristic of earlier
public housing projects, integrate different income and

household types into neighbourhoods, and maintain the char-

acter and integrity of older neighbourhoods" Site planning

principals were applied to projects, many of which consisted

of lov¡-rise housing forms at moderate densities with ade-

quate privacy and amenity space. with the exception of the

St. Lawrence projecLza - its most ambitious venture to date

Cityhome has emphasized small scale development.

The need for public input !¡as reflected in Cityhome poli-

cies incorporating citizen participation at the tenant and

community leveIs. Included was a policy enabling tenants to

eventually take over projects. Tenant cooperat.ives could

eventually lease or purchase a project upon evidence of fi-
nancial and administrative capability. Cityhome also saw

this as a way to keep its portfolio at a manageable level
and prevent bureaucratization. Community residents were

given opportunities to voice their concerns and participate

in initial project planning.
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Cityhome's activities have been supported by three levels

of government. Municipal assistance has consisted of: a re-

volving fund f.or purchasing development sites (Cityhome must

later repay the City upon receipt of a mortgage); a prelimi-
nary development account for architects' consulting fees and

other design and planning expenses (aIso repaid by City-
home); funds to cover the operating deficits incurred in
managing the stock of rooming house and hostel units; and

the provision of Housing Department staff. Federal assis-
tance has been provided through the oid and nev¡ non-profit
programs" Provincial assistance available to aI1 Ontario

municipalities has consisted of: grants and loans for the

development of the first project; 90 percent capital grants

for incorporating solar energy systems in projects; and, if
required, a rent reduction grant of up to 100 percent of the

federal grant to meet operating losses for S.56. 1 units, 2 5

Since the province assumed administrative control of the MNP

component in 1978 it has been responsible for allocat,ing

units to individual municipalities, reviewing and approving

all aspects of project plans according to CMHC standards and

guidelines, and determining RGI eligibility criteria and LEM

rent levels.

3.&.2 CiÈv of Ottawa

The City of Otta*a's housing initiatives, though not as

exLensive as Toronto's, have long demonstrated its concern
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Its direct involvement dates back

to 1919 when the Ottawa Housing Commission vras created to
build post-war housing. During the 1930's the City was in-
volved with a home ownership assistance scheme and adminis-

tered a rent assistance program for low income residents.

Throughout the 1930's, World War II and post-war years it
operated a wide range ot temporary shelters for single men

and families of veterans. In the post-war period it con-

tributed 7,5 percent of both the capital and operating costs

of federal-provincial public housing projects. It was not

until the 1950's when it vras faced with the closure of post-

war emergency shelters, a decline in housing production and

an ongoing shortage of affordable housing, that the City
once again became directl,y involved in affordable rental
housing production.

In 1952 and 1953 it formed two limited dividend companies

under NHA provisions. The Ottar,¡a Lowren Housing Company

built family and seniors rental housing for English speaking

residents while Le Bon Logis d'Ottawa catered to French

speaking residents. In following years the City also pro-

vided financial assistance and concessions to t,hree other

limited dividend companies, By 1962 Ottawa's Iimited divi-
dend companies and a federal-provincial fuII recovery

project had provided more low cost units than Toronto's Re-

gent Park project with

$1,000,000.26

a City commitment. of over
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In 1970 the five companies vrere amalgamaLed, creating the

City of Ottawa Housing Company (COHC). Its cl-ients vrere te-
nants unable to afford market rents and ineligible for OHC's

RGI units. Due to increasing annual deficits and introduc-

tion of the 1973 non-profit provisions, the COHC was con-

verted into the City of Ottav¡a Non-Profit Housing Corpora-

tion (CONpuC), also known as CityLiving, in 1976. The

financial assistance available under Section 15.1 supported

the City's desire to provide affordable housing. The avail-
ability of RRÀP loans and grants vras seen as a means to in-
ject new life into the deteriorating Iimited dividend stock.

In 1978 the CONPHC was established as a separate civic
department after initially operating under the Physical En-

.vi ronment Department . I t had the f ollowing goals:

To maximize the supply of good quality, affordable,
rental housing in Ottawa for low and moderate income

households and those with special needs;

1o ensure efficiency in the operation of the Corpora-

tion and maintain high standards in property manage-

ment and maintenancei

To provide a housing program that is responsive to

the needs of the tenants of the Corporation and the

c ommun i ty ;

To develop policies and procedures that will support

the above goals and to negotiate with senior levels

of government for social housing programs and for the

improved operation of existing programs; and,

1.

2"

3.

4.
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To assist and encourage the development of private

non-profit, cooperative and special needs housing in

Ottawa. 27

Unlike the other MNP corporations the CONPHC began opera-

tion r¡ith a portfolio of over 1500 formerly limited dividend

units - 819 family units in single, double and rovl housing

forms, and 705 seniors units mainly in apartments.2t By the

late 1970 's major renovations had begun on the family units
through RRÀP funding and matching CONPHC assistance. An in-
ternal rent supplement program was made available to those

families which had resided in the units prior to 1976 and

were unable to afford the 1976 rent increases necessitated

by renovation" By 1983 all seniors units Îrere eligible for
provincial rent supplement.

In addition to managing the Iimited dividend stock the

CONPHC developed 'acq/rehab' and new construction programs

Èo produce housing for families, senior citizens and special

needs groups. Under S.1 5.1 development activity !¡as ba1-

anced beÈween the two programs, whereas financial and pro-

gram constraints under S.56.1 reduced 'acq/rehab' activity
to almost nothing, Nevertheless, the acquisition program

did increase the total portfolio as the CONPHC acquired

units not in need of immediate rehabilitation.

CONPHC projects, âs well as those by privat,e and coopera-

ive groups, were developed on land acquired by the City
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through the federal Municipal Land Assembly Program in the

form of larger parcels in developing subdivisions and scat-

tered sites in existing neighbourhoods. with the program's

demise in 1978 the City continued to acquire land from pub-

1ic, private and institutional sources, subsequently selling
it to the CONPHC on a cost recovery basis or leasing it to

non-profit groups. Land acquisition vras of two types: unde-

veloped land to accommodate housing construction for fami-

lies; andr êxisting improved properties for rehabilitation
and/or construction to produce units for a broad spectrum of

low and moderate income tenants and to retain in the market

those units threatened by demolition or redevelopment.

The CONPHC developed policies other than those for hous-

ing production. Tenant participation was encouraged by pro-

viding opportunities for input into policy development and

project management. The formation of tenants' associations

was encouraged through the provision of operating grants.

Community residents vrere given opportunities to voice any

concerns about projects; this reflected its goal to respond

to community needs and integrate projects within the commu-

nity. Other third sector groups were provided with organi-

zatíonal and technical assistance, and land leases or trans-
fers.

Similar to Toronto's Cityhome, the CONPHC received sup-

port from three government leve1s. Federal assistance h'as

available under the S"15.1 and S.56.1 programs while provin-
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cial assistance paralleled that received by Cityhome under

provincial guidelines. Municipal assistance consisted of a

supply of developmenL sites, working capital, special grants

and interim financing.

3,4 
" 
3 Citv of E{innipeq

In contrast to other major cities, gfinnipeg's housing

initiatives over the years have been sporadic and often

soIeIy a result of senior level programs where the senior

governments provided aIl or the vast majority of funding.

while it has participated in programs such as public housing

(S.40), urban renewal, the Neighbourhood Improvement Program

(Xfp) and RRAP, it has traditionally chosen not to adopt an

active housing role. It has confined its activities to the

development and enforcement of by-Iaws and building stan-

dards, the provision of hard services and subdivision plan-

ning. The urban reform activity experienced by Toronto and

Vancouver did not achieve public prominence in Winnipeg to

the same degree, partially due to the lack of controversial,
high-profile, housing and urban development issues which of-
ten result in some form of citizen reaction. Consequently,

the City did not encounter a great deal of public pressure

to adopt a more interventionist roLe.

Irrespective of low public demand for municipal housing

action, by the mid-1 970's socially oriented organizations

and the Environmental Planning Department began to express
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growing concern over the deteriorated state of a large por-

tion of inner city housing, the economic, social and physi-

caI problems of declining, older neighbourhoods and the

shortage of affordable housing. Almost one-quarter of the

inner city housing stock was considered to be in poor condi-

tion. Even though over forty-nine hundred new units were

built in the inner city between 1972 and 1978, demolition

had claimed two thousand units, further reducing the low

cost rental housing supply which was not being adequately

replaced by public and private construction.2s In response

to this situation a significant amount of time $¡as spent by

the Department duríng the late 1970's developing housing and

housing related policies and programs.

One of t.he means considered to address the need for inner

city neighbourhood stabilization/revítalization and the af-
fordabitity problem v¡as a housing corporation. It would aI-
low Lhe City to maximize use of subsidies under federal

housing programs; promote neighbourhood stability through

increased rehabilitation activity; provide the City with a

direct lever to improve specific neighbourhoods; provide af-
fordable housing on a more cost effective basis than public

sector redevelopment; and demonstrate municipal housing re-
sponsibility.3o The concept vras further supported by the

successful activities of corporations in other major cities.

On this basis a civic committee recommended in 1977 the

formation of the I{innipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation
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(wunC) to undertake a proposed five year 'acq/rehab' program

of almosL four hundred houses for limited income residents

on a sale, rental and/or lease-purchase basis. The rental
component would be partially funded through the S.15.1 pro-

gram and RRAP, with the sales component supported by a

$1 ,000,000 revolving fund from the provincial government.

Council- approved the recommendation on the basis that the

WHRC would rely primarily on federal and provincial funding

and that the City's contribution would not exceed $100,000

over five years Council's cost conscious mood was evident.

New political developments entered the scene just prior
to the WHRC commencing operation. Revisions to S.15.1 al-
tered the financial context of proposed WHRC activities.
Upon reviewing the $1,000,000 funding commitment the newly

elected provincial government suggested the City consider

establishing its own revolving capital fund. Based on these

developments, support for the WHRC began to weaken on Coun-

ciI.

In December 1978 the City adopted its 'Guidelines for
Housing Involvement' which prescribed a support housing role
with no involvement in new housing construction or rehabili-
tation. As a result, the WHRC vras Lerminated due to ques-

tionable economics of its intended operations and probable

inability to provide a significant contribution to the hous-

ing stock.3r WHRC opponents put forth the following argu-

ments: housing provision was a responsibility of the senior
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governments and private sectori as t.he City's primary man-

date was to provide basic services, which was becoming in-
creasingly difficult in times of restraint, a limited prop-

erty tax base and rising costs for services, funding for new

programs was unjustified; in its attempt to provide resale

prices affordable to low income families the rehabilitatíon/
sales component would be unable to cover the costs; and,

based on previous experience the possibility existed that
senior government program funding would expire, Ieaving the

City with a large financial burden.32

A number of factors, including persisLent pressure from

WHRC supporters, resulted in Council's decision to reinstate

the WHRC one year later " The shortage of rental housing for
Iow income households remained unchanged" Municipalities
across Canada vrere undertaking similar housing initiatives"
The S.56.1 program offered attractive financial assistance"

The City recognized the need to supplement the NIP and that
NIP areas contained housing suitable for rehabilitation
which upon improvement would increase the tax base. Coun-

cil's decision to reinstate the WHRC was far from unanimous

as the mayor was required to use his tie-breaking vote.33

In 1980 the !.?HRC began operation, Its mandate was "the

acquisition, improvement and rehabilitatiqn of existing
buildings for, and the conversion thereof to, housing accom-

modation of all kinds for sale or rent to persons of low or

modest incomeonno"34 Its operations were guided by the fol-
lowing goalsa
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To promote homeownership among lower income families

and to increase the availability of adequate, afford-
ab1e, rental shelter for lower income familiesi
To assist in the stabilization of neighbourhoods;

To promote the availability of information regarding

shelter assistance programs from alI levels of gov-

ernment;

To operate in such a manner as to encourage the pri-
vate sector to be active in housing types of concern

to the corporation...; and,

To collaborate with other bodies active in the hous-

ing fie1d, in both the private and public sectors.3s

¿"

¿.

General operating guidelines established by the City upon

the WHRC's formation directed it to avoid pursuing ventures

which would compete with the private sector and those which

would require an annual municipal subsidy, and to develop a

program balanced between rental and sales unitsn36 Geograph-

ic foci v¡ere not precisely defined in the mandate, but it
was decided to limiL activities to the City's 'redevelop-
ment' , 'major improvement' , 'rehabilitation' and 'conserva-

tion'neighbourhoods, most of which vrere in the inner city.
Existing staff from the Environmental Planning Ðepartment

were assigned Corporation duties; a manager vras appointed in

1981 followed by the addition of Iimited staff.

Following the development of basic policies, assessment

of potential acquisitions and negotiations with the City for
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property acquisítions, limited renovation activity began in

late '1 981 upon the transf er of City-owned houses. I t, was

decided that dwelling improvement would be based on 'renova-

tion' rather than 'rehabilitation' standards.3T The renova-

tion program vras designed to upgrade structures to meet fed-

eral and municipal program/code standards, improve energy

efficiency and extend the buildings' lifespan.

During the 1982-1984 period the WHRC's mandate and activ-
ities were modífied because of housing and market condi-

tions, guidelines of the MNP Program and introduction of the

tri-level Core Àrea tnitiative (CaI) designed to revitalize
the inner city. Its mandate was broadened to include new

construction which enabled it to -complement its renovation

activity, .generate extra revenue, supplant extremely deteri-
orated or economically unviable structures with new projects

and avoid many of the problems associated with renovation

arising from CMHC's building standards and cost restric-
tions. WHRC activity, which initially consisted of renovat-

ing older, single family dwellings, began to emphasize the

renovation and construction of multiple family units, fo1-

lowed by single-detached, duplex and triplex renovations and

non-residential building conversions. The sales component,

while not totally eliminated, vras de-emphasized after the

sale of its first house produced a substantial loss partial-

Iy a resul-t of depressed market conditions" Finally, the

receipt of CAI funding directed its activities to the core

area.
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goals since 1984

as

The WHRC has been working toward three

a result of its revised mandate:

To increase the supply of clean, safe I efficient
housing in the inner city for individuals and fami-

lies with lower or modest incomes;

To upgrade the existing housing stock by adding to

the lifespan of older, residential buildings in the

inner city through substantial renovations; and,

To help stabilize inner city neighbourhoods through

improvements to the housing stock.38

À lack of financial resources prohibited the establish-
ment of a land assembly/banking program. Development sites
have primarily consisted of City-owned land transfers at ne-

gotiated terms and properties held by the former tri-Ievel
urban renewal partnership. Renovation projects have almost

exclusively consisted of vacant buildings acguired from the

City and private sector.

The facilitation of private non-profit and cooperaLive

groups was not specifically singled out in the WHRC's state-
ment of goals, nevertheless, general support was included in
the City's 'Guidelines for Housing Involvement' in the form

of long term leases of City-owned land at reasonable rates"

Provisions for tenant and community participation were not

developed "

1"

2"

2
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The WHRC has received funding from four sources. Its de-

velopment programs have been federally supported under the

S.56.1 program. Provincial assistance totalling $1,000,000

was awarded for a five year period beginning in 1980

5900,000 in an equity fund and $20,000 per year for operat-

ing costs. The equity fund has been used for equity contri-
butions in projects, to provide interim project financing
(ie. up Èo the receipt of mortgage funds, êt which point the

fund is replenished) and to make up the residual between a

project's total capital cost and other sources of capital
revenue. Family and elderly renters whose rents exceed 25

percent of their income have received assistance under pro-

vincial shelter allowance programs. In 1983 the VÍHRC re-

ceived a S500,000 CÀI allocation for the renovation of sin-
gle and multiple family units, nehr apartment construction

and feasibility studies. The City's contribution has con-

sisted of annual $20,000 operating grants over a five year

period, which increased to $30,000 annually after 1984.

3"4"4 Citv of Vancouver

Similar to the Toronto scenario during the Iate
'1 960's-earIy 1 970's, strong urban growth pressures in the

City of Vancouver, manifested by extensive core area devel-

opment, a plan to construct an expressway t,hrough a lower

income neighbourhood and an extensive urban rene$¡aI scheme

in the same area, produced united citizen opposition. The
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improving organízational skilIs and growing public support

of the opposition forces developed into a full-fledged urban

reform movement represented by The Electors Action Movement

(teau)" While this coalition of professional, middle class

citizens h'as interested in changing certain municipal poli-
cíes, it advocated the preservation of features which made

the city a pleasant living environment.ss

Between 1973 and 1976 the TEAM-controlled Council- began

to develop a much needed housing policy. Prior to 1973,

with the exception of occasional requests for public hous-

ing, the City relied on the private sector and non-profit
housing organízai'ions to supply housing. Recognizing the

need for modestly priced housing, it initiated a number of

housing actions. It participated fully in NIP and RRÀP. A

Ðepartment of Housing was created" Private non-profit and

cooperative groups were assisted through writedowns on sale

or lease of municipal land. It initiated two large, mixed

income housing projects Fa1se Creek and Champlain Heights.

It also created a MNP corporation.

The formation of the Vancouver City Non-Profit Housing

Corporation (VHC) in late 1974 emanated from concern over

conditions in the Skid Row area of downtot¡n. A second civic
committee emerged from the original committee formed to im-

prove Skid Rbw housing conditions. It improved downtown

health and safety standards, made City-wide searches for po-

tential housing sites, expedited non-market housing develop-
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ment and advocated more direct municipal action in afford-
able housing provision. The latter ]ed to the VHC's forma-

tion" The VHC ri'as to provide rental accommodation for the

downtown rooming, hostel and lodging house population, mod-

est income families, senior citizens and other special needs

groups. It r,.¡as closely linked to the new Housing Department

as its Oirector was also the Director of Housing. VHC and

Department staff consisted soIely of existing staff from

other departments delegated additional responsibitities,

The VHC did not survive long enough to fully execute any

type of comprehensive housing program, due to factors which

will be discussed in the next chapter, however, some initial
program implementation did occur. Under the new construc-

tion component priority was given t,o development on City-
owned properties usually located in single family neighbour-

hoods. Consultation with community groups occurred over the

nature of proposed schemes. Upon realizing the length of

time consumed by this process it began to examine sites at-
ready zoned for multipte family development. I nadequate

staffing and front-end funding necessitated use of the pro-

posal call method where private builders with land vrere in-
vited to submit proposals for projects which would be ac-

quired by the VHC upon completion"

The municipal initiatives which transpired during the

1973-1976 period achieved varying degrees of success with

most benefitting middle íncome groups. The False Creek and
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Champlain Heights projects produced mainly middle class

housing" Third sector act.ivity flouríshed but largely to

the advantage of middle and lower-middle income groups. The

most prominent failure was the VHC which collapsed after one

full year of operation.

The VHC's demise in mid-1976 marked the beginning of a

period during which the voice of urban reform was virtually
unheard. It was not untiL 1979, with the rapid escalation

of shelter costs caused by inflation and high in-migration,

that a City report was released citing major problems; these

included family out-migration to the suburbs, the loss of

low and moderate income housing through demolitions and

'whitepainting', widespread affordabitity problems and poor-

Iy target.ed housing subsidies. a o To address t,hese problems

the City developed a number of strategies, none of which in-
cluded a MNP corporation, designed to increase the supply of

affordable housing for high priority groups and encourage a

mix of income and household types.

The City's major and most successful strategy has been

the encouragement and facilitation of private non-profit and

cooperative housing development through the provision of

grants or short term loans, the expedition of projects via

the development permit process and the sale or lease of

City-owned ]and at or below market prices through its social
housing leasehol-d program introduced in 1976. As of 1982

its housing policies and programs since the mid-1970's had
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provided land or other financial assistance for over seven

thousand non-market units, and in recent years it has annu-

aIly assisted over 90 percent of aII non-market housing con-

structed in Vancouver"4l While the City has decided to at-
tack the affordable housing problem by means other than a

MNP corporation, it has seen some MNP housing production by

a regional authority the Greater Vancouver Housing Corpo-

ration (CvgC) - to which it
development. 4 2

has allocated land for housing
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TI{E PROBTEMS A¡{D CONSTRÀINTS FACED BY MT¡3{TCTPÂT
NON-PROFTT T{OUSIB{G CORPOR"ÀTIONS

4"1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the ma-

jor problems and constraints encountered by MNP corporations

during their formative years and during the present" Such

an examination is necessary as each corporation has not nec-

essarily experienced identical problems and constraints,
thus, each has evolved in a slightly different manner in re-
sponse to locaI conditions and circumstances. Sections 4,2

to 4.5 wiII look at the corporations in Toronto, Ottawa,

Winnipeg and Vancouver respectively" The final section will
outline the lesser problems plaguing the corporations in

these and other centres"

4 "2 Cr TYHOIÍE ( rOnOWrO )

Cityhome's problems can be divided into those which were

recognized during its format,ive years and continue to exist
to varying degrees, and those which became more prominent in

the 1980's. Included in the first category are: senior gov-

ernment program guidelines and administration; financial and

internal administrative difficulties; and problems with the

' acq/rehab' component .

79
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Senior government, program guidelines and administrative
procedures v¡ere recognized early as constraints. Cityhome's

ability to plan its annual development program was affected

by the virtual unilateraL formulation of guidelines, budgets

and unit allocations by CMIIC" Its projects were subject to
exLensive revievr procedures, development standards inappro-

priate for downtown sites and other rigidly enforced guide-

1ines. Its extensive rehabilitation activity posed problems

for a federal agency more familiar with new construction.
Intergovernmental relations were often strained since both

government levels had their own program, administrative and

political interests.

The transfer of administrative control of the MNP Program

to the Province in 1978 has only alleviated the problem Lo a

sma1l degree as the Province has continued to rigidly en-

force federal program guidelines. The annual budget and

unit allocation process has been characterized by notifica-
tion delays preventing Cityhome from engaging in an effec-
tive, co-ordinated housing planning process essential to its
programs' success. Reduced federal program funding has also

affected its production potential in recent years"

Financial and internal administrative difficulties v¡ere a

second early probJ-em. Lax accounting practices and the lack

of interim financing to cover project deficits and unexpect-

ed expenses were largely responsible for a controversial

$1 ,500,000 deficit accumulated by the end of 1979 
" The
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Housing Department, thus Cityhome, underwent a major reorg-

anization with elimination of the deficit a top priority.
The deficit was erased with a 21 percent general rent in-
crease (held down by a City loan and profits from the sale

of three houses), the remaining house sale profits and a

$1 r400r000 loan. l To increase its operational efficiency a

major reorganization of departmental st,ructure, administra-

tion and procedures vras completed in 1981 
"

Another early problem was the combination of financial
and other difficulties associated with the 'acq/rehab' com-

ponent which led to its de-emphasis after 1978. Federal and

Provincial program guidelines, geared to nevr construction,
did not have the flexibilíty to deal with the acquisition of

existing buildings" Housing standards for improved projects

were upgraded by CMHC resulting in higher production costs.

Unexpected repair costs frequently plagued these projects,
raising mortgage requirements above permitted levels. Grow-

ing demand for older housing made it more expensive for Ci-

tyhome to acquire houses for rehabilitation. Finallyr un-

like new construction, the 'acq/rehab' component v¡as not

increasing the housing supply.2

The 'acq/rehab' component was also de-emphasized in fav-
our of new construction because of a conflict between t,he

City's desire to stem extensive neighbourhood 'whitepaint-
ing' and its goal of supplying low and moderate income hous-

ing. Neighbourhoods experiencing Cityhome rehabilitation
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activity had in fact seen an increase in 'whitepaint.ing'.
By improving the quality of existing housing Cityhome made

these older neighbourhoods more vulnerable to middle and up-

per income 'whitepainting' efforts. The result was higher

house prices and the dislocation of lower income house-

hoIds.3 'Àcq/rehab' projects also caused some resident dis-
placement upon subsequent rent increases.

The Ontario government's concern over the need to in-
crease the rental housing supply and avoid the adverse ef-
fects upon tenants that occasionally accompany acquisition
activity have resulted in guidelines restricting this activ-
ity. It has deemed ineligible the acquisition of existing
abandoned or occupied buildings not requiring at least mod-

erate repair. OnIy vacant or occupied buildings in poor

condition, apartments threatened with demolition or conver-

sion and non-residential structures to be converted into
apartments are eligible for 'acq/rehab' activity. Cityhome

has understood the basis for this position but believes that

'acq/rehab' activity should not be so restricted as it is a

useful t.ool for neighbourhood stabilization and can be less

expensive than new construction. It has been suggested that
íncreasing financial constraints on the nevr construction

component may make 'acq/rehab' the only viable alternative.4

Problems which have been more recently identified as ma-

jor limitations to Cityhome's effective operation are the

difficulties in finding affordable sites, the RGI Iimit and
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rent structure and community

Its greatest problem has been the difficulty in finding
affordable devel-opment sites. The many factors contributing
to this problem, which include market conditions such as

high land costs, high interest rates and land scarcity, may

each be considered a problem in its own right" High land

costs have made it extremely hard to deveLop projects within
CMHC's MUP limits. without the density bonuses offered un-

der the CentraL Area PIan for the inclusion of assisted

housing, Cityhome would be unable to develop projects in the

core. High interest rates have increased land-holding costs

which previously were held down through extensive land bank-

ing activity; such activity has become more costly with can-

cellation of the federal Land Àssembly Program and higher

holding costs" With vacant land being a scarce commodity in

a developed city like Toronto, Cityhome has had to rely on

fortunate circumstances to obtain affordable, well-located

sites.

The absence of major land assembly assistance and the MUP

limits have contributed to Cityhome's inability to overcome

these market conditions. Its ability to procure new sites
has been. limited by the lack of a subsidized land assembly/

banking program, even though the City has retained a modest

assembly program supported by City and recycled land assem-

bly funds. Cityhome has persistently calIed for the rein-
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troduction of a similar program although recognizing that

explicít subsidies would be required. s The Cl'fllC-det,ermined

MUP limits have timited its ability to cope with t.he high

costs of purchasing and holding land. Cityhome and other

third sector developers have experienced difficulties in de-

veloping core projects that fa11 within MUP limits estab-

lished for different building forms and unit sizes. MUP's

have been criticized for often falling below actual project

costs and, because they are based on average modest housing

costs, for Iimiting opportunities for innovation or capital
investments intended to hold down operating costs. The main

criticism is their failure to adjust to high priced, central
city locations where Cityhome activity has been concentrat-

ed.

Cityhome has partly blamed inappropriate CMIC site plan-

ning guidelines for its inability to build projects within
the MUP limits. This problem is targely confined to the

City of Toronto where unusual site conditions and high den-

sities make it almost impossible to meet all the guidelines

which seem more appropriate for suburban, rather than inner

city, locations, CMHC's on-site service requirements are

frequently unnecessary as many of these facilities already

exist in Torontors neighbourhoods. In its attempt to meet

these guidelines Cityhome must expend more time and money,

resulting in increased project costs and possibly fewer fam-

ily units. 6
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The RGI limit has affected Cityhome's ability to serve

low and moderate income groups. Under the old non-profit
program almost 45 percent of its units were available on a

RGI basis, whereas under the new program the Province has

set the maximum at 25 percent, arguing that a higher level
would create social problems and more community opposition.

Cityhome has claimed the Province's action to be unsubstan-

tiated since many Cityhome and cooperative projects contain-

ing higher RGI levels under the old program enjoy harmonious

relations among tenants and with surrounding residents"T

The limit may also deny RGI housing to those market resi-
dents in existing MNP projects who become unable to afford
the market rent due to a reduction in personal income"

WhiIe supporting integration, Cityhome has advocated the re-
instatement of a flexible RGI quota system such as that un-

der the old program; under this system RGI levels vrere based

on individual project circumstances such as tenant composi-

tion and the neighbourhood's preferences.s

Cityhome's ability to serve needy groups has also been

constrained by RGI eligibility criteria which disallow non-

senior singles and childless couples from obt,aining RGI ac-

commodation. Eligible groups consist of senior citizens,
families and those with a disability affecting employment.

Under the new program these criteria apply onIy. to MNP

projects and cooperatives receiving provincial assistance.

Àpart from creating management problerns they do not allow

Cityhome to serve this significant portion of the popula-



tion. These ineligible groups are.faced with serious

problems, high priced market units and a diminishing

of rooming house units. More singles are facing
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income

supply

i nc ome

rent sproblems than larger households and small apartment

are disproportionately higher than for larger units.s

A third problem has been the program's LEM rent struc-
ture. Moderate income households have found it increasingly

difficult to afford the local LEM rents which apply to 75

percent of Cityhome's post-1978 units. The Province's pro-

cedure for setting LEM rents excludes those older buildings
under rent controls. Consequently, market rents for its
downtown projects are based on the rents charged for new,

privately built apartments in the central city. This situ-
ation is compounded by the fact that over two-thirds of its
portfolio is located in the central area. Cityhome has no-

ticed a trend whereby the tenant profiles of its nevrer,

downtown projects have begun to show signs of increasing po-

larization with 1or" income tenants receivi.ng RGI assistance

at one end, higher income tenants capable of paying market

rents at the other end and no one else in between. Without

additional assistance to ensure that its projects fuIfi11
their social housing function of serving targeted groups,

the tenant profile wilI become even more polarized possibty

forcing it to implement costly, stringent occupancy coÍr-

tr01s. 1 o
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A fourth problem has been resident opposition to projects

resulting in expensive delays and even cancellations" Resi-

dent opposition has remained a strong political force in To-

ronto due to the small electoral wards which enable resi-
dents' groups to have effective influence over councillors,
and the groups' understanding of the decision making process

and how to affect it. This is a remnanL of the experience

gained during the City's reform period. t I public meetings

dealing with zoning amendments for Cityhome's infill
projects have been the most effective forums for opposition"

Even upon project approval residents still have the option

of objecting to the Ontario Municipal Board (O¡¡e), thus

forcing a hearing. OMB objections have not resulted in any

project cancellations, nevertheLess, some delays have in-
flated holding costs making construction unfeasible"

The primary reasons for resident opposition have been the

higher density of Cityhome projects, relative to the sur-

rounding neighbourhood, and their assisted housing compo-

nents, although the latter is not publicized. Opponents

have argued that overcrowding, traffic/parking problems and

overtaxing of communíty services would result from the

projects' higher densities, yet most projects have not been

large or dense enough to create these problems. To counter

the argument that surrounding properties would be devalued,

it has been argued that Cityhome's small scale emphasis and

the 25 percent RGI limit would prevent t.his occurrence, and
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would en-that in all probabilit,y its
hance property values. 1 2

infill developments

While residents' groups have stated that density related
problems and property devaluation are the basis for their
opposition, these reasons are usually unsubstantiated and

act as a cover for underlying fears. In interviews conduct-

ed with resident group representatives previously involved

in opposing Cityhome projects, it was discovered that their
real fears were the social problems that could arise from

the introduction of low income people into the area. It
would appear that the general public has falsely equated Ci-
tyhome's projects with the traditional form of public hous-

ing and the social- and environmental problems which accompa-

nied it.13

4 " 3 THE CONPHC ( Otre¡rA )

Being subject to the same provincially administered pro-

gram as Cityhome, the CONPHC has experienced similar prob-

lems and constraints though not to the same degree because

of different market conditions, level of municipal support

and extent of development activity" As a result, the fol-
lowing major problems will not be discussed in great detail:
the RGI limit and eligibi'lity criteria, LEM rent structure
and MUP limits of the MNP Program; the increasing shortage

of developable land; difficulties with the 'acq/rehab' com-

ponent; community opposition; and annual unit allocations,
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The CONPHC has criticized specific aspects of the program

for affecting its ability to effectively fulfill its man-

date. Its ability to provide affordable housing to a large

number of low income households has been undermined by the

25 percent RGI limit. The large demand for RGI assistance

is demonstrated by the fact that two-thirds of its waiting

list applicants are eligible for RGI housing.t¿ The eli9i-
bility criteria restricting assistance to familiesr sêniors

and the disabled have prevented it from serving other needy

low income groups" The LEM rent structure has made it dif-
ficult to reach those households at the bottom of the moder-

ate income scale which cannot afford LEM rents and are a low

priority for the RGI units; tenant polarization in projects

has become a growing problem. Occasional hardship has been

sustained in finding enough tenants for the LEM units. A1-

though MUP limits have not posed the same degree of diffi-
culty as in Toronto, they have been criticized for being un-

realistic and almost impossible to change, failing to take

into account the construction season, providing no allowanc-

es for special features and being Toronto based. r s The

CONPHC has also criticized CMHCTs design criteria and site
planning standards for being inappropriate.r6

The increasing shortage

has been another problem.

assistance the CONPHC has

chased sites (ttre cost of

of developable inner city land

Since the withdrawal of federal

relied on self-chosen, CiLy-pur-

which must be later paid to the
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City), however, high land costs and the limited availability
of vacant sites have made inner city development a growing

problem. The redevelopment of expensive existing properties

may have to account for a larger share of new inner city
housing development as the land supply diminishes, yet this
wiIl be virtually impossible without senior government as-

sistance. Faced with this scenario the CONPHC may be re-
quired to significantly increase its activity in suburban

municipalities even though housing need is most critical in

the inner city.

Unfavourable senior government guidelines have forced the

CONPHC to de-emphasize its 'acq/rehab' component since the

late 1970's. Federal guidelines are inflexible and geared

to new construction, which make 'acq/rehab' activity more

difficult to undertake. Àlthough the Province supports in-
ner city revitalization and housing rehabilitation, its
stringent regulations and lengthy review and approval proce-

dures, which are too long in today's competitive market,

have acted as barriers. The acquisition process has also

become more difficult as a result of the ambiguity regarding

cost estimation for rehabilitation and the reguirement that
fixed prices be obtained by tender before finalizing a pur-

chase. Recognizing that this component can help achieve a

number of its goals, the CONPHC has stated that the acquisi-

tion of existing rental housing should be a more widely per-

mitted act.ivity, 17
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A problem which has occurred more frequently with the in-
crease in development activity is community opposition. It
is often based on the same arguments levied against 100 per-

cent public housing as the majority of the public perceives

there to be little or no difference between the latter type

and non-profit housing. It stems partially from the City's
commitment to community participation" The result has been

lengthy, costly delays for many projects.

Senior government unit allocations under the program,

which have failed to keep pace with non-profit housing de-

mand, have recently become a problem. Àfter more than a few

years of development experience the number of units capable

of being produced by the CONPHC has far exceeded its annual

allocations. In response i.t has begun to explore other op-

tions for developing social housing, such as the acquisition
and construction of rooming houses with funding from other

government housing programs.

4.4 Tr¡E WI{RC (WrrUrpnC)

An extensive list of major WHRC problems cannot be com-

piled since it only began operation in 1980 with significant
activity not occurring untiL 1982, however, if the period

prior to its 1980 re-establishment is considered, its major

problem has been the lack of CounciL support. Council sup-

porl !¡as divided between those who supported a greater mu-

nicipal role in housing or viewed the WHRC as a means of re-
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lieving the city ot det,eriorating propert.ies, and those who

believed the municipality should not directly intervene in
housing or that the initiative was not economically feasi-
bIe. Its tenuous support vras shown by its 1978 decision to

eliminate the WHRC, its later decision to revive the Corpo-

ration only by a tie-breaking vote and its subsequent com-

mitment of limited funding. Upon the WHRC's re-establish-
ment Council adopted a passive role towards its operation.

Policies were not actively pursued to expedite the WHRC's

program, such as development of a policy on municipal prop-

erty transfers to the Corporation. ls Council's inability to

form a consensus on the housing role that it should assume

and its inadequate financial and moral support have undoubt-

edly limited the WHRC's production capabilities"

Difficulties with the acquisition/renovation component

v¡as an early recognized problem" Renovation activity was

occasionally affected by various program constraints; rigid
CMHC building and site standards; a CMHC guideline prohibit-
ing the renovation of a building if the costs exceeded 85

percent of the locaI MUP limit; CMHC's preference for new

construction; CMHCTs refusal up until '1985 to provide fund-

ing for non-family units in the inner city; and, CMHC's re-
Iuctance to support projects creating tenant displacement in

tight r.ental markets. Furthermore, non-residential building
conversions have been affected by the lack of adequate CMHC

building code equivalencies, CMHC loan insurance of only 90

percent and their ineligibility for RRAP funding.
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Housing acquisitions on the private market. were affected

by high selling prices and the unavailability of structural-
Iy sound, vacanL houses in targeted areas, while those from

the public sector were affected by policy indecision, price

and lengthy decision making processes. le The gap between

the economic and market values of renovated properties and

limitations to inner city home ownership vrere other prob-

lems" Faced v¡ith these problems and the desire to minimize

risk in its aclivities, the WHRC has concentrated on multi-
ple unit renovation and new construct,ion at the expense of

single family housing renovation.

À final major problem has been the lack of financial re-

sources. At the most basic level this has meant the exis-
tence of a minimum staff. In broader terms limited public

funds for reducing capital costs have shifted its activity
from single to multiple unit renovations" For aII intents
and purposes, its sales program has been abandoned; its res-

urrection is dependent on improved market conditions and/or

additional subsidies for the WHRC and/or potential home buy-

ers. Land acquisitions have been dependent on the decisions

of the public and private sectors.

Since its formation the IIHRC

ernment funding. The provincia

grants have remained important in

have comprised a shrinking share

since 1 981 . Increasing revenues

has relied heavily on gov-

I and municipal operating

absolute terms, yet they

of the operating revenues

from rental income, project
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management recoveries and CMHC rent,al subsidies have not

kept pace with expendit,ures forced to rise by mortgage fi-
nancing costs" Development activity has been supported by

capital funding from private sector mortgages, the provin-

cial government, forgiveable RRAP l-oans under S.56,1 and the

tri-level CÀI. Without CAI funding the level of WHRC activ-
ity would have been significantly lower. Its financial sta-
bility has been affected by RRAP funding reductions, €1imi-

nation of Canadian Home Insulation Grants and the impending

expiry of the five year provincial and municipal funding

agreement.

4.5 Tr{E Vr{C (VANCOIJVEn)

The City of Vancouver's attempt at providing modestly

priced housing vlas unsuccessful as the VHC dissolved after
one year of operation. The major reasons for its dissolu-
tion were the Iack of Council support and an agreed upon

master housing policy, its inability to meet government

guidelines and community opposition"

Even though members of the citizen reform movement had

been elected to Council the VHC was created without strong

Council commitment to civic responsibility for housing pro-

vision. Council yras not prepared to provide front-end fi-
nancial support, upgrade services in areas designated for
VHC development or support the VHC by lobbying senior gov-

ernments for funds" VHC activities and responsibilities
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created conflicts within CounciI, between civic departments

and between the City and senior governments. Council often

criticized the VHC's lack of immediate results as the major-

ity of councillors failed to understand the responsibilities
associated with the VHC's comprehensive producer role and

t,he length of t ime regui red f or implementat ion. 2 o

The VHC was affected by the City's lack of an agreed upon

master housing policy containing overall goals, targets,

specific policies and implementation procedures. Varying

levels of understanding and commitment to the \IHC resulted

from the lack of an agreement on whether multiple family

housing should be developed on land in lower priced, Iow

density, suburban areas as well as the lack of guidelines

identifying what constituted acceptable higher density hous-

ing. ' t

The VHC's second major problem vlas its difficulty in at-
tempting to construct housing which met CMHC financial
guidelines in an expensive housing market and conformed to

CMHC, provincial and City family housing guidelines. High

land costs and the dearth of suitable sites made it almost

impossible to produce assisted housing within CMHC cost

guidelines" Large subsidies would have been required to en-

able low income households to reside in new units at reason-

able density levels. To prevent unit costs from exceeding

program guidelines for family housing the VHC began to con-

sider housing families in medium to high rise buildings at



densities up Lo sixty*five units per acre"

much concern over the social costs associated

action.22
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This created

with such an

Community opposition comprised a third major problem.

Difficulties associated with inner city site acquisition led

the VHC to secure less expensive sites in single family sub-

urban areas, thus creating strong opposition to its proposed

projects, This opposition vras part of a general public re-

sistance to higher density housing proposals introduced by

private developers and non-profit groups based on their po-

tential to adversely affect community livability. More spe-

cifically, projects with assisted housing components were

opposed for their perceived effect on property valuesr com-

munity infrastructure and.schools; their lower design and

amenity standards; and the perceived difference between low

income tenant values and those of the existing community"

Local residents' groups v¡ere often victorious in opposing

VHC rezoning proposals. The lack of a master housing policy
was partly responsible for their frequent success at t,he ex-

pense of the broader civic interest.

&"6 O.rHER PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

Àpart from the" major problems, the MNP corporations in

Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and other municipalities have ex-

perienced other lesser problems which have affected their
activities to varying degrees. As implementation of the MNP
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Program varies among provinces, Lhe degree to which individ-
ual corporations are affected by the following problems de-

pends on their level of activity and the province in which

they are Iocated: difficulties with provincial administra-

tion of the program; inadequate front-end and interim fi-
nancing; minimal local consuftation and control; difficul-
ties in administering the old and nev¡ programsi

tenant-related problems; and, lack of organizat.ional models.

Federal disentanglement has resulted in one federal pro-

gram administered in a variety of ways across the country.

Municipal discontent with provincial administration has been

most pronounced in Ontario where there exists a well devel-

oped MNP component. The Province's approval and. administra-

tive process has been criticized for being withdrawn, cum-

bersome, bureaucratic, unrealistic in terms of price
guidelines and too rigid in its application of CMHC guide-

1ines. Provincial guidelines requiring MNP projects to un-

dergo environmental assessment reviews have been criticized
for extending this process as well as raising costs. Guide-

lines requiring municipalities to undertake 'best-buy analy-

sesr, intended to provide evidence that each project is the

most effective vray t.o serve the neighbourhood, have been

calIed unnecessary and costly.

Some corporations have found the lack of front-end (work-

ing capital) and interim financing to be a problem" The se-

verity of this problem differs among corporations as provin-
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cial and municipal aid varies from no assistance t.o

significant contributions toward adrninistrative, Iand, capi-
tal and subsidy costs. Working capital is necessary to cov-

er unexpected capital expenses" Some municipalitiesf espe-

cially smaller ones, have been unable to provide adequate

front-end financing for capital expenditures and land acqui-

sition v¡hile others have simpty been unwilling. Some cities
have assumed significant risks by providing forms of front-
end assistance; these risks have often acted as a deterrent

for those wishing to create a MNP corporation. Many corpo-

rations have had their plans for purchasing inner city land

thwarted because they lacked readily available, adequate

front-end funds.

Interim financing is needed to cover unexpected operating

losses or costs incurred before receipt of mortgage funds

(eg" advance fees to contractors and expenses for site prep-

aration prior to construction). Some corporations have re-
ceived advance funds from Council or have had to borrow in-
terim funds from private lenders at high interest rates.
Ontario's Interest-Free Loans and Grants Program, which pro-

vides start-up assistance to corporations, has created a
greater opportunity to establish a reserve fund, however,

the assistance is only available to municipalities develop-

ing their first non-profit project.

Other minor f inancial probJ-ems have been experienced. A

modernization and improvement reserve fund has been advocat-
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ed by lhose corporations urhich have experienced major repair

costs for projects acquired under the S.15.1 program. The

fees received for project administration have been criti-
cized for being too low to enable sufficient recovery of

costs since some corporations are billed by loca1 govern-

ments for services provided ("g. Iegalr property repair,
maintenance). Some corporations have also been constrained

by the lack of rental subsidies for clients of rooming

house/hostel units and insufficient funds for non-residen-

tial building conversions.

Minimal locaI consultation and control has been another

criticism. Besides having to contend with frequent program

revisions, corporations have criticized the lack of munici-

pal consultation in federal--provincial negotiations on pro-

gram development and revision. It is felt that municipal

concerns and needs have been inadequately addressed by sen-

ior level decisions. The control of such basic elements as

the setting of LEM rents does not rest with t.he .corpora-
tions, thus illustrating t,he low leve1 of locaI control.
Long term planning has not been possible without control
over program basics.23

Many corporations have had some difficulty managing port-
folios consisting of units subject to S.15.1 guidelines and

those under S.56.1 guidelines" In some cases inequitable

rent levels have become evident because rents under the old

program are calculated on a cost recovery basis. The mar-
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ketability ot S.15"1 units may become increasingly trouble-
some as the public recognizes that rents for these units may

exceed comparable units under S,56,1. OId program units
will also likely require major improvements in the near fu-
Lure since inadequate funding for capital maintenance expen-

ditures under S"15"1 resulted in the use of cheaper building
mater iaIs. 2 a

Tenant-related problems have become another concern " One

such problem is 'highgrading', which refers to the situation
whereby households continue to reside in non-profit housing

even after their income has risen to a leve1 enabling them

to obtain market accommodation. It is usually a concern in

high amenity locations and in areas with a low vacancy

rate.25 Another problem has been the difficulty in attract-
ing tenants for the LEM units in projects built in low in-
come neighbourhoods, especially if housing is readily avail-
able in other locations. In Lhese situations corporations

have had to implement extensive marketing programs to fill
the LEM rental units.

A final lesser problem for most corporations has been the

absence of a clear organizational model, Prior to forming

MNP corporations most municipalities scrutinized the organi-

zational structures of successful corporations in other cit-
ies, yet many have evolved according to loca1 conditions.

Some have developed into lean organ izaLions with a minimum

complement of staff and strict financial controls, whereas



others v¡hich have become responsi

velopment have mainLained a large

ganizational model has partially

financial and organizational di

some corporations.
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b1e for most aspects of de-

staff" The lack of an or-

been responsible for the

fficulties encountered by
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Chapter 5

A, PERFORS{A¡{CE EVAIJUATION OF m{E TORONTO, OTTAWA
AND P{TNT{IPEG HOUSTÌi¡G CORPORåTTONS

5..I INTRODUCTION

with the housing corporations' backgrounds, problems and

constraints discussed in the two preceding chapters it is
now appropriate to conduct performance evaluations on the

three operating corporations in the Cities of Toronto, Otta-
s¡a and Winnipeg, thus, the purpose of this chapter" The

fol.lowing performance measures wilI be used for evaluating-

the overall activities of all three corporations:

1 " Vo1ume and Extent of Operation

2" Income Groups Served

3. Household Types Served

4 " Affordabitity
5. Community Reaction

Two reasons support the selection of the first four cri-
teria. As the evaluations should be based on the stated

goals/objectives of the MNP corporations, utilization of the

four criteria is justified in that each criterion is re-
flected in the goals/objectives of all three corporations.

Application of the four criteria to each corporation also

104
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provides a degree of consistency and enables one to under-

take broad comparisons, keeping in mind the varying condi-

tions affecting each corporation. Secondly, the four cri-
teria, because of their basic nature, are commonly used for

housing program/agency evaluat ions.

In evaluating the performance of a MNP corporation it is
important to examine housing production in terms of quantity

and methods used. An inguiry into volume will determine

whether the corporation has been reaching its production

targets, the number of people that have benefitted, its lev-
el of activity and, ít possible, its place in the housing

production market and the proportion of needy households be-

ing served. In this evaluation 'Volume' refers only to the

actual number of units that have been produced by a corpora-

tionr âs in most cases its unit production is only a small

proportion of tot.a1 private and public rental construction

in that city. Àn inquiry into the types of development ac-

tivity will determine a corporation's diversity, its current

emphasis, whether and how its emphasis has changed during

the years, and the reasons behind any such change.

A second basic evaluation criterion used is 'Income

Groups Served'. Low and moderate income households have

been the targeted income group of MNP corporations. rhis
criterion is necessary as it indicates which income groups

have actually benefitted from a corporation's activities.
In determining a corporation's degree of success it is im-
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perative that it be primarily serving the income groups it
was intended to benefit. A significant departure from this
objective would signify failure in satisfactorily carrying

out its mandate.

Ànother basic criterion used is 'Household Types Served'.

Lower income families, senior citizens and special needs

groups, such as the disabled and single parent families,
have been the targeted household types. This essential cri-
terion reveals the types of households that have been served

by a corporation and whether they are the types the corpora-

tion intended to focus upon" If a corporation has not been

serving its originally targeted household types or other

special needs groups, this would indicate its lack of suc-

cess in fulfilling one part of its mandate.

The final basic criterion used in this evaluation is'Àf-
fordability'. Depending on household type and loca1 market

rents, affordability would be a problem for those households

paying'in excess of 25-30 percent of gross income for accom-

modat ion. The criterion is important as it determines

whether the units produced have.been financially accessible

to the corporation's targeted income groups. If a corpora-

tion has been catering to households with higher incomes,

affordability would not be a significant problem for exist-
ing tenants. In contrast, it would be a problem for Lhose

Iower income households which have and have not obtained ac-

commodation in the corporation's projects.
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Current, housing problems can explain why Lhe first four

basic criteria have been either explicitly or implicitly in-
cluded as desirable objectives by the three MNP corporations

or their local governments. Although an irnplicit objective,
the number of units produced is important to the corpora-

tions in order to address the problem of a diminishing, af-
fordable, rental housing stock created by demolitions and

'whitepaintiñg', to name two factors" In regard to extent

of activity, some municipalities may have decided to empha-

size housing rehabilitation because of a large supply of de-

teriorating, inner city housing. The emphasis on low and

moderate income households is required to address their high

degree of housing need owing to the shortage of quality,
lower priced housing for inner city renters. The objective
of targeting lower income families, seniors and others with

special needs is necessary as t,hese groups display a high

leve1 of need due to economic or other disadvantages. Fi-
naIIy, Iow cost housing production is necessary to assist
the large number of people paying high shelter costs as a

result of inadequate personal incomes and/or the unavail-
ability of inexpensive housing.

The 'Community Reaction' crit,erion is also applied to all
three corporations. Although it is not a basic criterion
for housing evaluations, it is useful to ascertain the com-

munity's general attitude towards a corporation's housing

development activities. The degree of public support for a
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corporation's activities may ultimately determine whether

City Council revises the corporaLion's present mandater !ê-
duces or increases funding, or even terminates its opera-

tions.

In addition to the five above criteria, the corporations

are evaluated on performance measures not applicable to all
three due to differing goal/objective statements. It is
felt that some of the major housing needs of residenLs in

these cities are adequately reflected in these st,atements,

thus enabling the derivation of these performance measures

for evaluation purposes.

crrrÏ{oME (rononro)

,'l VoLume and Extent of Operation

When initially developing its housing program the City of

Toronto preferred to see housing production undertaken by

private non-profit and cooperative groups on City-assembled

land, rather than by Cityhome, in order to avoid becoming a

major Iandlord. Since then Cityhome has become an important

producer of affordable rental housing in the City of Toronto

(table 1)" It is important to note that Cityhome's share of

the total number of units produced in the early 1980's may

be higher than normal ¡ âs these vrere economically depressed

years characterized by high interest rates which discouraged

private rental construction.

5"2

5 "'2
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Cityhome's contribution to the City's rentaL supply has

been significant. By the end of 1982 its portfolio consisL-

ed of over thirty-eight hundred units with over 70 percent

of this total comprised of new units. It has directly fa-
cilitated the development of over fourteen hundred coopera-

t.ive units through the transfer of projects in the planning

stages to cooperative groups.l Ðespite its respectable lev-
el of production, along with that of other third sector

groups, there remains a crisis in affordable rental housing

characterized by low vacancy rates I rising rents, ffiinimal

additions to the affordable housing stock and a loss of

TABLE 1

Apartment Production in the City of Toronto, 1982

Source: City of Toronto Housing Department, SHIFTING
FOUNÐATIONS, Table 5, p.20.

Type of Developer Unit StarLs Unit Completions

C i tyhome

Co-op/vrivate Non-Prof i t
Private Rental

Metro Housing Co.

Condomin i um

504

624

304

186

116

670

600

'153

939

2362Total 17 34
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unit,s Lhrough demol-itions and condominium conversions "

Cityhome has already achieved the original targets set

for it in the 1974 CORE AREA HOUSING STUDY. Fifty-four per-

cent of the twenty thousand assisted-unit target for the

1976-1986 period was to be met through all third secLor

housing programs combined, yet within the first six years of

the target period Cityhome alone had produced nearly four

thousand units.2 The remainder of the target was to be

achieved through programs such as AHOP, public housing and

private rent supplement. Since these programs have either
been eliminated or cut back, afl third sector groups have

had to produce more housing than originally expected in or-
der for the City to attempt to meet its assisted-unit tar-
gets.

Cityhome has attempted to fiII the gap by setting annual

targets usually over one thousand units, well above those

foreseen in 1974, Although it has achieved the original
target set in 1974, it has been unable to realize its annual

targets established since then (table 2) due to problems

discussed in the previous chapter" lts inability to fill
the gap vras reflected in the City's failure to achieve its
target of twenty thousand assisted uniLs; only 13,875 as-

sisted units had been approved by the end of 1985,3 The

City's failure to achieve its assisted-unit target wilI mean

that a large number of needy households will be unable to

obtain af fordable accommodation. the housing scenario may
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be more serious than it appears on the surface since limited
funding and the high degree of affordable housing need make

it unrealistic for production targets to meet actual unit
requirements.

External factors have been primarily responsibl-e for Ci-

tyhome's inability to attain annual targets, Its housing

program originally consisted of new construction and 'u"q/
rehab' components but various factors have resulted in the

Iatterrs de-emphasis. Even with greater emphasis on new

construction, annual targets have not been met due to the

lack of affordable development sites, negotiation and ap-

proval delays, and community opposition. Cityhome cannot be

held responsible for any City failure in reaching its as-

sisted housing targets as its level of production has ex-

ceeded original projections; these projections for Cityhome

lrere taken into account in the setting of the City's assist-
ed housing target. Under present. development constraints it
cannot be expected to fill the gap created by the termina-

tion or curtailment of earlier programs,

Even though Cityhome managed to bring on the market a re-

spectable average of five hundred units per year during the

early 1980's, there remained a substantial unmet need for
affordable rental housing" Between 1981 and 1984 Cityhome's

growing RGI waiting list averaged over forty-eight hundred

households. By 1984 Cityhome v¡as housing, on average, âp-

proximately 3 percent of waiting list households in nev¡

projects and 6 percent through turnover in existing projects
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TABLE 2

Cityhome Annual Unit Targets and Àpprovals

Year Unit Type Ànnual Targets Annual Approvals

197 5

il

197 6

n

197 7

tt

197I
tf

197 9

n

1980

il

1 981

il

1982

tf

1983

ll

New

Àcqui red

New

Àcqui red

New

Acqui red

New

Acqui red

New

Acqui red

New

Acqui red

New

Àcqui red

New

Acqui red

New

Àcgui red

600

300

1200

525

929

265

9s8

140

924

100

1309

0

283

I
1 667

125

1 09s

0

0

584

355

332

10

70

882

36

365

0

864

0

283

I
539

0

?

?

Source: Derived from various City of Toronto Housing Depart-
menL annual report.s"
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on an annual basis.a The proportion of RGI waiting list
households accommodated annually declined during the early
1980's as a result of an increase in the waiting list com-

bined with constant production levels, and the Province's 25

percent limit on RGI units.

Tt is more difficult to determine what proportion of the

City's low and moderate income households requiring afford-
able housing were served by Cityhome on an annual basis, as

there is no reliable data on overall needs. NeverLheless, a

1984 report estimated there to be an 'active' need for
8,000-10,000 units (derived from existing waiting lists for
social housing in Toronto), and an 'incipient' need for
30r000 or more units (the 'incipient' need being the number

of units that could be filled by Iow income households in

need of such housing if it l¡as available).5 Based on the

latter figure, Cityhome was annually serving about 1.6 per-

cent of the City's needy households in new projects, with

around 3 percent accommodated through turnovers.6 City-
home's ability to serve only a small portion of needy house-

holds demonstrates the extent of affordable rental housing

need and the need for more funding and unit allocations un-

der the program. Although its annual unit contributions
have not been sufficient to reduçe the number of households

requiring affordabLe housing to any Iarge degree, Cityhome

has provided a respect,able number of much needed units con-

sidering various existing constraints"
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The extent of Cityhome's development activity has con-

tracted in one area but expanded in others. The 'acq/rehab'

component has seen little activity in recent years. Virtu-
a1ly no units were completed in 1982" No official target

vras set f or 1983 in view of the Province' s position on ac-

quisitions" The 'acq/rehab' component may receive greater

attention in the near future as financial constraints facing

the new construction component may make the former the only

viable alternative. Cityhome officials also believe that
property acquisitions should be pursued because many exist-
ing, undervalued, rental buildings will inevitably increase

in value due to market pressure for the conversion of apart-

ments to other tenure forms.T

On the other hand, Cityhome has increased some activities
and diversified into other areas. New construction has be-

come more prominent than originally intended. Since 1979 it
has dominated Cityhome's activities as it is considered the

most effective vehicle for producing the quantity of units
required to meet a portion of the high demand. Cityhome has

participated in the development of two major communities

the St. Lawrence and Frankel/Lambert neighbourhoods. It has

purchased new projects on a turnkey basisB from private de-

velopers since 1980; as of 1983 this met,hod had added more

than five hundred units to its portfolio.e To take advan-

tage of every possible resource with housing potential it
has converted mansions into smaller living units and non-
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office buildings in municipal ownership"
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including smaIl

In addition, its activities have extended beyond the

bounds of the MNP Program as it has become involved in a

wide range of sociaL housing and related areas. Ðue to the

household types served, Cityhome has found it necessary to

incorporate into its own development activities the policies
and programs of the community services field, such as day-

care and elderly/aisabled services.

5"2"2 Income Grouos Served

Since its formation Cityhome's major goal has been the

provision of affo.rdable, integrated (income group and house-

hold type), rental housing for low and moderate income

households. Tenant income data show it is predominantly

serving its target population; whereas in 1982 the city's
median income was $25,781, the Cityhome tenant median stood

at $1 2,900. 1 o Eighty-five percent of Cityhome tenants had

incomes lower than the city-wide median, slightly less than

the 1980 percentage. l 1 Even when household size is taken

inLo account the proportion of Cityhome tenants earning less

than the city-wide median income is substantial (fabIe 3).

The fact that only 15 percent of Cityhome tenants have

incomes greater than the city-wide median refutes criticism
thaL there exists a large number of tenants with high in-
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TABLE 3

Percentage of Cityhome Tenants Earning Less than Estimated
City Median Income by Household Size, 1982

Source; City of Toronto Housing Department, SHIFTTNG
FOUNÐATIONS, Tab1e 18, p"42"

comes paying a small share for their accommodation" It has

been argued that tenants paying LEM rents may be receiving

subsidized treatment because they are paying stightly less

than average private market rents. A mis-use of funds has

not been occurring as Cityhome's portfolio does not include

a high proportion of middle and high income tenants. The

existence of tenants with incomes higher than the city-wide
median does not indicate a contradiction of Cityhome goals

as income integration has been one of its primary goals.

The number of RGI units being made available is another

indicator of whether Cityhome is serving its target popula-

tion. In 1982 the proportion of RGI units in its portfolio

stood at 42"6 percent a decline of 10 percent from the

Number of Persons per Household

Household Type

Market

RGT

À11

1

s0"9

98.9

71.0

2

61 "4

100

74"1

3/4 5/6

80"4

100

92 "5

7pIus

65"4

99"6

80 " 6

71"4

100

90"9
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This decline can be attributed t.o the Prov-

ince's 25 percent RGI limit imposed in 1978, Under Lhe old

program up to half of the units in many of its projects 1o-

cated in lower income neighbourhoods vrere rent supplemented,

thus benefitting more lower income households requiring
housing assistance. While the proportion of RGI units has

decreased, Cityhome is supplying needed RGI units, but no-

where near the level of public need. Àt the end of 1982 its
waiting list of RGI applicants stood at 4198 households

(9890 people), an increase of 5 percent over the previous

year. 1 3

Cityhome has been able to serve its target population

fairly we11, but it will become increasingly difficult if
the program's LEM rent structure remains unchanged. As not-

ed earlier, income polarization has begun to appear in its
nevr projects, especially in the downtown area, âs moderate

income groups are becoming unable to afford the high LEM

rents of the central area" Nevertheless, its projects are

stiIl expected to serve the target income groups in the near

future. 1 4

5"2"3 Household Types Served

Cityhome was intended to serve primarily lower income

families with children. In order to achieve household type

integration, Cityhome has attempted to include within its
portfolio a mixture of household types by providing units of
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different sizes. Despite its gradual move over the years

towards larger unit production owing to strong market demand

from the above group, non-family units continue to dominate

the portfolio reflecting the even stronger demand for small-

er units (rab1e 4). Although the range of unit types is
fairly diverse, with two or more bedroom units comprising

Iess than 38 percent of all units, less than 29 percent are

suitable for family accommodation (ie" units with two or

more bedrooms that are within three stories of grade and

have non-mechanical grade access) according to the Official
PIan definition. l s Based on Council guidelines requiring
new and acguired projects to contain a minimum of 30 and 50

percent family units respectively, 1 6 Cityhome has failed to
reach the level of family oriented unit production set by

the City. It has not focused enough attention on producing

units for its primary targeted household type.

In view of the unit type distribution it is not surpris-
ing that over 50 percent of Cityhome tenants are single peo-

ple (those residing in the LEM units and those in the RcI

units on the basis of age or disability), with family house-

holds (wit¡ dependent children) comprising approximately 30

percent. lT Non-senior singles and childless couples, while

eligible to reside in the LEM units, but often unable to af-
ford them, are ineligible for the RGI units. Consequently,

Cityhome has been unable to serve a notable segment of the

population with affordability problems. Even though a fur-
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TÀBLE 4

Unit Uix in Cityhome Projects, 1982

Unit Type

Beds/Rooms

Studi o/aaclnel-or

One Bedroom

Two Bedroom

Three Bedroom

Four Bedroom

Five or More Bedrooms

Total Units

Total RcI Units

Number of Units eo ef Port f o1i o

349

829

1197

820

527

78

20

3820

1 627

9"1

21 "7

31"3

21 "5

13.8

2"0

0.5

99 "9

42 .6

Source: City of Toronto Housing
FOUNDÀTIONS, Table 22,

Department, SHIFTING
p.56.

ther increase in the proportion of small units may be justi-

fied by the fact that singles form the largest group in the

portfolio and on the RGI waiting list, Cityhome hopes to puL

more emphasis on the production of two or more bedroom

units.l8

Low and moderate income households with special housing

needs, such as senior citizens, the disabled, single parent

families and traditional inner city 'roomers' , comprise an-

other target group. Cityhome's waiting IisË consists'of low
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income residents eligible for RGI assistance, which is
basically limited to seniors, the dísabled and families, on

a first come, first served basis. Senior citizens, who com-

prise about 16 percent of the entire city population, are

proportionately represented in Cityhome projects. 1 e The

Provincial guideline calling for a 5 percent dedication of

handicapped units appears to be providing disabled residents
with adequate housing opportunities, while all new projects

do not include these units a few projects exceed the 5 per-

cent guideline. Cityhome's tenant profile reinforces the

well documented affordability problems experienced by single
parent families, particularly female-Ied households; the

latter group accounts for almost 1 3 percent of al-I te-
nants.2o The fact that female-Ied households comprise over

31 percent of the RGI waiting list demonstrates the magni-

tude of their affordability problems and the need for Cit.y-

home to be more aware of their problems" Cityhome's inte-
gration policy and waiting Iist procedures have prevented

this group from comprising a larger proportion of its tenant

population.

Cityhome has also recognized the housing problems of very

low income single people requiring rooming house or hostel

accommodation. The majority of hostel users are young, un-

employed, single males with no special problems. who, along

with traditional 'roomers', are faced with rising rents and

a diminishing supply of rooming houses. As this population
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group is not eligible for RGI assistance under the federal
program, Cityhome has assumed the responsibility of creating

over three hundred rooming house and hostel units for these

individuals.

5.2.1[ Àffordabílitv

In an expensive city where housing affordability is a ma-

jor concern, it is especially important to determine the af-
fordability of Cityhome's rental units. One measure of af-
fordability is a comparison of Cityhome's average rents with

those in the open market. Table 5 shows that average pri-
vate sector rents are considerably higher than average City-
home rents" The favourable position of Cityhome rents is
especially pronounced as the unit sizes increase. Such a

difference is crucial to low income families requiring larg-
er units. The lower rents of cooperative units are exagger-

ated as cooperative charges do not include utilities"

À second affordability measure is the range of rent-to-
income ratios experienced by Cityhome tenants. The majority
of tenants pay between 20 and 30 percent of their income for
rental purposes,2l however, in a 1981 study it vras found

that 17 percent of all households $¡ere paying over 30 per-

cent with an additional 1 6 percent paying between 25 and 30

percent.22 While the study found that affordability vras not

a problem for the majority of households, it was a problem

for those in the lowest income classificationsr parÈicularIy
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Comparison of Àverage Rents in
Toronto,
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5

New Housing in the CiLy of
1980

Source: City of Toronto Housing
CHALLENGES, Tab1e 6, p.1

Department, BUILDING
5.

the 27 percent of

which were paying

for housing.

households in the $0-$5,000 income range

more than 30 percent of t.heir gross income

5.2.5 Communitv Reaction

Public reception has been generally positive notlrith-
standing opposition during the planning stages " Many

projects have encountered early resident opposition based on

explicit arguments such as an increase in density related
problems and property devaluation. Hidden reasons have in-
cluded the social problems accompanying low income resi-
dents, the projects' potential to become rundown and a gen-

eral fear of any perceived threat to the neighbourhood.

Unit Type

Bachelor

One Bedroom

Two Bedroom

Three Bedroom

Four Bedroom

Pr ivate

$307

469

673

925

1 200

C i tyhome

s259

348

420

476

517

Co-operat ive

$230

277

3s0

431

485
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Opposition has often dissipated after the projects'

construction and occupancy. Residents' groups in a number

of neighbourhoods which have accepted projects have in fact
requested additional Cityhome projects on Iocal sites which

might otherwise be developed in a form opposed by local res-

idents.23 Although the provision of extensive opportunities
for public participation has been partially responsible for
the large degree of organized opposition, loca1 input has

contributed to the overall positive image of Cityhome

projects 
"

Cityhome policies ensuring a minimum l-evel of physical

and social disruption to neighbourhoods have likeIy contrib-
uted to eventual public acceptance of its projects. To en-

sure that projects blend into their physical surroundings, a

set of site planning principles have been adopted which em-

phasize street related housing and traditional housing

forms. Its innovative and sensitive housing designs have

gained it a respected reputation. With the exception of the

St" Lawrence project, which was essentially the creation of

a new, income integrated neighbourhood in central Toronto,

small scale, infill housing has been emphasized over large

scale, redevelopment projects.
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5"2"6 Tensnt Partie ípat,íon

Tenant participation in project management, has always

been encouraged by Cityhome. with Cityhome financial assis-
tance, tenant management committees vrere initially formed in

most projects to be responsible for items such as minor te-
nant disputes and decisions on minor repairs and small budg-

eL items. Upon learning that extensive tenant involvement,

usually occurred in response to major issues, a more defined

policy was developed in 1978 which allowed participation at

earlier stages of the project planning process and awarded

well-organized committees responsibility for decisions on

renovations, tenant selecLion/eviction, rent increases,

maintenance and budgeting. The policy's aim was to enable

well organized tenant groups to assume ownership of projects

through outright purchase.

Cityhome has remained committed to tenant participation.
In 1982 there were twelve active and three less active te-
nant associations. Many other associations now disbanded

have also received financial support. The Association of

City Tenants (eCt) has been allowed to attend Board meetings

to express its concern over policies and issues affecting
tenants. In a few cases tenants have organized their own

independent cooperatives and collectively purchased these

projects from CiLyhome. Residents living in communities

designated for Cityhome projects have been given opportuni-

ties to participate in the project planning process through
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public meetings and c it,izens' committ.ees which, although

time consuming, have tended to increase public support for

the projecLs and their responsiveness to community needs.

5,3

5,3,1

TT{E CONPHC (OrrAWA)

Volume and Extent of Operation

with 3059 units under management at the end of 1984 hous-

ing approximately eight thousand people,2a the CONpHC has

become a major landlord" Half of its portfolio (1524 units)
is comprised of units acquired from its predecessor, the

COHC, with the other half (1535 units) comprised of units
newly built, 'acq/rehab' or just acquired under the S.15.1

and S.56. 1 programs 
"

ÀnnuaI production has been respectable, yet

has been unable to reach its annual targets,
early operating years production targets ranged

hundred to over seven hundred units annually.

annual targets have been lowered to an average of

The actual number of units added to its portfolio

aged 184 units annually (tabIe 6). Reduced s.56.

l-ocations and dif f iculties v¡ith the 'acq/rehab'
have been largely responsible for its inability to

nual targets.

Lhe CONPHC

During its
from four

Since 1979

448 units"

has aver-

1 unit a1-

component

reach an-

The CONPHC's original housing program included a new con-

struction and an 'acq/rehab' component" Due to difficulties
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* The
ed in
nature

Source

TABLE 6

CONPHC Annua1 Unit Targets and Actua1 Unit Completions

takeover of Strathcona Heights (404 units) also occurr-
1983 but has not been inclúded because of its special

: Derived from various CONPHC documents.

with the latter, annual targets and actual production have

focused almost who11y on new construction. Development ac-

tivity between 1976 and 1978 under the old program was ba1-

anced between the two components. Since 1978 nerd construc-

tion has dorninated with only six units produced under the

'acq/rehab' component.2s The acquisition from CMHC of a qO4

unit lower income housing development (strathcona Heights)

in 1983r âs parÈ of CMHC's withdrawal from direct housing

management, cannot be included under the 'acq/rehab' compo-

nent as it did not require rehabilitation prior to occupancy

and its acguisition was made possible through special fund-

Year AnnuaI Unit Targets ActuaI Unit Completions

197 9

1980

1 981

1982

1 983

1 984

400

356

447

482

435

565

36

1s6

144

296*

289



ing arrangements with CMHC.

annual'acq/rehab' targets

success in reaching them.
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The CONPHC has conLinued to set

even though i t has had 1i tt.Ie

In addition to the Strathcona Heights acquisition, the

CONPHC has acquired with the aid of a municipal equity grant

a forty-six unit rooming house to accommodaLe non-elderly,
low income, single persons. Plans have been finalized for
t.he construction of a roomíng house and the acquisition of

another" It has also undertaken management of special needs

facilities including supervised group homes and shared homes

for persons with psychiatric disabilities"

E'aced with reduced unit allocations and encouraged by the

success of its first rooming house acquisition, the CONPHC

decided in 1984 to pursue development options outside of the

MNP Program" Out of a 1984 target of 205 nevr and acquired

units, eighty-five units lrere realized the construction of

a fifty-five unit rooming house with CMHC funding under the

Canada Rental Supply Program (which essentially offered sec-

ond mortgages at favourable rates), a municipal eguity con-

tribution and private mortgage financing, and a 'turnkey'
acquisítion of a thirty unit rooming house financed through

City contributions and private mortgage financing" WhiIe

unable to reach its target, its decision to explore other

development and financing alternatives wilI increase it.s

ability to provide much needed lower priced housing.
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5"3"2 Ineome Groupg Served

Upon examination of the income distribution of CONPHC te-
nants (table 7), it would appear that the CONPHC is doing an

adequate job of serving lorv and moderate income groups

($0-$24,999) which comprise 68 percent of all households (as

of 1984). Of all households those with low incomes (under

$1 0 r 000 ) represent over 24 percent, however, this group's

proportional increase since 1 981 is a reflection of the

CONPHC's 1984 acceptance of the Province's new 35 percent

RGI limit. 26 Moderate income households ($10,000-$25,000)

represent over 42 percent of al-1 households which is a nota-

ble decrease from the 1981 level of 69 percent. Those

households in the lower classification ($10,000-$14,999) of

the moderate income category are especially poorly served as

they cannot afford LEM rents and are a low priority for RGI

units. Meanwhile, the proportion of households with incomes

in excess of $25,000 has doubled since 1981 to 32 percent.

The CONPHC is serving a decreasing proportion of moderate

income households even though priority is given to this
group for the LEM units" This is part of the trend being

experienced by other corporations whereby this group is una-

bIe to afford the LEM rents established under the program.

Since the CONPHC was in operation two years prior to the

imposition of the 25 percent RGI 1imit, at least one-quarter

of its portfolio is comprised of RcI units. This proportion

will increase with the higher RGr limit" The high dernand
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TÀBLE 7

Income of CONPHC Tenants

Source: CONPHC, 1984 ANNUAL REPORT, Þ,17,

for RGI units is borne out by the facL that 54 percent of

the December 1984 waiting list was comprised of families re-
quiring RGI units.27 The second largest group was moderate

income families hoping to obtain accommodation in the

CONPHC's limited dividend stock, Strathcona Heights and the

LEM rental units because they were a low priority for RGI

housing and unable to afford units on the open market. The

RGI Iimit increase will certainly enable the CONPHC to pro-

vide affordable housing to a larger number of these low and

moderate income households.

Income Category

s0-s4,999

$5,000-s9 ,999

$1 0,000-$14,999

$1 5,000-$19 ,999

s20,000-$24,999

s25,000-s29,999

Percent of CONPHC Tenants

1 984 1 983 1982 1981

$30,000 and over

1"2

23 "3

6.4

13"s

22 "8

18 "7

14"0

2"7

10"8

5.3

22 "9

29 "2

16"5

12 "5

2"0

17,0

7"0

28.0

28 "0

16.0

2"0

5"0

8.0

15.0

28.0

26 "0

9.0

7"0
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5"3,3 Household Tvpes Served

The CONPHC has lived up to its mandate of producing units
for families, senior citizens and persons with special

needs. Seventy-four percent of the 1984 portfolio vras de-

signed for family accommodation in the form of detached

dwel-lings, row housing, townhouses and apartments.2e Of the

1535 units either newly built,
quired under S"15.1 and S.56.1,

direcLed at family households.

'acq/rehab' or simply ac-

over 90 percent have been

Senior citizen units accounted for 24 percent of the to-
taI portfolio. Non-profit development has accounted for
only 5 percent of these units with the remainder consisting
of acquired Iimited dividend stock" Substantial additions

to the stock are not a major requirement consideriirg the

waiting list has normally included an average of 225 senior

citizen applicants.2s

Special needs groups have also been well served" In re-
sponse to a critical housing shortage for low income single
people and the lack of government housing assistance for
this group, the CONPHC has undertaken independent initia-
tives, Its first action was the allocation of eighty RGI

units within its seniors portfolio to singles between fifty
and fifty-nine years of age. With Lhe City agreeing to pro-

vide an annual rent reduction subsídy for 10 percent of

these units, the CONPHC has been able to provide assistance
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Lo these individuals until t,hey are eligible for provincial
rent supplement" Single parent families are we1I served as

they represent 26 percenL of all households"30 although

units for the disabled comprise under 2 percent of all
units, they make up over 6 percent of the newly constructed

units. Units are also provided to social service organ!za-

tions for housing persons leaving psychiatric institutions,
mentally handicapped young people and persons with multiple
disabilities. Fina1ly, in the planning of new projects its
policy is to always consider the potential for accommodating

a special needs group.

5.3.4, Affordabílitv

The CONPHC is providing affordable housing for its target
income group of l-ow and moderate income households. Its
rents are either comparable to or less than private sector

rents depending on which segment of the portfolio is being

considered (table 8). The rental rates of units developed

under the non-profit programs (half of the total portfolio)
are comparable to private sector rents; average private sec-

tor rates tend to faII in the middle of CONPHC rental ranges

for respective unit sizes" On the other hand, average pri-
vate sector rents are significantly higher than rents for
the senior citizens units (mainly limited dividend); they

are much higher than rent,s for the limited dividend farnily

units and those in the fower income family housing develop-

ment of Strathcona Heights.
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TABLE B

Comparison of CONPHC and Private Þlarket Rents, 1985

Source: Derived fron lnformation obtained from the CONPHC and from
CMHC Rental Survey data, April 1985.

CONPHC Units
Range of Rental Rates ($)

Bache I or 1 Bdrm 2 Bdrm 3 Bdrm 4 Bdrm

ElderJ.y
FamiIy - Ltd. Dividenc
Family - Strathcona

(Apts ) .

Family - S.15.1/
S.56.1 (apts. and
townhouses )

21L-296 265-352

350-51 0

382-410

279-245

372-557

327-334

257-276

448-622

347

498-660

Private Þlarket Units
(Greater Ottawa)

Average Apartment
Rents 326 406 491 586 615
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It was not possible to obtain a comprehensive profile of

the rent.-to-income ratios experienced by t,enants at t.he time

of writing, as the CONPHC vras in the process of computeriz-

ing tenant files, however, officials have estimated that the

majority of tenants are paying between 25 and 30 percent of

their gross income on fully serviced rent. Its guideline of

awarding top priority to those families able to afford these

rents within a 25 to 30 percent ratio for the limited divi-
dend and new family units would lend credibility to this es-

tirnate. Information collected from households residing in

the new family units in 1982 indicated that 32 percent, of

households had a rent-to-income ratio of 20-24"9 percent and

an egual amount were paying from 25-29"9 percent"3l In com-

paring this figure with the current figures estimated by

CONPHC officials it would appear that unit affordability has

decreased somewhat,, partly due to high LEM rents.

5.3.5 Communitv Reaction

Community reaction to the CONPHC's development activities
has been generally favourable, although projects have en-

countered a fair amount of initial resident opposition based

largely on mi sconcept ions as to t,he type of ' government '

housing being produced. Opposition is often dispelled dur-

ing public forums designed to encourage community participa-

tion, nevertheless, some delays have been lengthy and cost-
Iy.
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5,3"6 TenenÈ Part,ieipatÍon

The CONPHC has followed through with its commitment to

tenant participation by encouraging the formation of te-
nants' associations which have provided tenants with the op-

portunity to become involved in developing policies in such

areas as rent, ñâinLenance and general management. In 1984

a satisfactory number of twelve associations, representing

56 percent of total portfolio units, received funding to
carry out their activities.3 2

5.3"7 Third Sector Àssistance

The CONPHC's goal of encouraging and assisting private
non-profit and cooperative groups has not faIlen into obscu-

rity. Both existing and newly formed groups have received

organizational and technical assistance for the preparation

of housing proposals as well as City-owned land leases or

transfers for project development. In 1983 five groups re-
ceived organízational, project development and land acquisi-
tion assistance while four private non*prof ít/cooperative
projects vrere completed on land acquired from the City.

Based on a 1984 review of the CONPHC's t,hird sector as-

sistance which found a sufficiently high leve1 of expertise

among Ottawa resource groups, it s¡as decided that direct in-
volvement in support,ing neh' non-profit housing groups would

be reduced whíle support through land banking and land leas-
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es would be maintained" Furt.hermore, emphasis would be giv-

en to providing generous support and Lechnical assistance to

special needs groups (eg.group homes) interested in develop-

ing their ovrn housing, as well as maximizing the use of ex-

isting and future CONPHC units for special needs groups"33

5,& T'I{E WHRC (Wr¡E¡¡rpge)

5"1tn'l Vo1ume ønd Extent of Ooeration

In comparison with Cityhome and the CONPHC, WHRC develop-

ment activity has been limited" The WHRC has been unable to

achieve targets outlined in moderate term development pIans.

By October 1984 its portfolio consisted of eighty-five rent-
aI units housing over two hundred people, with twenty-six

apartment units under renovation (¡acMiIlan Court) and the

construction of seventy-two new apartment, unit,s and a non-

residential building conversion in the planning stages.3a

Based on almost four years of active development activity,
production has averaged approximately twenty-seven to thirty
units annual1y. This figure is far below that of the seven-

ty-nine annual units envisioned in the original 1977 propo-

sal for the WHRC's formation, which outlined a five year

program involving 395 houses, and the annual average of over

one hundred units under a four year program proposed in

1 98'1 .

Its inability to achieve these targets can be attributed
to the development programs being based on scenarios which
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failed to materialize. BoLh program proposals foresaw an

emphasis on houses, a higher leve1 of production I a greater

sales emphasis, more modest levels of renovation and a clos-
er relationship between the City's and Í.7HRC's housing activ-
ities.35 Since 1982, when it resorted to developing one

year development plans, it has failed to achieve modest an-

nual targets; it $ras expected that the 1984 target would be-

come the first to be reached. More basic reasons for its
low production levels have been its short period of active
development (since 1981), limited funding and the City's low

level of support and commitment to direct housing produc-

tion.

The WHRC's level of production would not have even

reached the minimum level it has if it were not for the

$500,000 in funding provided under the tri-Ievel CÀI pro-

gram. The City' s share of $1 67 ,000 represents the City' s

largest contribution to date" The f unds v¡ere intended to

assist the WHRC in increasing the supply of renovated houses

in core area neighbourhoods, primariJ-y for families, and the

supply of apartments through renovation and new construction

in the CÀI-targeted area of North Portage, a physically de-

teriorated, multi-block area immediately north of the down-

town's primary retail street. The funds tdere earmarked for
the renovation of fifty single family and twenty-six apart-

menL units, and the const,ruction of thirty-nine apartment

units for 1983/1984" While the apartment projects had pro-
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units had been renovated,

will comprise a large portion
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seventeen of the single family

When completed these projecLs

of the portfolio.

The extent of development activity has changed considera-

b1y during its short period of operation. WHRC activity was

initially pl-anned to focus on increasing homeownership op-

portunities for lower income families in inner city neighb-

ourhoods through t,he sale of renovated houses I a goal never

stated by the Toronto or Ottawa corporations. Prevailing

market conditions which resulted in a significant l-oss on

its first house sa1e, its preference to minimize the risk in

its activities and its desire to avoid program constraints
resulted in the de-emphasis of -the sales component. The

component. was eliminated from annual production plans after
1983. Future act,ivity is dependent on substantial improve-

ment in market conditions and the availability of subsidies

for t.he WHRC anð,/or home buyers.36

The !.7HRC has generally not strayed f rom its goal of up-

grading the existing housing stock. Since the faiLure of

the sales component, activity has concentrated exclusively

on rental housing production mainly through renovation of

multiple unit buildings. Renovation has accounted for for-
ty-nine (mainly apartments) of its eighty-five units with

new apartment units comprising the remainder. Its emphasis

on multiple unit project renovations increases the projects'

economic feasibility as capital costs can be spread over a
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number of units. the above goal is also supported by recent

developments; serious consideration towards the conversion

of non-residential buildings; T^7HRC approval in principle to

function as a t.urnkey rehabilitation agent under the Prov-

ince's Buy and Renovate Program which offers residents in-
centives to purchase and renovate older houses; and possible

WHRC ínvolvement as a turnkey agent in converting non-resi-

dential buildings on behalf of housing cooperatives under a

provincial program"

New construction is considered a final alternative only

to be undertaken in exceptional circumstances" Upon comple-

tion of the seventy-two unit project the majority of its
portfolio will consist of newly constructed units. Excep-

tional circumstances are responsible for these new

projects. 3 7

5"&"2 Income Groups Served

Based on the annual income distribution of its house-

holds, it would appear that the WHRC is fulfilling its man-

date of providing rental housing to lower and moderate in-
come residents (rables 9 and 10). Families and individuals
with annual incomes in the ç12,000-$22,000 range have been

its target income group. Although the 1 984 household income

profile ranged from $3600 t.o ç40,124, the median annual in-
come h'as $11,640.38 the one or possibly two households with

medium to high incomes yrere dual parent families with two
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TABLE 9

Annual Household Income, Honthly Rentals and Shelter Ratios
of Tenants in &IHRC's Non-56.1 Units, October 1984

Household Sample Annua}
Type,/Size Size Income (g)

4
Rents bv Unit Tvoe l$l Shel. ter

RatlosBach. 1 Bdrm 2 Bdrn 3 Bdrn

Single Person 3

Single Pensioner 1

One Parent Fanilies

8520-18000

5000

- 1 Child

- 2 Children

5400-6408

1 7000

Two Parent Famllies

2

3

Ch i I dren

Chi ldren

.J

1

9728-40\24

10000

194 229-260

- 180

245 295

315

325-328 350

- 250

173-.322

.432

459-.655

.222

09?-.460

.300

Total Sampì.e 11

SampJ.e Universe 15

* The rental rates excl.ude parking, heat, Light, and other utilities where
these are subject to separate charge.

Source: IUS, EVALUATION 0F THE WHRC, Table 13, p. tOZ.
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TABLE 10

Annual Household Income, Monthly RentaLs and SheLter Ratios
of Tenants in WHRC's 56.1 Units, October 1984

Househoì.d Sample Annual
Type,/Slze Size Income ( $ )

:fr

Rents bv Unit Tvpe l$) Shel ter
RatiosBach. 1 Bdrm 2 Bdrm 3 Bdrl

2 1 9-356
356 269-41 I

- 4L7

159-.647
Med.351

240-.53L
309- .323
189-.249
Med .235

. 265

252- .367
237 - .440
Med .329

.471

Single Person 14

SingÌe Pensioner 3
Two Adults 2
Couple 5

Pens ioner CoupÌe 1

One Parent Families

1 Child
2 Children

4+ Children

3
6

Two Parent FamiLies

- 1 Chitd

- 2 Children
- 3 Children
- 4+ Children

3600-20000 765-212
F{ed. 6200

65?O- 1 2060
10800-13800 -
10200-21912 -
Med. 74640

13173

274-297

176-29L
291

212-23t

297

356
345

9600- 16920
7000-22620
Med. 77702

1 2000

I 9840-19200
Med.15236

2 72984-79200
1 5688
3 17160-20400

200

2 19-356

356
- 310
- 350-433

787 - .37 7

Med .257
222-.329

.654
206-.287

Total Sample 50
Sample Universe 68**

* The rental rates exclude parking, heat, .lieht, and other utiLities where
these are subject to separate charge.

*+ The sanple universe of 68 excludes two caretakers' units. Income data
for another 18 tenancies were not available. Of these 18, nine were on
some forn of social assistance and five had mixed sources of income;
lnfornation on sources of income was unavaitable for four tenancies.

Source: IUS, EVALUATION OF THE WHRC, Tabl.e 14, p. 103.
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children residing in that portion of the porLfolio (15

units) not under the S.56.1 subsidy program. The availabil-
ity of S. 56. 1 subsidies has helped the !.IHRC serve its target
income groups, however, any loss of funding from currenL

sources would make it extremely difficult to reach lower in-
come residents. The integration of income groups, while not

a stated WHRC goal, is also evident"

5,4.3 Household Tvpes Served

In keeping with its purpose of catering to needy inner

city families, WHRC activity has concentrated on the produc-

tion of family oriented units. By October 1984, 55 percent

of its portfolio consisted of two and three bedroom units
(rable I 1 ); with completion of the McMillan Court project in

mid-1985 this percentage will increase to 61 percent" À11

three government leveIs have encouraged this leveI of family

oriented unit production, especially the CMHC which has been

unwilling to provide funding for non-family units in the in-
ner city; its position was expected to change in 1985" WHRC

projects supported by CAI funding have enhanced this family

unit bias as a large majority of the units are directed at

family households.

with the dominance of family oriented units it is not

surprising that families, both one and ty¡o parent, represent

51 percent of all households. Most WHRC families do not

have more than two chiLdren and almost 69 percent reside in
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Table 11

Number of kIHRC Rental Units Occupied by Household
Type and Size, October 1984

Househo L d
Type,/S i ze

1

SingJ.e Detached,/
Dupl ex,/Tripl ex

Bdrm 2Bdrm 3Bdr¡¡ Bach

1,2

Apartment
Bdrm 2Bdrm 3Bdrm

Single Person
Sing.le Pensioner
Two Adults
Couple
Pensioner Couple

One Parent Families

- 1 Chitd
- 2 Children
- 4+ Children

Two Parent Families

2

1

I 1

13
3
1

4

1

1

I
I
1

4
3 3

1

- 1 Chitd
- 2 Children
- 3 Chil.dren
- 4+ Children

a

4

2
1

12

11
4 1

3

Subtotal

Total = 84

Data on household
suite.

24 ¿.+

type and size were unavaiLable for one two-bedroom

Source: IUS, EVALUATION OF THE WHRC, Table 11, p. 100,
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the non-apartment units (table 1 1 ) . Single adults comprise

the next largest group at 37 percent of all households.

The WHRC's performance in providing housing for special

needs groups is respectable. Non-senior singles and single
parent families, identified as needy groups in the Cityhome

evaluation, represent 32 and 20 percent of households re-

spectively (rable 1 1 ) , Senior citizens comprise only 6 per-

cent of aII households, howeverr sêniors housing has been

adequately provided by the Manitoba Housing and Renewal Cor-

poration (¡fl{nC) and private non-profit groups. Seven per-

cent (g units) of the portfolio has been designed for handi-

capped individuals. Official WHRC policy alIows disabled

persons to rent iamily unit" it a suitable support system is
available if needed; unless units are specifically designed

or intended for this purpose, Do more than one unit per

project is rented out to disabled persons. With this as-

sortment of household types the WHRC can also claim to be

achieving a reasonable IeveI of household type integration.

5.4,4 ÀffordabiLitv

By the late 1970's housing affordability, notably in the

rental market and among single parent families and young/

elderly singles, v¡as recognized as a severe problem for in-
ner city households" The problem appears to have persisted

well into the 1980's if the rental situation of WHRC tenants

is any indication. Lower and moderate income households are

being served yet they are experiencing some affordability
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problems" WHRC renLs (Table 12) are lower than average pri-
vate market rents in Winnipeg.tn Its renovated units are

generally able to offer lower rents to tenants. Nonethe-

less, many households have rent-t.o-income ratios in excess

of 25 percent (tables 9 and 10). The problem is especially
prevalent among single parent families and young/elderly

singles. It should be noted that the shelter ratios overem-

phasize the affordability of the units for current tenants

because the ratios have been calculated exclusive of utility
costs which must be paid by the tenants.

Despite the subsidized rents under the S.56.1 program it
would appear that a fair number of tenants require addition-
aI assistance to reduce their shelter ratios. The afford-
ability problem may be slightly biased as only seventy of

the total eighty-five units are under the program" As the

WHRC is not subject to a provincial maximum limit of RGI te-
nants, roughly 90-95 percent of its tenants are paying RGI

rents made possible through S.56.1 program subsidies. The

Province's SÀFFR (Shelter ÀIlowance for Family Renters) and

SAFER (SheIter Allowance for ElderIy Renters) programs are

open to WHRC tenants. Àn inquiry into the number of house-

holds with high shelter ratios benefitting from these pro-

grams has not been undertaken to date.
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Table 12

Number of WHRC Rental Units by Range of Monthly
Rentals, October 1984

Rental Range
( $/Month )

Single Detached/
Dupl exl1r i plex

1 Bdrm 2 Bdrm 3 Bdrm
Apartnent

Bach lBdrm 2Bdrm 3Bdrm

150 - 174

175 - 199

200 - 224

225 - 249

250 - 274

275 - 299

300 - 324

325 - 349

350 - 374

375 - 399

400 - 424

425 - 449

450 - 474

475 - 499

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

4

1

4

'ì

1

L

4

4

4

10

2

1

1

19

1

1

2

4

1

SubtotaL

Total = 83

2867223248

The data incìude 64 units with S.56.1, subsidized rents, and 4 with
narket rents. Above rents are net of the applicable subsidy and
exclude parking, utilities, heat, or lights.

Source: IUS, EVALUATION OF THE WHRC, Table 72, p. 101.
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5.4,5 Communitv Reactíon

Information on citizen reaction to its projects and over-

all development activity is unavailable, therefore, this
section will discuss the reactions of various government

Ievels and the private development sector to its activities.

Notwithstanding Council's divided support for direct mu-

nicipal housing involvement and its minimal financial assis-
tance, the City of l{innipeg has generally supported the

WHRCTs current form and level of activity. The City has

been somewhat opposed to the development of nevr family ori-
ented units in the downtown area as pressure would be exert-
ed on existing services (.g. schools, recreational space)"

Provincially, the WHRC's entry inLo new construction is
viewed as somewhat of an intrusion, however, its low leve1

of production has Iessened provincial concern.4o Overal1,

the provincial government has considered WHRC activity to be

complementary to the MFIRC's housing programs.

As creator of the MNP Program, C¡{IIC has naturally sup-

ported WHRC activity. Disagreements which have arisen in-
clude the extent of renovation undertaken, the criteria used

to estimate the costs and benefits of renovat,ion versus new

construction, code equivalencies in renovation and CMHC's

reluctance to support projects involving tenant displacement

in t^Iinnipeg's tight rental- market. Though recognizing the

City's reasons for its bias against downtown family housing,
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CMHC has, up until 1985, been reluctant to fund non-family

units, It has also expressed concern over the concentration

of assisted seniors and family housing production in the

downtown's North of Ellice area, 4 I a multi-block area in

need of revitalization, immediately north of the North Por-

tage sector, consisting primarily of multiple unit, residen-

tial buildings.

PubIic sector concern that private sector investment may

be discouraged by the concentration of WHRC activity in the

North of ElIice precinct, in conjunction with MHRC produc-

tion, appears to be unsubstantiated as WHRC activity in this
area has been viewed positively by the private sector.a2 The

good probability that major private sector investment would

have continued to evade the area without any evidence of

real public sector interest and initiative may explain this
private sector reaction.

5.4,6 Neiqhbourhood Stabilízation

One of the WHRC's goals has been to assist in the stabi-
lization of older, inner city neighbourhoods through housing

stock improvements restricted to the City's'redevelopment',

'major improvement','rehabilitation' and'conservation'
neighbourhoods,a3 À cLose relationship was expected to de-

velop between the WHRC and the City's Neighbourhood and Com-

munity Improvement Programs (¡¡fp and CIP) whereby both par-

ties woul,d identify strategic properties for renovation in
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NIP and CIP neighbourhoods. WHRC act,ivity to date, which

has focused on the inner city, has had liLt.le impact on

neighbourhood stabilization due to its short period of oper-

ation and limited production" Its leve1 of activity has had

minimal impact on inner city neighbourhoods which continue

to experience deterioration, closure and demolition of lower

priced housing units, and rehabilitation activity far below

the required Ievel. The identification of key sites for po-

tential renovation in NIP/CIP neighbourhoods has occurred to

a Iimited extent.

In some neighbourhoods the WHRC has undertaken the devel-

opment of two or more key sites to act as a catalyst for
further improvement. The acquisition of vacant buildings
for renovation, some of which would have otherwise been de-

molished, and new construction have also had a positive im-

pact on t.he stability of specific neighbourhoods. Unfortu-
nately, the degree to which it has been able to contríbute
to neighbourhood stabilization and revitalization has been

negatively affected by its Iimited production and dispersal

of development activity over too wide an area during its
earlier years of operation.

Its potential for having a greater

increased since the 'downtown' was added

get areas as part of its plans to focus

targeted area of North Portage/North EII

positive impact has

to its list_ of tar-
activity in the CAI-

ice upon the receipt

concentrated on theof CÀI funding. Since then it has
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'downtown' precinct of the core area which by mid-1985 will

contain over half of its portfolio. North Ellice is one

area which has seen the development of two or more strate-
gically located projects in an effort to increase the area's

stability and stimulate private sector investment. without

further concentration of its efforts in selected neighbour-

hoods and on key projects, it will continue to have a small

impact on neighbourhood stabilization and revitalization.

5"5 PRECIS

Cityhome, which has become a significant rental housing

producer within the City of Toronto, has been successful in
producing affordable units for low and moderate income

households, with most of its tenants not experiencing af-
fordability problems. Many of its projects have achieved

the integration of. different income groups and tenant par-

ticipat.ion in project management. Initial community opposi-

tion to projects has often transpired into general accep-

tance as a result of Cityhome's sensitive design guidelines

and citizen participation measures. However, Cityhome has

been less fortunate in attaining its high annual t.argets and

producing units for a greater diversity of household sizes"

The CONPHC, also a major landlord, has been able to reach

its targeted group of low and moderate income households

which comprise two-thirds of its entire tenant portfolio.

Unit affordability is not a problem for a majority of iLs
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LenanLs" Family and senior households, as well as special

needs groups such as single parent families and the disa-

bled, are well served by the CONPHCTs entire portfolio, aI-
though non-profit production has focused on family units.
The CONPHC has also been commited to tenant participation

and third sector assistance. On the other hand, annual pro-

duction targets have not been achieved and initial resident

opposition has created costly delays in project development.

UnIike its more active and successful counterparts, the

WHRC has only attained a moderate level of success at best,

primarily due to its low level of production thus far. In-
adequate municipal support and political commitment to mu-

nicipal involvement in housing productien and low funding

leve1s have been the major factors preventing a higher level

of development activity" While its units have been accessi-

ble to low and moderate income households, with rents either
comparable or lower than those in the private market, ãf-
fordability has been somewhat of a problem for a number of

its tenants. WHRC activity has focused on family-oriented

unit production, À reasonable proportion of single parent

families and single adults indicates it is catering to dif-
ferent household types, however, the disabled and seniors

were inadequately represented in the WHRC's tenant profile.

In general, WHRC activity has been positively received by

the public and private sectors. By late 1984 its impact on

neighbourhood stabilization had been minimal.
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The above are the evaluation result.s based on the select-
ed criteria, It. must be recognized however, that each MNP

corporation's performance has been affected by divergent,

1oca1 economic, housing market and political conditions. It
is also likely that over a period of time each corporation

awarded varying degrees of priority to its stated objec-

tives, possibly due to constraints which v¡ere affecting its
ability to achieve a specific objective or the influence of

provincial program objectives, âs most provinces have as-

sumed administrative control of the MNP component of the

S.56"1 program, Therefore, when comparing the corporations'
performances (rable 13), it must be acknowledged that the

different degrees of success attained by each corporation

for one particular criterion may be a reflection of individ-
uaI priorities for their housing programs and/or conditions

not conducive to attaining a high ]evel of success.
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Table 13

Performance of MNP Corporations Based on
the Five Conmon Evaluation Crlteria

Cri terl on Ci tyhome
(as of Dec 1982

CONPHC
(as of Dec 1984)

WHRC
(as of Oct 1984)

1. Volume
- number of produced,/

acquired S.15.1/
S.56.1 unlts

3820 1535

Total portfol io
- 3059

B5

2. Income Groups Served Househo ld
median incone

$12 ,900

68% of all house
holds with low &

moderate incomes
( $o-$24eee )

Househo I d
medi an
income -
$11,640

3. Household Types
Served

- proportÍon of family
households

30|x - 74% famiìy-
oriented units
in total
portfol i o

- 90% family-
oriented units
in the S.15.1/
S.56. 1 sector

51%

Affordabiìity
- unit rents

tenants' rent-to-
income status

average rent
cons iderabJ.y
lower than
average pri-
vate market
rents

good majoritl
of tenants
paying
between 2O-
30% of incone
for rent

average rents
of S. 15.t/
S.56. 1 units
comparabìe to
average privat
sector rents

majority of
tenants paying
between 25-30%
of income for
rent

average
rents either
Lo¡ryer than or
comparab I e
to private
market rents

uni ts
general ly
affordabl e
yet many
househol ds
with rent-
to- incone
ratios over
25%
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Tabìe 13 (contlnued).

Perfornance of MNP Corporations Based on
the Five Comnon Evaluation Criteria

5. Community Reaction frequent
lnitial
res ident
opposi tion
folJ.owed by
long term
acceptance

- significant
degree of
lnitial com-
nunity oppos-
ition usuaì. ly
di spel led
during later
stages of
project plan-
ning and dev-
elopment
process

citizen
reaction esti-
mated to be
general ly
favourable; no
naJor public or
private sector
opposition.
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Chapter 6

AN EXPAI{DED MT'NICTPAL HOUSING ROT,E MTROUGI{
MT'NTCTPAL NON-PROFIT HOUSING PROGRÀM

m{E

6.1 TNTRODUCTION

In Chapter 5 performance evaluations !¡ere conducted on

the MNP corporations of three cities which have responded to

a federal incentive by creating corporations to directly in-
tervene in the housing market" The purpose of this chapter

is to discuss vrhy and how municipalities should consider ex-

panding their housing role through the MNP Program. Section

6"2 will attempt to develop a case for an expanded municipal

housing role the reasons supporting a larger role and the

types of roles available wiIl be presented. The MNP Program

as a vehicle for greater municipal involvement will be dis-
cussed in Section 6.3; this section will expound the ben-

efits of non-profit housing and the program, the advantages

of a MNP corporation as a vehicle for increased municipal

involvement and the pre-requisites for creating a successful

corporation. The current state of municipal involvement in

the MNP Program and the latter's present status will also be

di scussed.
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6"2 STATTNG & CASE
I¡WOL\|EMENT

FCIR GREATER MT¡NTCTPAL I{OUSTSqG

In Chapter 2 íL s¡as stated that
had been responsible for the minimal

municipalities. These factors cont

of factors

adopted by

mun ic ipal
involvement in the 1980's.

Municipalities remain 'creatures' of the provinces,

Their responsibilities are those that have been provincially
delegated to themi entry into nevr jurisdictions must receive

provincial legislative authority or general approval. They

continue to struggle financially as revenues fail to keep

pace with rising expenditures for necessary capital works,

basic services and an expanding array of publicly demanded,

social-type services. Since the early 1970's they have

branched out somewhat from their traditional role of provid-

ing services and regulating development, yet within adminis-

trative, political and public circles there remain many who

refuse to accept broader municipal excursions into the hous-

ing field. Municipal concern with 1ow income housing prob-

lems is also negatively affected by local government bias

towards physical planning issues rather than those of a so-

cial nature. On the whole, the public has become more sym-

pathetic to the housing needs of less fortunate citizens and

more receptive to municipal initiatíves aimed at these

groups, nevertheless, many people continue to oppose initia-
tives for financial, social and locational reasons. WhiIe

a combination

housing role

inue to affect

these factors continue to act as constraints, some municÍ-



palities have overcome them at least just

an expanded housing roIe.
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enough to permit

One of the reasons supporting a larger municipal role is
the appropriateness of a local response to local problems.

Among the various IeveIs, the local government, being clos-

est to its electors and accountable to them, is often the

most capable of determining the housing needs, problems and

preferences of its residents. The vast majority of housing

policies and programs have been federally developed for na-

tional application. Such universal application has often

failed to take into account regional and local housing mar-

ket variations and the specific needs of individual munici-

palities. By expanding their housing role through develop-

ment of a general housing policy and program, co-ordination
of policies from different government leve1s and administra-

tion of various government leveI programs, municipalities
would be able to develop their own housing approach to ad-

dress specific needs and issues without relying on general-

ized national programs. A more extensive role involving the

facilitation and direct production of housing would enable

them to address issues which have received littIe attention
from national programs.

Greater involvement 'can best ensure the achievement of

general or specific housing goals, and that the policies or

programs of other government, and private bodies do not con-

flict with these goals" A general consensus of local hous-
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ofing goals would enable a municipality to take advantage

existing programs supporting its goaIs. Municipal involve-
ment assists goal achievement when private sector activity
does not support local goals. Private sector activity may

not support goals to ensure that low and moderate income

households with children retain access to particular neighb-

ourhoods due to the lower profit,s generated by such develop-

ments, particularly in inner city locatíons. To support its
goal a municipality may decide to further regulate private

sector development ("g. through strict enforcement of its
Master Development Plan), encourage public or third sector

activity or become directly involved in housing production.

A public and governmental change in perception of basic

shelter (ie.housing) as a public 'right', rather than a

'commodity', provides further support for an expanded munic-

ipal roIe. This view has become more accepted since its
declaration by the federal government in the late 1960's.

Whether or not increased municipal involvement should occur

continues to be based on values held by citizens and those

in administrative and political circles" Those v¡ho consider

basic shelter a 'commodity' question the need for public in-
volvement other than to regulate the market. When basic

shelter is deemed to be a public 'right' municipal involve-
ment is justified if there exists a housing need in the com-

munity. As there exists substantial affordable housing need

in many centres, greater municipal involvement would appear

to be justified"
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A f inal reason f or greater involvement i s t.he higher

Ieve1 of municipal competence. Opponents have often cited
incompetence in opposing greater municipal involvement. AI-
though most smaller municipalities continue to have a lower

level of administrative and technical ski11s, during the

last two decades the organizational structure of most larger
cities has approached that of any government Ievel. They

have become more competent in housing program administration
following years of experience in administering federal pro-

grams within their confines. Cities which have been able

and willing to undertake greater responsibilities have been

delegated more authority by their respective provincial gov-

ernments. Many large and smal1 cities have developed their
own housing polic'ies and programs, including direct housing

production through MNP corporations. with the success

achieved by major cities such as Toronto and Ottawa in hous-

ing program development and administration, the incompetence

argument cannot rightfully be used by opponents or by larger
cities which have yet to assume a larger role.

À municipality's housing role can generally falt into
three categories reactor, active facilitator or comprehen-

sive producerl - although in some cases a municipality's
role may consist of some responsibilities or characteristics
from two or more categories. The traditional role has been

that of reactor whereby the municipality simply responds to
private and non-market housing proposals and acts as a land-
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use regulator. It is suitable for t.hose smaller municipali-

ties structurally and financially incapable of comprehensive

planning and faced with less demanding housing issues. 1n

the author's view, this role is inappropriate for larger mu-

nicipalities which are faced with an array of complex hous-

ing needs and issues. They must deal with a multitude of

private and government housing developments which require

planning, regulation and co-ordination if municipal goals

are to be attained. Irrespective of its inadequacy, some

larger municipalities continue to adhere to this ro1e.

By assuming the active facilitator role a munícipality

undertakes to assist others in the design, construction and

management of housing through a variety of meanss çlarifying
housing policies; setting.targets; providing grants and/or

city-assembled land through sale or lease to third sector

groups; rezoning landi approaching senior governments for
funding on behalf of these groups; and, minimizing 'red
tape'. The role recognizes the municipality's ability to de-

velop a housing strategy through existing povrers (.9. devel-

opment control, by-law enforcement) and resources (eg. civic
staff) without becoming involved in direct production and

its related design and management duties. By facilitating
private producers and the often resource deficient, third
sector groups in their housing efforts, the municipality re-

lies on them for attainment of its goals. The municipality

is able t.o avoid the higher costs and risks associated with

direct production.
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Often due to its dissatisfaction with senior government

actions and public pressure I a municipality may assume the

role of comprehensive producer. It entails the accept,ance

of a wide range of responsibilities and entry into direct
production via a housing corporation or agency. Duties

would include: policy and target development; site acquisi-
tion; production of economic feasibility and social impact

studies; user need assessment; funding negotiations for the

development or rehabilitation of social housing; and project
design, partial funding, supervision of construction and

continuing management. It allows the municipality to co-or-
dinate activities arising from the variety of housing pro-
grams and private sector efforts so that they do not contra-
dict its overaLl housing policy. Direct intervention aIIows

it to address the needs of those groups which have received

littIe attention from the private and government sectors.

Furthermore, it can address broader social goa1s. As the

role requires at least a fair level of financial expendi-

ture, there must exist a strong political commitment towards

the adopted role and a reasonable degree of citizen support,

6.3 THE MT'NICIPATJ S¡ON-PROFIT PROGRAM
MT'NICIPAL T{OUSTNG ACTIOÌq

6,3" 1 genef its of Non-Prof ít llousinq
Proqram

I'EHICIJE FOR

and the Federal

Since 1973, the federal non-profit programs have provided

many municipalities with the opportunity and incentive to

ASA
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broaden t.heir housing role by assuming responsibilities
characteristic of the active facilitator and/or comprehen-

sive producer roIes. Prior to 1973 municipalities interest-
ed in expanding their role were discouraged by the financial
and other resource requirements inherent in such a move.

The federal program reduced many of the barriers to in-
creased munic ipal invol-vement.

The many benefits of non-profit housing and of the feder-

aI program in particular make the latt.er a good vehicle for
municipalities ìnterested in expanding their housing role:

Lack of ¿\Iternatives - The S. 56 . '1 program i s the

countryns principalr. continuing, social housing pro-

gram and virtually the only way for loca1 governments

to ensure that affordable housing is provided for low

and moderate income households and other special

needs groups. The public housing programs have been

either eliminated or utilized by a few provinces"

Reduced Municipal Risk - Prior to the program few mu-

nicipalities would have been politically willing or

able to justify to their electorate the expenditure

of scarce revenues to facilitate or directly provide

housing for lov¡er income residents at a time when ba-

sic services vrere being reduced. Municipal operating

and capital expenses have been minimized with the in-
troduction of the federal program. A municipality
does not have to make a permanent capital contribu-

tion that may affect its borrowing status.

1.

¿"
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UnÍt AffordabíJ.íty - Non-profit housing can offer ac-

commodation which is more affordable to needy house-

holds" The profit motive is eliminated as the hous-

ing ís owned by public or community organizaLions

with no one individual able to derive any benefit or

profit through re-financing, sa1e, increasing manage-

ment charges or rent increases, conseguently, tenants

are able to enjoy stable rent leve1s. The MUP limits
prevent the inclusion of luxury features which would

increase unit costs. Non-profit housing can also

serve those households ineligible for public housing

yet unable to afford market rental housing"

Valid Alternative to Other Housing Forms - The S.56"1

program, with its aim of income group integration,
alIows municipalities to develop publically-owned

housing without the stigma, ghettoization, social
problems and resulting community opposition associat-

ed with the whoIly subsidized, dense, public housing

projects of earlier years. Non-profit projects in-
corporate sensitive and often innovative design ap-

proaches" They are built and maintained according to

high CMHC building standardsi preliminary funding and

operating subsidies are withdrawn if standards are

not maintained. I{hi Ie the Non-Prof i t Program re-

quires a significant àmount of overt subsidization,

the total amount of subsidies provided for homeowner-

ship and private rental construction programs is far
greater.

4"
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5. Tenanb end Taxpayer Benefits - In addition to provid-

ing a good standard of affordable accommodation, non-

profit housing provides tenants with a reasonable de-

gree of mobility and opportunities for project

management participation. The ease of resident mo-

bility is slightty better than in private rental
housing and much better than in homeownership where

the owner must sell the house and decide how to re-
invest the money. Faced with a tenant wishing to
leave before lease expiry, a non-profit group would

prefer to dissolve the lease and choose a new tenant

from the waiting list rather than requiring a sub-

Iet.2 Tenant participation objectives of many non-

profit groups aIlow tenants greater control- over

project management and cost matters compared to no

control in private rental projects. Non-prof i t
groups can also encourage economies of scale, receive

technical assistance at lower cost and be readily
available for unexpected maintenance duties. 3

Canadian taxpayers also benefit. In comparison

with homeownership and private rental construction
programs, the 5.56.1 program is a more fair and ef-
fective way of ensuring that subsidies are directed
to those sectors in society which require them.4 The

general public aains equity in the stock produced by

public non-profit housing corporations. It also ben-
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efits from public and private non-profit activity
which helps to alleviat.e the affordable housing

shortage in cities and improves the cities' stock of

l-ower income housing.

6 " FacilitaÈes a Community Response - The program en-

courages municipalities and community organízations

to respond to identified loca1 housing needs. Munic-

ipalities are therefore not totally reliant on pri-
vate developers and senior government programs to
serve local needs and support goa1s. Since private

sector activities and government programs often do

not support loca1 goals or meet needs, municipal and

community group housing activity can be

meet them.

designed to

6.3"2 Àdvantaoes of a Municipal Non-Profit Housinq
Corporation

À municipality may choose to participate in the S.56.1

program by becoming an active facilitator whereby non-profit
housing would be produced by private non-profit and coopera-

tive groups, by becoming a comprehensive producer or by un-

dertaking duties associated with both roles" The comprehen-

sive producer role would involve the formation of some form

of public housing agency or a MNP corporation. The latter
offers several advantages as a

i ntervent i on :

vehicle for direct housing
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Asreílable Fundíng - M¡¡P corporations are eligible for

S,56.1 financial assistance which includes start-up
funds, CMHC loan insurance up to 100 percent of capi-
taI costs, federal contributions to offset on-going

operating costs and RRAP funding. Provincial assis-

tance varies among provinces.

Tool for Addressing Municípa1 Problemsu Goals and

Needs À MNP corporation can be an effective tool
for dealing with some housing problems. Às part of

its program an 'acq/rehab' component can address the

problem of the deterioration, closure and demolition

of aging residential buildings through activities de-

signed to improve the existing housing stock, prevent

the demolition of multiple unit buildi'ngs providing

lower priced, rent.al housing and resurrect vacant

buildings. Housing production by the corporation in
association with good municipal physical planning may

be able to overcome neighbourhood opposition to as-

sisted rental- housing. Problems of tenant dissatis-
faction with their Iiving environment can be dealt
with through the implementation of tenant participa-

tion measures in projects.

It can act as a vehicle to achieve general and

specific municipal housing goals, needs and broader

social planning aims. The 'acq/rehab' and new con-

struction components can ensure that low and moderate

income families with children have access to particu-

¿"
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lar neighbourhoods in the inner city.
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Ðirect
production will ensure that decent, affordable, pub-

lica1ly-owned housing is made available for lower in-
come households, senior citizens, t,he disabled, sin-
gle parent families and other special needs groups

not adequately served by the private sector" Where

government programs or third sector activity have

failed to address or been unable to meet the housing

needs of specific groups, the corporation can focus

its activity to fill this gap.

TooI for Neighbourhood Stabilízationr/nevitalization
A MNP corporation can play an influentiaL role in

older neighbourhood stabilizaLion and revitalization
through development on city-owned or acquired land,

cooperative assistance from various civic departments

and concentration of its activities in selected

neighbourhoods. with the combination of municipal

planning authority and a MNP corporation, neighbour-

hoods could be improved by eliminating undesirable

uses, obtaining unused developer land assemblies and

making more productive use of underutilized land. By

focusing on selected neighbourhoods it can have an

effective impact on stabilizing those on the verge of

transitionn Instead of waiting for these neighbour-

hoods to attract public or private investment, which

may never materialize, or occur in an unsuitable form

or location, the corporation can initiate projects
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that respond and conform to the needs and characLer

of the local area" Apart from creating greater

neighbourhood stability these improvements may boost

private sector confidence in these areas. Such im-

provements may bring about an attitudinal change in

private lenders reluctant to finance home improve-

ments in some degenerating areas, resulting in in-
creased investment in the neighbourhood.

Demonstration of Municípal Initiative and Control - A

MNP corporation can be a highly visible display to

residents, senior governments and the private devel-

opment sector of concrete municipal action, leader-

ship and concern for its citizens' welfare. À well-
designed programr sufficient funding and Council

commitment will enable it to have effective control
in creating viable neighbourhood environments, Fur-

thermore, it will be able to exercise greater control
over the type, Iocation and social composition of as-

sisted rental developments in the city" À municipal-

ity's demonstration of its commitment to accept some

responsibility for attending to its citizens' housing

needs may encourage further support from senior gov-

ernments as well as the private and third sectors.
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6"3"3 General Pre-requíeites for Eetablíshínq a_ llousínq
Corporation

The advantages of a MNP corporation may encourage munici-

palities to use this vehicle for direct housing interven-

tion. Àlthough a corporation can simply be initiated by a
favourable City Council decision, a few general pre-requi-

sites exist for its successful formation and operation.

Without the following pre-requisites it may only exist on

paper, be ineffective or dissolve guickly:

Provincial LegisLative Authority - A municipality

must obtain provincial legíslative authority prior to

undertaking new housing responsibilities associated

with a MNP corporation" In most cases the province

would be only too willing to oblige since pressure

for provincial housing action would be alleviated.
Àuthority delegation may be more difficult when mu-

nicipal housing priorities diverge too greatly from

those of the province.

2" Availabilíty of Seníor Leve1 Àssistance - For munici-

palities accepting comprehensive producer duties it
is essential that senior government housing subsidies

be available because of scarce local revenues, a lim-
ited tax base and the degree of the affordable hous-

ing shortage problem. It is unlikely that a proposal

to establish a MNP corporation would receive public

or Council approval without access to externaL fund-

1.
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ing. Even if approval v¡as obt,ained the corporation

v¡ould hardly be effective since lower income housing

production would require financial resources far be-

yond municipal capabilities"
Official Municipal Housíng Policy and Potitícal Com-

mitment - A municipality must have an official hous-

ing policy outlining goa1s, targets and policy imple-

mentation procedures in order to provide its MNP

corporation with a stable foundation upon which to
proceed with program development, implementation and

funding negotiations. À major reason for the failure
of the VHC was the inability of Council and civic de-

partments to agree on its housing provision responsi-

bilities.

Municipal political commitment is required in the

following forms: strong majority support for the con-

cept of municipal housing involvement and apprecia-

tion from Council and the administration of the com-

mitment necessary f or this role'ì a reasonable level

of financial, administrative and technical assis-
tance; v¡illingness to lobby senior governments for

funds in relation to need; willingness to provide

funds for physical and social improvements required

in neighbourhoods experiencing corporation activity;
and, support of corporation activities in the face of

potential citizen opposition.s Vancouver City Coun-
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ci1's lack of front-end financial support and failure
to understand Lhe complex process of housing produc-

tion by a MNP corporation conLributed to the VHC|s

demi se.

Suitable Organízatíonal Structure - The organízauion-

al structure and types of activity of a new MNP cor-
poration should not be duplicated from existing hous-

ing corporations or agencies" Its structure and

responsibilities must reflect its own mandate, Iocal

housing conditionsr Êxisting private and public hous-

ing producers, the availability of land and other de-

velopment constraints. Staffing, either internal,
from existing departments or a combination of both,

,must be commensurate with the proposed activity lev-
eI. The roles and responsibilities of existing de-

partments and agencies must be clearly defined to

avoid confusion and duplication.6

6,3"4 Current State of Municipal Involvement in the
Prooram

!{ithin the last ten years, primarily during the mid to

late 1970's, the majority of Iarge cities (100,000+), recog-

nizing that the ]ack of affordabl-e housing is one of the

most critical issues facing the country's urban jurisdic-

tions, have formed their own MNP corporations and operated

them on a fairly successful basis. MNP corporations have

been formed by various types and sizes of municipalities,

4"
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although none can match the level of Toronto's Cityhome in

terms of success and type/degree of development activíty.
In addition to the studied cities they include Regional Mu-

nicipalities (peel), metropolitan governments (Greater Van-

couver Regional District), large urban centres (Edmonton,

Calgary, Halifax), moderate sized centres (thunder Bay) and

a number of smaller municipalities, particularly in Ontario.

Non-profit housing and participation in the program offer
a variety of municipal benefits, yet many centres capable of

forming MNP corporat.ions have failed to take action, Small

municipalities may be excused for inaction because they of-
ten do not have the need, expertise, structure or financial
resources necessary for this form of intervention. Larger

municipalities (20,000-100,000) with a housing affordability
problem should be able to produce housing with available
S.56.1 funding. Large municipalities ( 1 00,000+) with a sim-

ilar problem which have not taken any positive action cannoL

be accused of ignoring any const,itutional responsibilities,
however, they can be accused of not accepting their moral

and social responsibilities to their residents.T Reasons

for their inaction include inertia, subscription to the view

that municipal housing intervent.ion is unnecessary anð,/or

unacceptable I a politically weak or conservative locaI gov-

ernment, intimidation over the prospect of operating a MNP

corporation and Council's inability to justify the aIloca-

tion of scarce municipal resources to a ne?r venture.
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As well as recognizing program benefits, participating

municipalities realize that the S.56.1 program is virtually
the only means of ensuring housing production for low and

moderate income households. It has become the primary so-

cial housing program in some provinces where provincial
withdrawal from public housing production has left social

housing provision in the hands of municipalities and private

non-profit groups. The private sector has been neither

willing or able to produce housing for this sector of socie-

ty" Between 1978 and 1982 the S.56.1 program accounted for

over sixty-six thousand units; this total was comprised of

MNP (11.9 percent), provincial non-profit (15.9 percent),

private non-profit (51.5 percent), native non-profit (1 "9

percent) and cooperatives (18.9 percent).8 On a nationui

basis non-profit and cooperative hoüsing represented 13 per-

cent of new rental starts in 1980/81ì in some metropolitan

areas this sector accounted for over half of new rental

starts. s In 1 984 the federal government contributed

$455,000,000 in subsidies and grants to the existing non-

profit and cooperative housing portfolio of approximately

seventy-nine thousand units. 1 o

The above figures also illustrate the important roles

played by both the private non-profit and cooperative sec-

tors in the provision of affordable housing in Canada. Pri-
vate non-profit units accounted for over half of the S.56.1

units committed from 1978-1982, compared to 28 percent for
public non-profit units (¡Olp and Provincial Non-Profit) and
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an impressive 19 percent for cooperative units. The prívate

non-profit component has been most effective in serving the

targeted income group as 68 percent of its households have

been below the Canadian median income for renters, compared

to 45 percent for public non-profit and almost 42 percent

for cooperatives. l 1 Provincial favouritism has existed to-
wards certain S.56.1 components as the private non-profit
component has accounted for nearly all units in Newfound-

land, PFince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Manitoba,

while public non-profit units have accounted for the highest

proportion in Nova Scotia, Quebec, Saskatchewan, Alberta and

the Yukon (provincial non-profit corporations existed in all
of these provinces except ÀIberta), and the cooperative com-

ponent has been utilized more in Nova Scotia, Ontario and

British Columbia than any of the other provinces.l2 Im-

proved non-profit and cooperative housing provisions intro-
duced in the 1970 's have encouraged substantial growth of

the cooperative and publíc/private non-profit housing sec-

tors.

Federal government 'disentanglement' beginning in 1978

has resulted in a federal program which varies among prov-

inces and even municipalities depending on the senior gov-

ernment level administering the different components of the

S"56"1 program.and the contributions made by provincial and

municipal governments. By mid-1985, partially out of con-

cern that programs should respond to different geographical,
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historical and economic environments across the country, the

federal government was expected to transfer control of the

various S"56.1 program components to the provinces" 1 3 By

1984 aIl- provinces and territories participated in the

S.56.1 program. while nine provinces were experiencing ac-

tivity under the MNP component, of which six v¡ere responsi-

ble for program delivery with the remainder under CMHC ad-

ministration, l a only Ontario and guebec had developed

financial assistance programs availabte to a1l municipali-
ties. Unlike the mandatory federal-provincial sharing of

subsidy costs for public housing, provincial contributions
are not compulsory under the program.

Municipal assistance varies from city to city. À11 mu-

nicipalities provide some form of assistance toward adminis-

trative, Iand or operating costs, or a combination" The

creation of a MNP corporation without at least some form of

initial assistance would be inconceivable. Àside from fi-
nancing site acquisitions and architects' fees, and provid-

ing administrative support for Cityhome, the City of Toronto

faces non-recoverable costs of over $1 r000r000 annually" r s

Excluding initial support, the Greater Vancouver and Peel

corporations are self-supporting through rental revenues.

Municipalities participating in the MNP Program sürongly

support its existence even though they are av¡are of the con-

straints preventing them from serving a greater proportion

of targeted income groups" Its continuation is threatened
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by a federal evaluation report completed in 1 983 which scru-

tinized the S.56"1 program. On the whole, the evaluation

found it to be an inefficient social housing vehicle based

on its marginal contribution to meeting the large need for

social housing assistance, Negative observations included

the following:

OnIy a sma1l portion of social housing assistance

need was being rnet annually as the program served

only 'l ,3 percent of renter hçuseholds with 'core

housing need'. OnIy 33 percent of households ben-

efitting from the program belonged to the 'core hous-

ing need' sector;

The program v¡as not totally effective in directing
assistance to low and moderate income groups since

47-69 percent (depending on the criterion used) of

households belonged to these income groups;

Whi Ie a mix of income groups vras being served all
projects did not necessarily include income mixing;

45 percent of projects lacked integrat,ion of assisted

and unassisted households;

Except for some priority groups, such as the e1derly,

nat ive and di sabled, t.he program was not serving

those most in need. OnIy 21 percent of households

had low incomes and female-]ed households were under-

represented compared to their 'core housing need';

1,

2"

)

4.
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One-third of assisted households and one-quarter of

market rent households were paying more than 30 per-

cent of gross income for shelter; and,

The S.56.1 program was not as cost effective in com-

parison with other social or market housing pro-

grams. 1 6

On the positive side, the program rùas found to be effective
in increasing the rental stock, providing modest, appropri-

ate accommodation and social benefits, serving certain pri-
ority groups welI and being consistent with rental market

conditions.

The evaluation has been widely criticized by third sector

groups and academics for its methodology. In stating that
the program fails to supporL the government's social priori-
ty of serving the most needy, the report appears to overlook

the program's primary objective which it acknowledged as be-

ing housing provision for low and moderate income house-

holds, If meeting the needs of those most in need was in-
deed the government's main objective for social housing

programs, the original socially mixed housing programs would

not have been introduced in the 1973 NHÀ as the senior gov-

ernments would have continued to support the public housing

programs. 1 7

The MNP Program's strong municipal support is not neces-

sarily contradicted by the federal report as its conclusions

tr

6"
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vrere based on the evaluation of all S"56.1 components - pri-

vate, provincial and urban native non-profit, cooperative,

as well as municipal non-profit, These general conclusions

may nol illustrate the true level of success of the MNP com-

ponent as it represents only 12 percent of all S.56"1 activ-
ity. A 1981 evaluation of non-profit and cooperative hous-

ing in Ontario indicated that MNP projects compared

favourably with their private non-profit and cooperative

counterparbs. Alt,hough they experienced slightly higher de-

velopment costs and required larger subsidies, only 15 per-

cent of MNP households had incomes in excess of $20,000 com-

pared to 28 percent and 14 percent of cooperative and

private non-profit househoLds respectively, with the predom-

inance of senior citizens in the latter category accounting

for the slightly lower figure.18
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Chapter 7

COMPREHENSI\TE ST'MMARY AND RECOMMENDATTO¡{S

7 "1 INTRODUCTION

The MNP component of the S"56.1 program offers municipal-

ities an excellent opportunity to become more involved in

housing. As stated in the previous chapter, it enables a

Iocal response to problems such as the lack of affordable

housing and inner city neighbourhood decline. Unfortunate-

Iy, a number of program constraints are affecting MNP corpo-

ration development activities. The main purpose of this
chapter wilI be to provide recommendations (and their basis)

for program improvements which will enable these corpora-

tions to carry out their mandates more effectively. Preced-

ed by a comprehensive summary in Section 7.2, Section 7"3

will list these recommendations.

7 ,2 COMPREHENSTVE SI¡MMARY

Municipal interest in housing did not originate during

the nation's urban reform movement from Lhe late 1960's to

the mid-1970's. Housing concern developed during the first

urban reform period (1880-1920) resulting in the passage of

Ioca1 public health, fire and housing by-Iavrs" À combina-

tion of factors, including jurisdictional, financial, belief

184
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in the 'regulator and service provider' role, public

opposition and an inadequate municipal administrative in-
frastructure, vras inadequate municipal st,ructure, was re-

sponsible for the Iimited and infrequent municipal housing

actions during the following decades. Municipal initiatives
have often been in response to critical housing and living
conditions, public pressure and senior government programs.

The federal government has been the dominant housing ac-

tor. Its traditional role has been that of primary financer

and developer of national housing policies and programs.

EarIy federal initiatives yrere primarily in response lo the

need for economic sLimulation during post-war reconstruction

years for it maintained that housing was lega}Iy a provin-

cial jurisdiction. It was not until after 1945 that federal

housing intervention on a continuous basis was considered

essential" Since it perceived municipalities to be incapa-

ble of assuming significant responsibilities, opportunities
for more extensive municipal participation were minimal.

This attitude slowly changed as municipalities gained ex-

perience in housing matters,

The provinces have always played a secondary role. Prior

to the post-war years they were politically unwilling and

unable (both financially and structurally) to accept their
constitutional housing responsibilities. Afterwards they

increasingly participated in cost shared housing programs.

The 1964 NHA amendments, the growth of provincial adminis-
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trative capabilit.ies and recognition that cities would play

a growing role in economic and social affairs encouraged the

provinces to begin to assume t.heir housing responsibilities
at the expense of greater municipal participation. Despite

its nevr attitude favouring a larger municipal role, the fed-

eral government was not about to object to the provincial
initiatives since it had long been a federal goalr nor would

it have been justified in opposing a constitutional provin-

cial right. Although provincial housing activity expanded

subst,antially, the provincial role that had evolved during

the post-vrar period remained largely intact - choosing and

implementing federal programs, providing supplement.ary pro-

gram funding and following the federal lead in policy forma-

tion. Provincial views of municipalities as regulators and

providers of services only began to change in the 1970's.

Throughout the 1970's many municipalities established MNP

housing corporations to produce affordable housing. In 1974

Toronto became the first city to take this initiative con-

tinuing its reputation of being a pioneering city in the

housing fie1d. Vancouver' s corporat ion vras f ormed later
that year, however, it disbanded one year later. Ottawa's

corporation was created in 1976. Winnipeg's corporation re-

ceived approval in 1977, was dissolved in 1978 and was re-

born in 1980.

Major factors responsible for the formation of MNP corpo-

rations were the introduction of nevr federal non-profit
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housing provisions, the urban reform movement and growing

municipal concern over the affordable housing problem. The

1973 non-profit provisions enabled municipal involvement in

housing production at littIe expense. MNP corporations be-

came eligible for loans covering total project costs. The

10 percent capital grant helped lower the barrier to munici-

pal entry. Previously, municipalities v¡ere required to pro-

vide up-front capital which v¡as often a risky proposition

for those lacking sufficient financial resources. The rent

supplement program supported the cities' desire to reach

l-ower income households. Nevertheless, belief in the inap-

propriateness of municipal housing intervention and/or the

inability Lo allocate funds to a new program $rere responsi-

ble for the hesitation by some municipalities, such as Win-

nipeg, in creaLing a MNP corporation.

The urban reform movement, which transpired in the coun-

try's large cities during the late 1960's to early 1970's in

response to accelerating urban growth pressures, played a

rol-e in the creation of MNP corporations. The movement lob-
bied for the preservation of older neighbourhoods and their
supply of lov¡ and moderately priced housing. It supported

existing and potential city counciltors who favoured reform

in municipal planning and development policies. The pres-

sure exerted by the movement and íts eventual political con-

trol of Council were major factors in the creation of corpo-

rations in lhe Cities of Toronto and Vancouver" While the
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reform movement did not, reach símilar heights in Winnipeg or

Ottawa, its activities in these and other cities made the

general public, social organízations and municipal adminis-

trators/pol-iticians more aware of pressing urban issues.

This resulted in increased acceptance of municipal housing

intervention via MNP corporations in the post-1975 period.

A third major factor r¡¡as growing municipal concern over

the affordable housing shortage problem affecting iower in-
come residents, which was being experienced by all large mu-

nicipalities to varying degrees, Major reasons for the

problem reaching critical proportions included demolitions

and subsequent replacement with high rental accommodation,

the inability and/or unwillingness of the private sector to
build lower cost housing, 'whitepainting' and a low level of

public housing production. Local government,s, aware of the

various housing problems for years, had been criticized for
their inaction" It was not until the 1970's, when housing

became a high profile issue and the reform movement created

public pressure, that major cities were forced to deal with

these issues. Fortunately, they v¡ere able to address local

housing issues and appease those criticizing their inaction

by Laking advantage of the federal non-profit housing provi-

s ions "

A common goal

the production of

Iow and moderate

but also senior

of the four studied

affordable, quality

income households,

MNP corporations was

, rental housing for
particularly families

citizens, the disabled and other special
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needs groups" Other goals and objectives, though not common

to all corporations, vrere to achieve income and household

type integration in projects and neighbourhoods; to promoLe

older neighbourhood stabilization and revitalization; to en-

courage tenant participation in policy development and

project management; and, to encourage and assist third sec-

tor groups in housing production.

Housing programs initially developed by the corporations

consisted of 'acq/rehab' and nelr construction components.

Àn exception vlas the WHRC which did not introduce nev¡ con-

struction until after a period of operation. The 'acq/re-
hab' components were constrained by federal program guide-

linesr âs.welI as provincial in some cases, resulting in

emphasis being placed on new construction.

Major problems and constraints recognized during City-
home's early years included senior government program guide-

lines and general administration, financial and internal ad-

ministrative difficulties and those associated with the

' acq/rehab' component . These problems have continued to
plague Cityhome to varying degrees. Problems t.hat have sur-

faced or become more critical in recent years have been the

difficulty in obtaining affordable, centrally located sites
for development; the Province's 25 percent RGI limit and el-
igibility criteria for RGI assistance; the LEM rental struc-
ture which is creating tenant polarization in projects; and,

community opposition resulting in costly project delays.
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The CONPHC, being subject to Lhe same provincially admin-

istered program guidelines, has experienced similar problems

and constraints. The major problems have been program

guidelines, including the RGI limit and eligibility cri-
teria, the LEM rentaL structure and MUP Ìimits; a diminish-

ing supply of inner city sites for development; difficulties
with the 'acq/rehab' component; community opposition; and,

annual unit allocations under the program"

The WHRC has encountered problems of minimal political,
financial and moral support from Council; limited financial
resources for operational and development activity; and,

difficulties with its housing acquisiti on/renovation compo-

nent "

The VHC was the victim of insufficient Council support

and the absence of a master housing policy; government

guidelines, such as CMFIC cost restrictions which made it aI-
most impossible to develop assisted housing in an expensive

land market; and, community opposition.

In addition to these major problems the MNP corporations

in Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and other cities have faced

Iesser problems, These include bureaucratic provincial pro-

gram administration; insufficient front-end and interim fi-
nancing; Iack of loca1 input and control in program develop-

ment and administration; difficulties associated with the

simultaneous administration of units under the old and new
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tional models,

and,
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Iack of organíza-

Cityhome's performance according to Lhe developed per-

formance measures can be summarized as follows:
* I^Iith the addition of almost f our thousand low and moder-

ate income units to the housing stock by 1983, the majority

through new construction, Cityhome has become an important

producer of rental units in the City of Toronto. Even

though original housíng targets set for it have been

reached, external factors have prevented it from attaining
its subsequent annual targets set at high leve1s to try to

compensate for the curtailrnent of other affordable housing

production programs. Consequently, the City is not achiev-

ing its annual targets for assisted housing units.
* Cityhome is serving its target population of low and

moderate income households.

* Income integration is being achieved as 15 percent of

tenants have incomes greater than the city-wide median.

* Cityhome has not been as successful in serving primarily

family households since the proportion of units suitable for
families has not met City targets.

?k A large majority of Cityhome tenants is not experiencing

affordability problems. Most tenants are paying from 20-30

percent of their income for rent. Àverage Cityhome rents

are considerably lower than those in the private market,

however, a growing number of moderate income households are

unable to afford the LEM rents in Cityhome projects.
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* Tenant participation in project management has been

strongly encouraged and supported. Cityhome projects have

received a fair amount of initial community opposition, but

in the long term they are usually ascribed a positive image

owing to Cityhome's sensitive approach to infilI development

and provisions for citizen participation in the planning

process.

The CONPHC's performance according to the developed per-

formance measures can be summarized as follows:
* By the end of 1984 the CONPHC's portfolio of over three

thousand rental- units vras providing accommodation for ap-

proximately eight thousand persons. The old and nevr non-

profit programs accounted for half of these units, the ma-

jority through new construction. Production has averaged

over 180 units annually, yet it has been unable to reach its
annual targets partially due to insufficient unit alloca-
tions. In response it has begun to produce housing outside

of the S.56"1 program.

* Low and moderate income households 68 percent of all
CONPHC households are being adequately served. The pro-

portion of moderate income groups (+Z percent) has declined

consistently in recent years reflecting their inability to

afford the programrs LEM rents"
* The CONPHC's target groups are we]l served.. Family ori-

ented and seniors units represenL 74 percent and 24 percent

of aLl units respectively. Over 6 percent of all new units
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are for the physically disabled. Low income singles have

benefitted from independent CONPHC initiatives.
* ÀIthough the affordability of its units has declined

slightIy, the CONPHC is currently providing affordable hous-

ing with rents either comparable or less than average pri-

vate market rents. The majority of tenants are paying from

25-30 percent of their gross income for shel-ter"

:¡c The CONPHC's commitment to tenant participation has been

shown by its encouragement and funding of tenants' associa-

tions. Projects have been delayed by resident opposition,

however in general, they have been well received in later
stages of project development and in the post-development

per iod.
?t Third sector housing aid has been provided in the f orm

of organízational and technical assistance, and the transfer

or lease of City-owned land.

The WHRC's performance according to the developed per-

formance measures can be summarized as follows:
* Limited funding and a low level of municipal support and

political commitment have contributed to production Ievels

significantly Iower than originally foreseen. with CAI

funding it was expected to reach its annual production tar-
get for the first time in 1984" Development activity has

become focused on rental unit production, pFimarily through

multiple unit building renovations, although the proportion

of new units has been growing.
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* The WHRC is providing rental units for its target income

group of lower and modest income families and individuals"
Income integration is also apparent.

* FamÍIy oriented units 55 percent of its portfolio by

late 1984 - are being produced" Household type integration

is evident with good representation from single and two pa-

rent families and single adults" Senior citizens comprise a

somewhat low proportion of households.

* WHRC rents are either comparable or lower than those in

the private market yet many households, especially single
parent families and young/elderIy singles, appear to be ex-

periencing some affordability problems with rent-to-income

ratios in excess of 25 percent.

* Public and private sector reaction to WHRC activities
has been generalty positive with some "on"ärn expressed by

public sector representatives, particularly from the City

and CMHC, over its concentration of activity in the downtown

precinct.
* The WHRC's Iow production levelr êâr1ier dispersal of

activity and short period of operation have prevented it
from making a large impact on neighbourhood stabilization"
Development activity has been concentrated in the inner city
area with the downtown precinct receiving the greatest unit
additions. The degree of improvgment to the city's housing

stock has also been limited by its 1ow production levels.
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There are many arguments supporting a greater municipal

housing role. Community housing needs and problems are bet-

Ler identified by municipalities and more effectively ad-

dressed by a locaI, rather than a national, approach. Mu-

nicipal involvement fosters goal achievement" Housing as a

'right' has become more accepted. Municipalities, particu-

larIy Iarger centres, possess a higher leveI of competence

compared to prevíous years. Some continue to assume the

role of reactor while others have undertaken responsibili-
ties associated with the active facilitator and comprehen-

sive producer roles.

The MNP Program encourages a local response to housing

issues. It is one of the few programs available for munici-

palities to ensure that affordable housing is produced for
low and moderate income households without the negative

characteristics associated with traditional public housing

projects. Non-profit housing benefits taxpayers. Further-

more, it provides tenants r¡ith a good standard of housing

and opportunities to participate in project management.

Under favourable conditions a MNP corporation can be a

good demonstration of municipal initiative and control, It
can be an effective tool for addressing 1ocal housing needs,

problems, goals and neighbourhood stabilization/revitaliza-
tion. Pre-requisites for its successful formation and oper-

alion include the delegation of provincial legislative au-

thority, the availability of senior leve1 funding, the
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existence of an official municipal housing policy and polit-

ical commitment, and a suitable organízational structure.

WhíIe most large municipalities and others of varying

size have established MNP corporations, many capable, larger

centres have not" Municipaj- financial and administrative

support varies among cities, yet aIl centres favour the MNP

Program's continuation which is threatened by a recent fed-

eral evaluation of the whole S.56.1 program.

7 "3 RECOMMENDATTONS

The recommendations which fo1low are suggested modifica-

tions, improvements and courses of action concerning the

S.56.1 program, specifically the MNP component and its par-

ticipants. The recommendations are grouped into different
areas of concern. Àccompanying the recommendations are

t,he i r bases , oF reasons f or be ing suggested .

7 "3"1 Continuation of Proqram

*. RECOMMENDATION 1

To ensure that low and moderate income Canadians are pro-

vided with decent , af.f.ordable, rental housing, it is recom-

mended

THÀT THE FEDERAL GO\TERNIflENT CONTINT'E M{E SECTION 56.1
PROGR.AM WISH SOB{E MODIFICATIONS"
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Due to the cancellation or dramatic reduction of other so-

cial housing programs, S.56.1 has become the primary federal

instrument for social housing provision, Municipalities,
while recognizing the program's inability to meet a large

portion of the total demand for social housing assistance,

believe it has the potential, with some modifications, to

increase the supply of modestly priced, rental housing. The

realization of. this potential is threatened by the S"56.1

evaluation findings and federal fiscal restraint.

* RECOMI{E¡I'ÐATION 2

MNP housing corporations and other third sector groups

are also apprehensive about possible S"56.1 program cancel-

Iation or dramatic reduction in favour of a shelter allow-

ance program. For S"56.1 to continue addressing special

housing needs and situations, it is recommended

THAT AI{Y ATTEMPT TO DESIGN A SHELTER AII,OWANCE PROGRAS{ NOT
BE MADE AT THE EXPENSE OF SECTION 56"1, AIID ONLY UPON Ft¡rJL
CONST'LTATION WITH M'NICIPÀT,ITIES, THEIR MNP CORPOR.ATIONS,
TIIIRD SECTOR I¡OUSING GROUPS A¡{D OTHER REIJEVANT BODIES.

Unfavourable views toward a shelter allowance program arise

from its failure to add to the stock of housing available to

low income families or deal with the special housing prob-

lems of the elderly and disabled. Furthermore, it would be

unsuitable in low vacancy markets and in situations where

tenure security is a concern. l
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7 "3 "2 toeal Input

* RECOMMEbIDATION 3

In order for national housing policies and programs to

address critical locaI housing issues, it is recomrnended

TIIåT Mt NTCTPALTTTES BE ALLOWED ADEOITATE REPRESEÌ{TATTON rN
FUTT'RE NEGO'rIATIONS ON HOUSING POLICY AND PROGRAM
DE\TET.OPD{ENT.

Negotiations on national housing policy and program develop-

ment have normally included minimal or no municipal repre-

sentation. As a result, policies and programs have been

based on federal, provincial and perceived municipal inter-

ests.

* RECOMT{EìIDATION 1T

Housing needs, problems and market conditions vary among

municipalities. To enable municipalities (via their MNP

corporations) to respond appropriately to their ovtn needs

and conditions, it is recommended

THåT MT'NICIPAI,ITIES BE GII'EN GREATER CONTROL IN DETER},ÍINING
TT{E PROGRAM PRIORITIES OF THEIR MNP CORPORATIONS À}¡D MORE
INPTII IN TIIE DETERMTNATION OF PROGRA}'Í ET,EMENTS SUCH AS T'NIT
AT,T,OCATIONS, TARGET GROUPS, GUIDELINES A}¡D MA'TIMM UNTT
PRICES.

Effective implementation of the MNP component of S.56.1 can-

not occur without local input into program design, such as

the degree of emphasis placed on nevr construction or 'u"q/
rehab' activity for individual MNP corporations, and every-

day operation"
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?"3"3 uniÈ Alloeatíon and Capital,/Land Fundínq

E RECOMffiS{DATTON 5

A point of contention with MNP corporations, pdrticularly

within the last few years, has been inadequate annual unit

allocations under S.56.1 " To enable these corporations to

serve a greater proportion of the large demand for non-prof-

it housing accommodation, it is recommended

THAT THE FEDERAL GO\¡ERNIIÍENT INCREÀSE ANNUAL T'NIT ALTOCATIONS
FOR TI¡E MNP CO}ÍPONENT OF SECTION 56.1 UPON CONSUT,TÀTTON WIXIH
IITDIVIDUÀT. MNP CORPORÀTIONS.

In recent years allocations have fallen below the number re-

quíred and anticipated by many MNP corporations. As a re-

sult, projects have had to be postponed or cancelled.

* RECOMIIÍENDÀTION 6

Changes to the allocation process itself are required to

make it easier for MNP corporations to engage in forward

planning and minimize municipal financial risks, therefore,

it is recommended

THÀT BOTI{ SENIOR GOVERNMENTS IMPT,EMENT A TI{REE TO FI\TE YEAR
Ft ttDrNG/t NrT Ar,r,ocÀTroN sYsrEM t llDER TI{E PROGR.AI{"

Characteristics of the current process, such as notification

delays, uncertainty of allocation amount and its annual ba-

sis, have made it difficult to undertake significant forward

planning. Uncert,ainty of allocation amounL creat,es finan-

cial risk for those municipalities providing their MNP cor-

porations with preliminary developrnent assistance (ie" con-
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sult.íng/design fees) which may not be recovered if a project

is cancelled due to a lower than expected unit allocation.

E RECOMME¡IDATTONS 7 , 8, 9

MNP corporations have been constrained in their develop-

ment activities by insufficient or lack of working capital,

interim financing and replacement reserves. For them to ef-

fectively carry out their housing programs, it is recommend-

ed

TTÍAT THE FEDERAÍ, GO1TERNMENT ENCOI'RÃGE PROVINCES A}ID
MT'NICIPAI,ITIES TO PROVIDE WORKTNG CAPITAL FT'NDS BY PROMISING
FEDER.ÀL CONTRTBUTIONS.

THÀT MT'NICIPÀLITIES BE ENCOI'RAGED TO PROVIDE MNP
CoRPoRATTONS I{ITH FOR}íS OF DIRECT EQUTTY, ÀlilD LOW TNTEREST
r.OAÌ.IS FOR INTERIM FINÀ}.TCING PT'RPOSES TI{ROUGH TI{E PROVTSION
OF CMHC LOA}T INST'R.À}TCE.

THAT TTIE MA:IIMT'M I,IMIT ON RESERVE FI¡I{DS BE RAISED TO PROVIDE
THE CORPORÀTIONS VTITH ÀDEQUATE FI'¡TDS !I'O CO\TER TI{E COSTS
INCT'RRED IN TI{E REPÀIR ÀND MODERNIZÀTION OF BUTLDINGS TN
THEIR PORTFOLTO.

MNP corporations are highly dependent on government funding,

yet provinces and municipalities have not provided them with

the needed leveI of support. Under the program, the munici-

pal role essentially consists of housing construction and

management, with senior government financial assistance and

supervision. Large municipal contributions are unnecessary

for a corporation to undertake basic development acÈivity"

Although some municipalities have assumed financial risk by

providing their MNP corporations with capital advances, and

have provided varying forms and degrees of assistance, di-

rect municipal financial involvement is generally minimal.

Greater municipal financial participation would increase in-
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centives for production and management efficiency, and rvould

make municipalities more legitimate actors in the program.

In addition, MNP corporation development costs have in-

creased upon borrowing interim funds at high rates from pri-

vate lenders. Some corporations have found it difficult to

make improvements to older portfolio units without adequate

replacement reserve funds.

S RECOMME¡TDå,TION 10

A shortage of reasonably priced, inner city development

sites has constrained MNP corporations in project develop-

ment, since neither they or t,he loca1 governments have suf-

ficient finances for major land assembly. In order for MNP

corporations to develop projects in locations requiring, and

suitable for, non-profit housing, it is recommended

THÀT THE SENIOR GO\¡ERNMENT LEVETJS ESTABLTSH À COST.SHARED
TJAI{D ASSEMBLY PROGRA}I (TON E¡ÍÀMPTJE, A 50e40e10
FEDERÀLr/PROVTNCIALr/}íI'NI Cr PAr, COST SPLIT ) .

Extensive municipal land assembly activity was curtailed

upon termination of federal funding. Some MNP corporations

receive City-owned or acquired land at cost-recovery or less

than market prices. Municipalities have often had to by-

pass opportunities to acquire property appropriate for non-

profit development because of Iimited finances. As a re-

sult, projects are increasingly being developed on marginal

sites unsuitable for families.
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7,3"4 Proqram Elemente ae Development eonsËrainLs

e RECOMMEb{DATÏO3{S 11 o 12

Program guidelines, development standards and administra-

tive procedures have consistently hampered development ac-

tivities" To make it easier for MNP corporations to proceed

with needed housing projects in the inner city, where there

exist many development const,raints, it is recommended

THÀT PROGRAM GUIDELINES AT{D ÐEVETJOPMENT STA¡{DARDS BE APPT,IED
WITH GREATER FLE¡TIBITJITY IN STTUÀTIONS WHERE PROPOSED
PROiIECTS ÀRE AFFECTED BY TNCONTROLLABTE FACTORS (eg. HIGH
DENSTTY, SCARCITY OF rJÀbID) On WHERE COMPT..IAI{CE I{OULD CREÀTE
T'NNECESSÀRY FINANCIAT, HARDSHIP FOR THE MNP CORPORÀTION, IVIITT
AT,L DT'E CONSIDERÀITION GIVEN TO THE EI{VIRONMENT AI{D
ST'RROI'NDING RESIDENTS .

THAT PROVINCES RESPONSIBLE FOR rHE MNP COMPONENT STREAMT,INE
THEIR ÀPPROVAL A¡TD N)MINISTRÀTIVE PROCESSES.

CMHC development and cost guidelines (eg" those dete.rmining

when rehabilitation becomes unviable compared to new con-

struction) have been the source of senior government-MNP

corporation disagreements. CMJC site planning standards,

t,hough not as inflexible as in earlier years' continue to

affect development activity in some cities where high inner

city densities and land costs make compliance difficult"

MNP corporations in provinces which have assumed administra-

tion of the MNP component have experienced rigid enforcement

of federal program guidelines. This problem is especially

prominent in Ontario where projects have been subject to a

lengthy, detailed and inflexible approval process.
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*, RECOMMENDATTON$ 'I3O 1&

MNP corporations perceive the lov¡ levels and inflexibili-

ty of MUP's to be development constraints. To alleviate

this situation, it is recommended

THAT MAXIMT'M T'NIT PRICES BE TNCREASED TO REFLECT THE ITIGH
LA¡{D AND CONSTRUCTIO}d COSTS ÀSSOCIATED wIrH DEVELOPING INNER
CITY HOUSTNG.

TT{AT }ÍA¡TIMT'M I¡NTT PRTCE FT¡E¡TIBILITY BE INTRODUCED TO
RECOGNI ZE DTFFERENT MARKET CONDTTIONS IN IIIDIVIDUATJ
MTJNICIPÀLITIES, SPECIAL STTUATIONS, I'NIOT'E FEÀTTTRES AND MORE
TYPES OF BUrr,DrNG FORMS, ÀND TO Ar.r,OW TARGER tNrTS FOR
DISABT,ED TENA¡{TS AND THE INCORPORATION OF MAINTENANCE/ENERGY
SAVING DESIGN"

Though not disputing the MUP's desirability' municipalities

believe that the low MUP leve1s often fail to reflect local

market conditions and encourage low capital/lnigh operating

cost (maintenance and repair) scenarios which can create se-

rious financial problems in future years. Furthermore,

MUP' s have been criticized for their rigidity and failure to

correspond to the construction season, while the MUP deter-

mination process has been reproved for providing Iimited op-

portunity for municipal input.

* RECOMMENDåTIONS 15, 15, 17, 18

Both federal and provincial guidelines concerning housing

acquisitions have acted as constraints. To enable MNP cor-

porations to increase their leveI of 'acq/rehab' activity,

it is recommended

THAT II{E FEDER.ATJ GOVERNMENT INCREÀSE NÀTTONAL T'NTT
ÂLrJocATî oNs FoR 'g Àcg/REi{ÀB I PRoGRÀi¡is ÀND MOÐr FY PROGRåM
GUTDET,TNES F'HICH PRESENTT.Y CONSTRAIN TTIIS ACTTVITY"
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IM{åT CM¡{C BT¡Tr,DTNG STANDARDS BE ÂPPT,TED WITH GREATER
FT,EXTBTT,TTY TO REHABTT,TTÀTION PROdIECTS AND TI{AT THESE
PROJ'ECTS BE AI,LOWED TO E¡ßCEEÐ THE I85 PERCENT OF MUP!
GUTDET.TNE TN CITIES WITH HIGH T,AND AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS"

TT{AT }TON-RESII¡ENTIAT, BUITJDINGS T'¡TDERGOING RESIDENTIAT,
COI{I'ERSION BE ABT,E TO RECET\TE RRÀP ASSTSTANSE AND 1OO

PERCENT C}fi¡C T,OA}{ TNSTJRåNCE.

THåT TIIE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO PERMTT THE ACSUISITION OF
RENTAL HOUSING' THÀT DOES NOT REQUIRE ÀT IJEAST MODERATE
REPÀIR, IN SITUATIONS tiHERE NEW CONSTRUCTION IS NOT POSSIBLE
oR FEASTBI,E, ONLY IF ADESUÀTE ASSISTA¡¡CE IS PROVTDED FOR
TENAI{T RELOCATION å¡{D ET(ISTING TENATdTS RECEI\TE PRIORITY FOR

'IT{E NEW PROiTECTS.

Partially due to CMHC's bias towards nev¡ construction, hous-

ing 'acq/rehab' activity by MNP corporations has been sub-

ject to rigid enforcement of program guidelines and CMHC

building standards, cietailed review procedures, and l-ow unit

allocations. Ct'fFIC's '85 percent of MUP' guideline has re-

strained housing acquisitions in some high cost cities where

acquisition costs approach the local MUP level; this is un-

fortunate as 'acq/rehab' activity maintains and increases

the suppty of affordable, inner city housitg, is a good ve-

hicle for stabilizing and revitalizing inner city neighbour-

hoods, and is often more cost effective" Strict compliance

with modern building standards is difficult for rehabilita-

tion projects, which are often Iarge, older buildings in in-

ner city locations. Non-residential building conversion ac-

tivity has been affected by its ineligibility for RRAP funds

and the availability of CMHC loan insurance for only 90 per-

cent of mortgage va1ue. Concern over tenant displacement

and the need for new rental stock have led to guidelines in

Ontario which restrict acquisitions to existing vacant or

occupied buildings requiring at least moderate repair'
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?.3,5 Froqram ELements Affeetíne Tarqetins Abílítv

* RECOMffiBqDATTONS 19, 2A

Conf licting ob jectives of the S " 56.'1 program have been

largely responsible for its inability to serve a higher pro-

portion of low and moderate income households. The primary

objective of providing housing for this population sector is

in conflíct with two additional objectives income group

integration and increasing the rental housing stock" In or-

der for MNP corporations to follow their mandate of primari-

Iy serving certain targeted income groups, it is recommended

THAT THE FEDER.AT, GOVERNMENT DEFINE THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
SECTION 56.1 PROGRAM IN À CÍ,EÀR AND CONSISTENT FASHION SO
THAT THE PRIORITY CAN REMAIN HOUSING PRODUCTION FOR LOW AND
MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS.

TTTAT THE FEDERÀT] GOVERNIqENT ALT.OCATE A T,ARGER PROPORTION OF
rTs NoN-PROFTT HOUSTNG BI¡DGET TO 'ÀCQ/REHÀB' ÀCTrVrrY"

with income group integration being one program objective,

it has not been possibLe for MNP corporations to serve a

higher proportion of their targeted income groups" The fed-

eral government is in a rather awkward position as increas-

ing the program's targeting ability will require its income

group integration objective to assume a lower priority" Àn-

other conflict exists between the primary objective and that

of increasing the rental stock" Under the program, rental

housing can be produced at less cost through acquisition ac-

tivity compared to new construction. If program funds ïere

direct,ed predominantly at the former activity, more units

could be produced for the target groups. Unfortunately this
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ap-has not occurred since the federal government.'s priority

pears to have been to increase the rental stock.

E RECOMffiNDÀTTOhTS 21 O 22

The program's LEM rent structure has made it increasingty

difficult for MNP corporations to fulfiII their mandates.

To mitigate the growing trend of project rents becoming in-

accessible to a larger proportion of moderate income house-

ho1ds, it is recommended

THÀT TI{E FEDERAÍJ GOVERN¡,IENT' IN CONSTII,TATION WITH
MITNICIPALITIES, Et{ÀldINE TIIE POSSIBILITY OF ETIMINATING TI¡E
I,OW-EI{D-OF-MARKET RENT STRUCII'URE IN FAVOT,'R OF SETTING RENTS
BASED ON COST-RET,ATED FÀCTORS OR A MODERÀTE INCOME
DEFINITION. s

THAT, IF THE ÀBO\¡E OPTTONS PRO\IE I'NSATTSFACTORY, SENTOR
GOVERNMENT SHALTJOW SUBSIDY ÀSSISTANCE BE PROVIDED 1[O PUT
ITNITS WI:IHIN TIIE REACH OF MODERATE INCOIIIE HOUSEHOLDS' AND
MT'NICIPÀLITIES BE GIVEN OPPORTT¡NITIES TO HÀVE A GREÀTER
IMPÀCT ON THE DETERT{TNATION OF f.EM RENT T,E\TET,S.

Many MNP corporations, especially those in cities with high

housing costs, have found that the majority of their units

are becoming inaccessible to moderate income households be-

cause of LEM rents that are set too high. Since LEM rents

are based on newer, private sector projects, in most cities

they are signiiicantly higher than rents in the older hous-

ing stock and approach the top end of market rents.a Higher

rents may increase the vacancy rate in MNP projects result-

ing i'n lost revenue" If LEM rents are set too Iow, the non-

RGI households wiIl receive a higher proportion of the

available subsidy, thus reducing t,he amount f or those most

in need.5 Based on the program guidelines for setting rents

in non-profit projects, it is questionable whether the LEM
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rent structure is appropriate for addressing the affordabil*

ity problems of l-ower income households. Furthermore, LEM

rents under the present system are not determined in rela-

tion to a project's economic circumstances, but to external

considerations entirely out,side the tenantsr or MNP corpora-

tion's influence, thus, removing the incentive for building

management to implement cost saving practices.

* RECOMIfE¡¡DATIONS 23, 24

Ontario MNP corporations have long criticized the Prov-

ince's 25 percent RGI limit as it prevented them from serv-

ing a larger number of low income households. Àlthough the

situation has improved with a 1983 RGI increase to 35 per-

cent plus 5 percent for disabled persons, municipalities

refusing to accept the two mandaLory conditions, =.t.h as To-

ronto, are ineligible for this increase. To enable more

needy groups to be served by MNP projects, it is recommended

THAT THE PROVINCE OF ONTÀRIO BE MORE FLEXIBLE WITH TTS
CONDITIONS FOR ÀT,T,OWING À PROPORTIONAT. INCREÀSE IN
RENT-GEARED.TO-INCOME T'NITS WHERE À MNP CORPORåTION HAS
DEMONSTRÀTED COMPETENCE AND SHO}IN THÀT ITS PROCEDT'RES CÀN BE
EQUALI,Y EFFECTIT/E"

rHAT THE PROPORTION OF RGI T'NITS AIJI,OVNED TN PROJECTS BE
DETERMINED THROUGH PROVINCIAL-MNP CORPOR.ATION NEGOTIATIONS
ON TI¡E BASIS OF DEGREE OF HOUSING NEED' LOCAL MÀRKET
CoNDTTIONS, PROJECT SI ZE A¡ID NEIGHBOITRHOOD CI{ÀRåCTERISTICS.

* RECOMME¡IDÀTION 25

Provincial subsidy assistance has either been inadequate

or non-existent. To make it possible for MNP corporations

to effectively serve a larger proportion of targeted income

groups, it is recommended
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TT{AT TfiE PROVT}{CES BE ENCOTIRAGED TO DEVET,CIP BOT'T{ DEEP A3{D

SHALLOW SUBSTDY PROGRAMS.

Many provinces have not matched federal subsidy assistance

as S.56,1 does not require a mandatory provincial contribu-

tion. Even Ontario, which has strongly supported the Non-

Profit Program, has only been contributing approximately

5-10 percent of the net operating cost of units built under

S.56.1, although its share for S"15"1 units is 40 percent.6

Consequently, MNP corporations have been unable to provide

housing for a J-arger number of lower income households. The

program requires a progressive subsidy structure which re-

Iates the degree of assistance to relative need. Deep hous-

ing subsidies are required for the very needy, while shallow

subsidies are needed for less needy households with low to

moderace incomes.

* RECOMMENDÀTION 26

To increase MNP corporation targeting ability and allevi-

ate the large demand for RGI accommodation, it is recommend-

ed

THåT TI{E FEDERÀL GOVERNMENT CONSIDER ALLOWING h{NP

CORPORåTIONS TO PRODUCE 1OO PERCENT RGI HOUSING PROiTECTS ON
A SMAI,L, SCALE.

This action should be permitted particularly in low income

neighbourhoods where there exists a high degree of need for

RGI assistance and difficulty in attracting market tenants

to MNP projects"
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*, RECOMMESIDATTONS 27 N 28

To deal with the problem of higher income households com-

prising too large a proportion of the tenant profile, it is

recommended

TI{AT MNP CORPOR.ATIONS TMPTJEÞÍENT A STRICTER SCREENTNG AND
APPLICANT PRIORIZATION PROCESS, AldD CONSIDER PERFORMING
PERIODIC TENANT MEANS TESTS.

THAT CMTIC EXAS{INE OTT{ER MEASI'RES TO ADDRESS ryi{Is PROBT,EM.

MNP corporations need to monitor their tenant profilesr ês

their programs must continue to serve low and moderate in-

come groups. As surcharges and income restrictions create

problems,T additional measures are required to prevent high-

er income households from forming too large a percentage of

the overall tenant di str ibut ion..

* RECOìß¡ENDATTONS 29, 30, 31 , 32

WhiIe Iow and moderate income households have been the

program's target income group, sectors within this category

have been ignored even though they have displayed comparabLe

or greater need. To enable MNP corporations to serve a v¡id-

er range of needy groups, it is recommended

THå,T TITE ET,IGIBILITY CRTTERIA FOR RENT.GEÀRED-TO-INCO}AE
ASSISTANCE ttlitDER TI¡E MNP PROGRAM BE BROAI)EIIED TO INCII'DE
LOT{ER INCOME NON-SENIOR SINGLES ÀND CHILDT,ESS COUPI,ES'

1TI{Â,T TI{E MNP PROGRAM BE MODIFIED TO EXPT.ICITI,Y PERMIT MNP
CORPORÀTIONS TO BUILD OR ACQUIRE ROOMING HOUSES Al{D HOSTELS'

THAT PROVTNCIAL GO\IERNMENTS GT\TE MORE FT'ITDING FO SOCTAT,
ORGANIZÀTIONS PROVTDING SUPPORT SERVTCES TO SPECIAL NEEDS
GROI'PS RESIDIT{G IN MNP HOUSING.

THÀT GREÀTER CO-ORDTNATION OCCUR BETWEEN MNP CORPORåÎTONS
AbTD SOCIAI, SERVICE ORGA¡TI ZATIONS IN TITE PT,ANNING OF
DEVET.OPMENT ÀCTIVT TI ES .
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Lower income, non-Senior singles and childless couples are

also in need of decent, af.f.ordable housing, yet they are un-

abl-e to afford the LEM rents of MNP projects and are ineli-

gible for RGI assistance. The short supply of rooming house

and hostel units in many cities cannot serve their needs.

I.ThiIe S.56.1 capital assistance is available for rooming

house/hostel unit development, most MNP corporations cannot

afford to produce them because of the costs involved in pro-

viding rental subsidies which would be required by the te-

nants. Both the Toronto and Ottawa MNP corporations have

expended Scarce resources Lo build or acquire some units.

Other corporations have recognized the housing needs of dis-

charged psychiatric patients and mentally handicapped young

people by making units available to social service groups.

Unfortunately, the necessary support services are often in-

adequate due to a lack of funding and co-ordination. MNP

projects should be able to house the range of household

types that normally exist in the general community.

7 .3,6 Ot,her Concerns

*,RECOMMENDATION 33

MNP housing projects have experienced some difficulty in

attracting market tenants" In addition, they have been per-

ceived incorrectly by the public. 1o address these prob-

lems, it is recommended

THÀT THE SENIOR GO\¡ERNI'ãENT f,EvTT, RESPONSIBT,E FOR
ADMTNISTERING :THE ÀINP COMPONENT T}T PARTICIPÀTING PROVINCES
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ASSTST M!{P CORPORATIONS TN T¡NDERTÀKTNG MARKETTNG AE{D PI¡BTTC
TS{FORMATTON PROGR.A}4S FOR }{OTd-PROFTT HOUSTNG 

"

Some MNP corporations have found it necessary to embark on

marketing programs for their LEM rental units' as projects

built in low income neighbourhoods of some cities have had a

problem attracting market tenants, especially when other Io-

cations offer alternatives. Concerning perceptions, the

general public and many local Council members have essen-

tiaIIy been unable to differentiate between non-profit hous-

ing and provincially developed assisted housing. Non-profit

housing has often been perceived to have the negative quali-

ties of traditional public housing. As a result, projects

have encountered citizen opposition and difficulties in re-

ceiving Council support, resulting in expensive delays.

* RECOMMENDATIONS 34, 35

The lack of organlzational models has affected some MNP

corporations. To provide municipalities and existing MNP

corporations with familiarity of MNP corporation structures

and improved guidance, it is recommended

THAT C}IHC DE\TET,OP ORGANIZATIONÀL MODEI.S FOR TT{E MNP PROGR.åMO

THAT THE SENIOR GOVERNMENT T,EVEL RESPONSIBI"E FOR
ADMINISTERING TIIE MNP COMPONENT IN EACH PROVINCE PROVIDE
MT'NICIPÀtITIES WIT¡¡ ADDITTONAT, ADVTCE ON ORGANI UATIOÌSAL
STRUCTT'RE.

llithout organízational model-s f or guidance, MNP corporations

have adopted Structures based on loca1 conditions and exami-

nation of those in other cities" The lack of opportunity

for municipalities to examine developed modelS more condu-
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of success achieved by
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The formation of MNP housing corporations in the 1970's

did not mark the beginning of direct municipal housing in-

tervention. The first major display of direct intervention

occurred in 1913 with the creation of the Toronto Housing

Company. Subsequent direct initiatives, although few and

far between, included the post-WorId War I Housing Commis-

sions and the Limited Dividend Housing Companies in later

decades. The turning point for municipal housing involve-

ment was the 1973 NHA. It included new non-profit' housing

provisíons which encouraged municipalities to intervene di-

rectly in the housing market through MNP corporations formed

to produce affordable housing for Iow and moderate income

households.

This form of direct municipal intervention differs in two

vrays from previous initiatives. UnIike earlier initiatives

primarily undertaken by large ciLies, this vehicle of direct

intervention has been more widely adopted. Municipalities

of varying size across the country have responded to federal

incentives, and provincial in some cases, by establishing

MNP corporations to produce housing for sectors of the popu-

lation experiencing affordable housing need. The most im-

214
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portant difference however, is municipal attitude. Former

municipal initiatives v¡ere largely a result of public pres-

sure, serious housing/Living conditions and the availability

of senior government funding. These factors did play a part

in the formation of MNP corporations, but more importantly'

municipatities were beginning to believe that locaI govern-

ments should assume more responsibility for their residents'

welfare and that they were capable of taking direct' posi-

tive action.

Three municipalities which became direct interventionists

vrere the Cities of Toronto, Ottawa and Winnipeg. The pur-

pose of this thesis has been to determine the level of suc-

cess being achieved by thei.r respective MNP corporations

Cityhome, the CONPHC and the WHRC in meeting their program

goals/objectives. Based on the conducted performance evalu-

ations, it can be stated that Cityhome and the CONPHC have

been generally successful in realizing most of their goals

or objectives while the WHRC has only attained moderate suc-

cess at best, owing primarily to its low leve1 of develop-

ment activity,

Cityhome is the oldest, largest' most diverse and most

successful MNP corporation in the country. It has been

largely successful in meeting the needs of a significant

portion of low and moderate income households requiring de-

cent, affordable, rental housing in the City. It has devel-

oped income integrated projects which offer tenant partici-
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pation opportunities and cause minimal disruption to the

character of existing neighbourhoods. The CONPHC has been

successful in producing affordable, integrated, rental hous-

ing for low and moderate income families, senior citizens

and other special needs groups" Although it has become a

major landlord, the CONPHC has not sacrificed its goals of

tenanl/community participation and support to other third

sector groups" Vlhile the VTHRC's level of development activ-

ity is not comparable to that of Cityhome or the CONPHC, it

has produced a Iimited portfolio of inexpensive, income in-

tegrated housing for a diversity of Iower income households"

The ability of these and other MNP corporations to

produce larger quantities of housing and serve a }arger pro-

portion of the targeted groups has been affected by S"56.1

program constraints, government fiscal restraint resulting

in insufficient funding and unit allocations, ínadequate

provincial and municipal support, a shortage of inexpensive,

inner city land, housing market conditions, high interest

rates and inflation. In spite of this difficult working en-

vironment, many corporations have been very successful. By

producing quality, affordable, well-located housing without

the negative characteristics of traditional public housing,

t,hey have contributed to the stock of lower priced' rental

housing being depleted in many cities. Through their reha-

bilitation and infill activities lhey have been able to up-

grade the existing housing stock and assist in inner city
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neighbourhood stabilization/revítalization. They have been

able to meet only a smal1 portion of the affordable housing

demand, yet ytithout their contribution many households would

stiIl be residing in substandard housing or experiencing

critical affordability problems. Even if the recommenda-

tions for program improvement were implemented, it would be

unrealistic to expect MNP corporations, oY the entire third

sector, to meet the lower income housing demand without a

massive, and unrealistic, infusion of funds.

The affordable housing shortage will likeIy continue to

be a serious problem for municipalities in the near future.

Municipalities cannot expect this problem to be rectified by

external actions. Private Sector housing wilI probably con-

t,inue to be inappropriate in terms of price, form and loca-

tion, Senior government programs may not encourage afford-

able housing production in the quantity, form and location

desired by local governments"

Greater municipal housing involvement is the course of

action supported in this thesis" Capable municipalities de-

ficient in affordable housing and experiencing other housing

problems should, in addition to their traditional activi-

ties, assume an interventionist housing role allowing them

to develop a local approach to housing needs, problems and

goals. The MNP component of the S.56.1 program provides

them with an excel]ent opportunity to take positive action,

MNP corporations can be effective vehicles for direct hous-



ing inLervention. À municipality's decision to

course of action vrill ultimately depend on the pol

social values held by City Council and the

glhether or not the MNP corporation is successful

ing its goals will largely depend on the degree of

commitment from City Council and senior government
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take this
itical and

commun i ty .

in achiev-

pol i t ical

support.

without the s"56.1 program, which has been the most im-

portant factor responsible for the degree of direct munici-

pal housing production existing today, direct municipal ini-

tiatives would have continued to be isolated and limited in

scope. It is the principal on-going program addressing the

housing needs of lower income Canadians. The demand for

lower income housing far exceeds the program's level of

funding. The contribution of MNP corporations must be rec-

ognized. The federal government must continue the program'

make improvements to it and provide it with more funding.

Provincial and municipal governments must provide MNP corpo-

rations with more political, financial and oLher forms of

support." Municipalities t¡ith MNP corporations must lobby

for increased funding, unit allocations and improvements

while competent municipalities with housing affordability

problems should form similar corporations. If the program

is nAt to become another victim of federal fiscal restraint,

broad, active support for the program must become evident on

the part of the municipatities and provincial governments"
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